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DRUG ABUSE IN THLPA,MERICAN SCHOOL
SYSTEM, 1982

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 27, 1982

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMTFITE ON INVESTIGATIONS

AND GENKRAL OVERSIGHT OF THE
COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:02 a.m., in room

4232, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Paula Hawkins,
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Hawkins and Humplirey.
Staff present: Jay Howell, chief counsel, Tim Jenkins, staff "Inves-

tigator, Terri Parker, staff counsel, Lisa Demetree, professional
staff member, Constance Winter, staff assistant.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR HAWKINS

Senator HAWKINS. I would like to welcome you here today. We
were waiting for Senator Humphrey, who is cochairing this hear-
ing with me today, but he will,be here shortly so we will proceed. I
like to be prompt and I am sure every other Senator does, too. We
value your time and your interest.

We are meeting as the Subcommittee oh Investigations and Gen-
eral Oversight, and the hearing's title is "Drug Abuse in the
American School System." Drugs and alcohol are a growing prob-
lem for young people today. The combination did not present a
problem for me or my fellow students when my generation was
growing up. We had our own problems, but none as complicated or
destructive as this. These substances were not readily available in
the schools in our neighborhood or on our streets.

Young people have always, experienced insecurity, great needs,
curiosity, and pressure to challenge authority. These condiditions
last for a long time. My youngest daughter is 20 years old and
some of those are still present in her life. It was and remains
simply part of Frowing up.

This generation's growing pains, however, are experienced in an
atmosphere where drugs and alcohol are widely accepted. The con-
sequences for those who stumble are far more severe. In today's
schools and communities, drugA, alcohol, and sometimes detention
centers are what await the curious and the confused. It is a nation-
wide problem that we found in our investigation, is.experienced in*
every city, in every state. The effects of drug and alcohol abuse are

(I)
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devastating. They threaten our educational system Wnd they have
paralyzed the American family.

In the last 10 to 15 years, drug and alcohol use among school age
children has reached epidemic proportions. The problem is more
widespread in this country than in any other nation in the West-
ern World. While the dramatic rate of increase appears to be level-
ing off, I feel the condition remains critical.

According to a National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDAJ survey
conducted in 1980, nearly two-thirds of this Nation's high school se-
niors have used an illicit drug, and two in five have used an illicit
drug othenthan marihuana. To me these figures are alarming and
must be taken very seriously. Alcohol use among these students is
even more prevalent than marihuana use. The results of the NIDA
survey are conservative because it did not include the substantial
number of young people who do not reach their senior year in high
school.

We discovered in our investigation that the problem starts before
high school. More than half of the marihuana smokers first tried it
between the ages of 11 and 15. Far more disturbing to me is that
an alarming number of these children have also used hard drugs
such as PCP, quaaludes, LSDtand the prescription types.

Too often we attempt to reach adult solutions, to what are pri-
marily young people's problems. The threshold question that must
be asked here is: What can be done at home; in the school, and in
the court system, to prevent and cure drug and alcohol abuse
among juveniles?

It is essential that today's discussion begin with testimony from
those who have lived this nightmare. When we initiated this inves-
tigation, we were uncertain that the cancer could effectively be
treated. Based upon what we have learned by interviewing dozens
of individualswe now believe that there is a great reason for

hope.
Today, we are going to hear from those people who have, helped

provide that hope through their efforts at the family, school, reha-
bilitation, and juvenile justice levels. Their testimony will demon-
strate that the battle can be won. We want this to be a positive
hearing.

Our first witnesses will relate in shocking detail their experi-
ences with drugs, alcohol, and unlawful conduct. These young
people are all handsothe and beautiful; they come from different
parts of the country; they have varied backgrounds. They are all on
the road back from serious bouts with drugs and alcohol. Their ac-
counts support the premise that no family is immune to this condi-
tion. In addition, they will surprise most of you by their recommen-
dation that the schools and the juvenile justice systems adopt a
tougher stance with young offenders.

The second panel is comprised of law enforcement and judicial
representatives who have been directly involved in juvenile drug-
and alcohol-rehited cases. These respected officials will discuss
their innovative judicial approaches and highlight students' prob-.
lems and needs from an insider's perspective.

Finally, we are going to hear from counselors, educators, and
parents who have devoted their lives to fighting this terrible prob-
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Wm. They will emphasize that cooperation among parenth, schools,
and juvenile justice systems is vital to a successful resolution.

The people in this country are looking to Congress for Wadership
on issues like these that so deeply affect the fabric of American so-
ciety. I compliment my colleague, Senator Humphrey, for his work
in this area -as chairman of the Subcommittee on Alcoholism and
Drug Abuse.

Our responsibility is to focus national attention on this issue. To
that end, I have initiated a Senate drug caucus, designed to raise
the awarenees of the Senate to the devastating effects of drug
abuse and trafficking, and will also be introducinK legislation next
week when the Senate reconvenee to deter drug distribution in and
around schooW.

At this point we will receive for the record a statement by Sena-
tor Kennedy, the ranking,minority member of the subcommittee,
who was unable to be present for today's hearing.

[The prepared statement of Senator Kennedy followsl

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR KENNEDY

'Senator KENNEDY. Substance abuse is a growing National trhe-
dytragic in that it accounth for the nee&ese waste and destruc-
tion of hundreds of thousands of lives each year.

This insidious problem continues on the rise. The latest figures
on drug addiction and abuse are alarming. According to NIDA, the
National Institute on Drug Abuse, an estimated 22.5 million
Americans either abused, or were addicted to drugs in 1980. Of
that total, 67 percent, or 15 million, were between the ages of 12
and 25-4 miljion of them, children and adolescents of elementary
and junior and high school age.

State and Federal drug treatment administrators warn that
heroin, cocaine, and amphetamine use continue to steadily in-
ctease. Yet, this administration has chosen to cut Federal funding
of treatment programs. In the aggregate, total Federal funding for
alcohol and drug abuse programs went from $332.5 million in 1980
down to $224 million in 1982.

I find it difficult to believe, that the current administration is
aware of and fully appreciates the disastrous effects of its cuts in
funding to treatment programs all across our Nation. Many of
these progranis are either being forced to close, or to severely cur-
tail their services; waiting lists of those who seek treatment are
getting longer and longer; many would-be patients are simply going
without treatment; and, according to program operators, these
crisis situations will become worse.

New York State anticipates that it will be forced to abolish
3,0(X) treatment slots within the next year.

In my own State of Mamachusetts, officials project that almost
1,000 drug abusers will go without treatment; and currently there
are approximately 500 individuals waiting for periods of as long as
6 months to be admitted to treatment programs.

A recent report from the City of Detroit indicates that 14 sub-
stance abuse treatment programs already have been shut down, re-
sulting in an estimated "2,600 fewer clients per month receiving
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substance abuse care and treatment than did a year ago," and the
full impact of budget cuts is yet to be felt.

Partly in anticipation of Federal funding cuts, Dade County, Fla.,
which has one of the most serious substance abuse problems in the
Nation, closed its program last October, and treatment programs
for 600 hardcore drug addicts were abolished. As a former director
of the Dade County program recently observed to my staff, "We are
waiting for la timebomb to explode."

From Chicago comes word that the only drug-free outpatient
treatment facility that had served 60 patients daily in the predomi-

, nantly black south side of the city was forced to shut its doors; and
it is estimated that the State of Illinois will lose more than 900

treatment slots as a result of cuteln Federal funding.
Treatment programs in our Nation's Capital also are in trouble,

with young people having to wait in line for treatment they so des-

perately need. Fifty-five young people are waiting for admittance to
Second Genesis, a residential therapeutic community; and at RAP,
Inc., a similar facility, 100 are waiting to get insome for as long
as a year.

What is to become of the thousands of children and young adults
who are being denied treatment and a second chance for a decent ,
and productive life? The consequences are all too obvious-and un-
thinkable. At worst, many will continue lives of crime to support
their'habits and more will die from drug overdose and other relat-
ed causes. At best, others will return to yough detention centers,
jails, and prisons where there is no treatment and rehabilitation to
speak of and where they probably will Only become more hardened
to their destructive way of life. Is this what the current administra-
tion and the people of this Nation want? I think not.

The talk of belt-tightening and budget-balancing has no place in
America's crisis of substance abuse. Treatment is cost-effective. The
alternatives of imprisonment and hospitalization are both wasteful
and ineffective. The cost of substance abuse treatment is half that
of jailing and less than one-tenth that of hospitalization.

Therefore, I call upon this administration to readjust its prior-
ities and restore the badly needed funding so urgently needed for
substance abuse treatment. I also urge my colleagues on this sub-
committee and on the Labor and Human Resources Committee to
join me in working for restoration of thEttzteds. The alternative
price in human suffering and lives is far igh to pay.

Senator 'HAwitiNs. I want to give a special welcome to those at-
tractive and brave young people who are here today. We want you
to be relaxed. I cannot tell you how much I personally appreciate
your being willing to come forward and help us here today.

I had a hard time getting here myself, but this issue is very, very
important to me. We are going to go down the line in order, start-
ing with Terry. Then we will hear from David, Penny, Ken, end
Mike.

We will start with Terry, since you are the smallest. They usual-
ly pick on the smallest one, right?

TERRY. Yes.
Senator HAWKINS. How old were you when you first became in-

volved with drugs or alcohol?
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STATEMENT OF TERRY, DAVID, PENNY, KEN, AND MIKE, A
PANEL

TERRY. I had my first drink when I was in the sixth grade.
Senator HAWKINS.,Sixth grade?
TzKay. Sixth grade; I was- 11 years old. I guess about 3 weeks

after that, I took my first drug, which was marihuana; I. smoked
some of that.

Senatdr HAWKINS. Where did you get your first think? Was it at
a party?

TERRY. What it was, it was a New Year's Eve dnd my parents
were foing to a pariy and I ended up babysitting. And so my very
considerate mother went out and bought me and a girl friend a
couple of bottles of champagne, I guess feeling that it would do no
harm.

I Was not exposed to drinking at all and I did not know how, you
know, people drank, if they just sipped it or chugged it from a
bottle. So, we just chugged from the bottle,-because we thought
that that would be the easiest way to get drunk.

With pot, I first sinoked pot with my Older sister.
Senator HAWKINS. How old were you then?
TERRY. I was 11, going into My first year of junior high school,

going into sevqnth grade.
Senator HAWKINS. Were you still experimenting with alcohol on

the side?
TERRY. Yes; what happened, when I drank the champagne, te say

the leastA got very sick, you know, but before I did, it was exciting
and it was an adventure and it thrilled me, you know. It was some-
thing I wanted, so I guess on weekends I started drinking with my
friends or people older than me.

Senator HAWKINS. Where did/you get the alcohol?
TERRY. Stealing it from the house, stealing money from my par-

ents, going out in front of liquor stores and asking someone to go
in.

Senator HAWKINS. Were these people older than you? You could
not go in, could you?

TERRY. Right, right, bigger than me.
Senator HAWKINS. You got these people to purchase it for you

right?
TERRY. Right.
Senator HAWKINS. Then you would go to a friend's house?
TERRY. Yes, or out in the woods, a parkanywhere; it did not

matter.
Senator HAWKINS. And you started mixing it with marihuana?
TERRY. Yes.
Senator HAWKINS. And you were still just 11 at that point? I

want everybody to realize that you are still eleven years old/-
TERRY. Right, right. Also, soon after that, I started talting other

drugs. My mother had a history of migraine headaches and a
couple of neighbors did too, and they would take Percodan, and
Valium, and Tylenol 3 with codeine. I soon found out that if I
faked having these headaches, then I would get some of these pills,
too, and they were very freely handed out to me.
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Then I figured out if I could drink and smoke pot on top of all
this, I really caught a buzz.

Senator HAWKINS. What grade were you in at this age?
TERRY. About seventh grade.
Senator HAWKINS. What were the other children doing? What

was the environment like at school? Was this something everybody
did?

TERRY. Well, most seventh graders really do not start smoking
pot, and doing drugs, and drinking as often as I did. They did it
occasionally at a party or sornething, but I guem the ninth grad-
ersI used to hang around a lot of them and they did that. You
know, there were crowds in school and we would smoke pot in the
bathroom and that kind of stuff.

Senator HAWKINS. At school?
TERRY. Yes.
Senator HAWKINS. Where did you get the drugs, other than out

of available prescription bottles?
TEKKY.-Well, also, I was babysitting and I had a couple of baby-

sitting joba, and people have liquor cabinets and they have meth-
cine cabinets, and I would just make myself right at home and go
in there and steal as much as I could.. When I left there, or not
even when I left there, I would get high.

Senator HAWKINS. While you were babysitting?.
TERRY. Right.
Senator HAWKINS. Do you think this is a common problem?
TERRY. What,-for people?
Senator HAWKINS. For kids.
TERRY. Yes.
Senator HAWKINS. I mean, they do examine medicine and liquor

cabinets of others while they are babysitting or visiting homes?
TERRY. I am sure they do. I found out since I have been sober

that I am not different, you know. A lot of people do this.
Senator HAWKINS. Were the teachers aware when you went to

school that you had a drug problem?
TERRY. Well.let me see; in junior high school I did not get

caught very offPn for doing anything related to alcohol and drugs.
Senator HAWKINS. You confined it mainly to the weekends?
TERRY. Yes; on the weekends and in school. See, we usiid to think

we were real slick and we were real cautious, you know. We would
go in the bathrooms. The teachers have their special bathrooms, I
guess, I assume, but they never came in there and caught us.

And we would go out for lunch and sneak off the property and go
get drunk. You know, toward the end of my drinking, I was drink-
ing dailydrinking in the morning, drinking in the afternoon; I
mean, all the time, and using drugs. I was usmg a lot of quaaludes
and smoking a lot of pot.

I would come into school; I was in summer school at thatime be-
cause I had failed from the use of alcohol and drugs during the
past year. I would lay out three chairs and put my butt in the
middle one and just pass right out. I did not go to sleep; I passed
out because I was drunk.

Senator HAWKINS. In school?
TERRY.. At school. And the teacher's reactionI do not think

there was a reaction. Nobody ever said anything to me. They would
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always wake me up and tell me to go to the next class. I was ob-
noxious, you know; I had a veiry bad attitude toward school and,
like you were saying before, against Autbority, You know, I re-
belled from it.

If someone asked me a question in schooldai would get upset.
"Why are you asking me," you know. I thought people were pick-
ipg (As me; I was the only one in the world, in other words. So, I
guess they felt better if I just went to sleep and left them alone,
but nobody confronted me.

Senator HAWKINS. How many grades did you sleep thro6gh? -

TERRY. Oh, wow, I do not know; it varies. I know I slept through
all of summer school, and that was in the. 10th grade, my sopho-
more year. And in ninth grade, I know I slept a lot.

Senator HAWKINS. Did-you get promoted. to the next grade?
TERRY. Barely, barely.
Senator HAWKINS. A conditional promotion?
TERRY. Rif ht.
Senator AWKINS. And this started when you were in seventh

grade, you said, and went on through high school?
TERRY. Yes.
Senator HAWKINS. What grades of school did you finish? You are

still in school?
TERRY. Yes; what happened is I got sober midterm of that

summer school year.
Senator HAWKINS. What grade was that, ninth?
TERRY. That was my sophomore Year, and I went back to my reg-

ular high school last year for my junior year and I was not.the big
hit, you know. I would not give out some of my drug connections,
so people kind of gave me a hard time. Tile first day of school, I got
hit in the face by a friend, you know.

Senator HAWKINS. Because you would not---
TERRY. Give my quaalude connection to this person, because at

this time I had been realizing that these things were killing me
and I did not want to, you know, give it to anyone else for them to
kill themselves. I had been told I was very lucky that, you know, I
survived so far.

People did not like me too much. You know( if I was not drinking
and doing drugs, they did not want me around; I threatened them.

Senator HAWKINS. Did you sober up by yourself or did somebody
help you?

TERRY. I started going to self-help groups meeting at night and I
met a lot of people who were sober 1 day, 1 year, 10 years, 15 years.
My father and part of my family gave me a lot of support. My
mother rebelled againstshe was rull of 41tiki1l and she thought
that I just overdid it and that I did not have a problem and I just
needed to stop drinking. And I could not stop drinking; I did not
think I could, until I had people backing me up.

Senator HAWKINS. This is a local organization that you went to?
TERRY. Yes.
Senator HAWKINS. Your dad took you?
TERRY. Yes.
Senator HAWKINs. Did he go with you?
TERRY Yes.

12
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Senator HAWKINS. YOU needed that support to get there, I imag-
_ine.

TERRY. Liieeded someone to' hold me un, too.
Senator HAWKINS. What do you mean?

. TERRY. Right. I washow can I put itwasted. I guess my last
drinking-experiencelike I said, I was drinking daily. I was drink-
ing in the morning. I would wake up in the morning and start
drinking or taking drugs. -

Senator HAWKINS. Did, you hide it from your parents?
TERRY. Yes.; I hid it pretty well, and I would always play games,

like, on my mother and stuff, like get tobacco out.of a cigarette and
put it in abox. She would come running out"Look, pot in Terry's .

room again," you know..
. ; Senator HAWKINS. Where did you hide the bottles of alcohol,
tinder the bed?

TERRY. In.my closet. -
Senator HAWKINS. in your closet.
TERRY. I would go opt and buy one, At this time, I was working. I

started working, I guess, when I was 14, on and-off.
Senator HAWKINS. What did you do?
TERRY. Well, When I was 14, I was telephone soliciting, and then

lat4r on r was a waitress and I would have mbney!in my pocket
every_ single day and I could buy anything I wanted that day. I
would buy my drugs or the street and I would go to a liquor store
and send someone in to buy it for me became 1- usually Jinew
people of' that age.

Senator HAWKINS. Wh4 is your current situatiOn?
TERRY. My parents?,
Senator HAAF,KINS. How old are you- now?
TERRY. Oh, rAy current situation? I am 17. I have gone back to

that same high school and I have been sober about 19 months-19
months today; oh, that is pretty heat. Well, anyhow--

Senator HAWKINS. Happy anniversary.
TERRY. Yes, thank you. It is a big deal, you know; it is for me.
Senator HAWKINS. You come back every year and see me and tell

me that, would you?
TERRY. OK, yes; another year, I hope so.
But I still go to these special help groupsself-help.
Senator HAWKINS. Are they at night?
TERRY. At night, 8:30, and talk about my problems. I know a lot

of people who are sober that I can call on the phone.
Senator HAWKINS. Are you accepted at school?
TERRY. No, not at all. I have one friend in schoolone friend

and I go to a rather large high school.
Senator HAWKINS. How many students in your school?
TERRY. I guess about 1,500.
Senator HAWKINS. Only one friend?
TERRY. There is a lot of drinking and a lot of drugging going on.

Like, I could walk in the bathroom; I think one of the' bathrooms is
a hotspot in the wintertime because it is a little cold outside. I
smell pot and people drinking. If I go out on the smoking courtI
was talking about this earlier. There is a 14-year-old boy at school
and he reminds me of me so much, and that is why it hurts, I
think.
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Hop is always drunk, Or he has been smoking pot, and he can
- hardly walk; and all he *ants to talk about is drugs and ylcohol;

and he is failing school. That was me when I was that age, but he
does not know, you,know.

Like I"Was Wring earlier also, there is not one poster in. my ,
school about drug abuse or alcohol: We haVe an alcoholism counsg.
or, I know, at our school. I liave'not seen him.

s Senator HAWKINS. Does,your 13chool halie an alcoholism counsel-
or?- -

'1 TERRY. Yes; I found that out; but I hive fibt seen him..There are
no places where people say, "Go get help.'k'-When t was 'drinking
and f-tvashurting bad, things in my life were deteriorating and
wanted help.; butl was touroud to admit it aVhat time.

But,we had a drug program come in and they showed us aocouple
Of,illnis-alid told us not to drink and not to dreg. Theyedid.npt.say,
if You had this Problem already, where4o go fop 'help. I was about

, in tears, you know, wanting to raise my hand and ask these peonle,
but all my peers were sitting around me and I di& not "have it in
me to do it.' Senator HAWKINS. How are Yeattparents today? Do they work
with you? I am sure they are proud of you.

TERRY. Well, my parents separated when I vf,as tirinking .and
they recently divorced. Me and my mother's relationship is not
good at all. She likes to drink and I feel uncomfortable around
you know, I can go and sit around people who are drinking, but
when they Say: "Oh, this wine is good, you know, about a hundred
times in 5 Minutes, it starts clicking-in My mind. "

She does not feel I have a problem:0d she does not accept me
,for who I am. But my father''and my grandmotherand I have an
Uncle also who I used to fight with -when I was drinkingwe are
all buddies, you know. We are friendv and I think I have gotten to
knOiwinyAtmily better, you know. I did not luidw them when I was

- drinking, and I didi;,'Ixot care less about, them either4 much less
myself.

They support me. If I need a ride to a meeting, they,will go along
with me or drop me off. We get along. When I have a' problem, I
know I can sit down and I can talk to them, where before, when
you had a problem, I did not know you were supposed to talk about
it, No. 1. And No. 2, I did not know who to go to, you know, but

I have everybody.
Senator flAwKiNs. Have you talked to this little 14-year-old boy

that.40A, relate to? Have you spoken with him and helped him
b k?.

TERRY.' 11 me te go out and get high with him, but it is
hard for me to -ar down with all these people and say: "I adi
sober; you know, tli amkere I went for help." Drinking is not
good. You know, you tr great time being sober, you know,,
which I do, but they do not believe that, you know.,

'Senator HAWKINS. What would you tell us today? I know that
you address parent groups, telling parents how to recognize this
problem, and you are very good at it. What advice would you like
to leave in this record for other young people and their parents?
What would you do if you were in their shoes?

V
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TERRY. Fir-A of all, I think I would educate myself on drugs and
alcohol. You..know, my mother did not know anything' about it at
all, you know.. And niany parents that I have run into do not know
the first thing; you know, they do not know what a pipe isthat you
smoke pot opt of or anything like that. I think that is real impor-
tant. And ,I think teachers and school officials should also get edu-
cated.

s' I was Speaking at a parents' group, I guess, almost 1 year ago
aiici they had a sign up there that said: "Fight peer pressure with
parent pressure," and that really hit me somewhere. I like that,
you know, because I have worked with a lot of parents.

think that, you know, if my parents knew something about
drugs anci; alcoholwell, see, like, when I was drinking, my parents
told me: "If you take LSD, you are going to light yourself on fire or
jum# off g,building." And I said: "Oh, wow, I am never going to do
that stuff.''.,

But ,ten 'when my friends started doing it, they were not light-
thenAelves on fire or jumping out of,buildings. And I thought,

this is.pretty safe, and I did it, and I did It -and I did it again, and
again. TAina I still did not do tkat stuff, and I thought that they
were lying to me. .

I think that society as a wholeiust looks at it as oh, my God, you
know,.you are going to do this and that, because we hear all these
stories. But they do not hear, I guess, the normal story toward it;
you know, people do not do this, but it does, you know, long-term
effects and it is insane, in my opinion.

Senator HAWKINS. You are a great example of one ',AIM has rec-
ognized her own problem and Whose family has cooperated and
worked with you to overcome it: I Must commend You at such a
tender age for being a good disciple and good teacher.

Do you plan to go to college when you graduate frorn high
school?

TERRY. I am in my senior year right now and I am doing good in
all my classes, except one, and I have to pass that one to get out of
school. But, see, I missed so many years 'drinking, and drugging,
and sleeping in class, and skipping school that it is like a cram
course in 1 year and it has been real difficult.

But I plan to go to the community college in northern Virginia
and take data processing, because I am taking a computer pro-
graming class right now. I think my life is shaping up and going in
order like other people's do.

Senator HAWKINs. Well, we surely do appreciate your being with
us today and showing that it can be done. I think you exemplify
the hope that I spoke about in the opening statement. You are a
great example that this problem can be recognized and treated
with love and togetherness; that, indeed, it can be overcpme.

I am perplexed and bothered that yota, have no friends. That is
not common for someone your age, especially someone as attractive
and friendly as you are. I am also very' disturbed that teachers
would qllow you to sleep on three chairs !for a 3-month class. It is
incomprehensible to me, but this is what we are here for today, to
hear from those that have experienced it;. the real professionals in
this area.

15
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The records I have read from other Senate hearings on this issue
all involved somebody telling us how to solve the problem that has
not experienced it firsthand or actually been there and returned.
We really do thank you, Terry.

This is Senator Humphrey to my right. I have only asked Terry
questions so you may proceed with her.

Senator HUMPHREY. Very well. Thank you, Madam Chairman. I
have an opening katement which I will simply submit for the
record.

[The statement referred to follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR HUMPHREY

Senator HUMPHREY. I appreciate the opportunity to cochair this
important hearing. As Mrs. Reagan has so appropriately stated:
"This nation faces the danger of, losing a whole generation of its
youth to drugpbuse."

Statistics caviled by the Institute for Social Research at the
University of Michigan indicate that 65 percent of all high school
seniors in the country report using some illicit drug other than
marihuana. These figures indicate that the level of illicit drug use
among young Americans of high school age is probably higher than
in any other industrialized nation in the world.

a Illicit drug sales are estimated to be at least $64 billion annually.
I know it is unnecessary to tell the witnesses gathered here today
what this underground economy has done to this Nation's children
and its school systems. These statistics, and more importantly the
young people they represent, cry out for action,by all segments of
our society. -

A common understanding of the seriousness and pervasiveness of
the problem, coupled with a commitment by government, families,
schools, and courts ato pool their collective expertise and work to-
gether for a common goal, will go a long way toward addressing
this societal malady.

Recently there have been some encouraging signs. The devolbp-
ment and rapid growth in the last few years of the parents' Move-
ment has begun to make an impact. According to the recent testi-
mony by Dr. Pollin, Director of the National Institute on Drug
Abuse, there are indications that a gradual decrease in the per-
ceived peer acceptance of marihuana use in particular is taking
place. However, a real reversal of the long-term trend toward drug
and alcohol abuse will require a concerted effort by all the institu-
tions which have impact on our young people: the family, the
schools, and the courts,

I am pleased that these institutions are represented today, as are
young people who have been involved with alcohol and drug abuse
and have battled their way opt of that abuse.

I will listen with great interest to the testimony of each of the
witnesses here today. It is my sincere belief that recommendations
from the people who are personally involved in the education and
rehabilitation of our young people will be a significant factor in
formulating the most effective policies for addressing this problem.
I look forward to working with Senator Hawkins and my otlier col-
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leagues in exploring and implementing these policies to address
this treacherous social problem.

Let me add in addition to that that I am delighted, as chairman
of the Subcommittee on Alcoholism and Drug A.buse, to cooperate
with your Subcommittee on Inestigations to further broadcast the
truth about the devastating effect of alcohol and drug abuse on our
young people:

I assume, after speaking with Terry, we are going to
Senator HAWKINS. Go down; after Terry, we will have David.
Senator HUMPHREY. Very well, then, let me ask a few questions

of >Terry.
Surely, young people follow different routes in falling into drug

and alcohol abuse, but% is there some common thread that runs
through these various avenues? What starts them out on the road
to abusing alcohol and drugs?

TER.Ry. I really cannot talk for everybody.
Senator HUMPHREY. I understand.
TERRY. But, for me, I think it was watching other people do it,

you know, and it looked so exciting, like an adventure, you know.
As you know, there are a lot of people who do this kind of stuff,
and if you do it, you are going to have a whole lot of friends, and I
wanted that.

From people I have talked to who have the same experience I do,
they all feel that,.you know, they wanted friends and that was im-
portant, and lot of peer pressure and ist rebelling from the par-
ents, you know. You are not supposed to do that, but they do it,
you know.

Senator HUMPHREY. Yes; so, whatever the original cause or cre-
ation of the drug culture, today it is largely a matter of peer pres-
sures?

TERRY. YE'S.

Senator HUMPHREY , Falling into drug and alcohol abuse among
young people is largely a matter of peer pressures and rebelling
against parental influence and authority. Is that what you are
sa 'rig?

RRY. Yes.
Senator HUMPHREY. You said something, I think, very revealing

and important in your earlier resionses to Senator Hawkins. You
said that, with respect to your teachers, nobody confronted you.
Your teachers saw you stretched out on chairs, passed out, obvious-
ly in some kind of distress, and yet they apparently felt that it was
the easier course to ignore you than to confront you.

Nobody confronted you. NOne of your teachers confronted you?
TERRY. Rig,ht, and--
Senator HUMPHREY. What aboutexcuse me; go ahead.
TERRY. What I was going to say is nobody confronted me, and

nobody is, in my school today, confronting anybody about a prob-
lem, and there are a lot of people who go in there really drunk, you
know. They just send them home. They do not say: "Hey, you
know, let us talk."

You know, I tried to get off school to do an interview with some-
one, you know, to tell them about my experiences with drugs 'and
alcohol. And the principal of my school got very defensive and said,
"We do not have an alcohol and drug problem in this school," and

17
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I have run into that a lot, you know. Thei are very ignorant and
they do not want to admit that their school has a problem.

Senator HUMPHREY. Well, is it really ignorance or is it fear, or
for some reason being unwilling to acknowledge the problem?
-TERRY. I think it is fear too.
Senator HUMPHREY. It is a very difficult problem to deal witha

very ugly and frightening problem and one over which, certainly,
teachers do not have any practical Authority. But, of course, that is
no excuse for not confronting and refusing to acknowledge the
problem.

What about your parents, or parents in general, speaking as a
peer? Do parents ionfront young people or do they hide their heads
in the sand?
TERRY. Well, my trairtentswhat they did is, if I came home

drunk, they would let me know that I was in big trouble. I used to
like to sneak out of the house at night and party all night and
climb back in my window or something. I would come back and
people would be sitting there waiting for me, you knowmy par-
ents. All they did was basically put me on restriction. You know,
they thought it was a phase that every young person goes through.

But I have run into a lot of parents. Like Senator Hawkins said,
I work with a lot of parent groups in the northern Virginia area
and, you know, they are learning how to deal with the problem for
themselves to help their kids. I think that is real important.

Senator HUMPHREY. So, your parents were concerned and, to
some extent, confronted the problem, but. were not able to help
you. They did not know where to turn themselves, perhaps?
TERRY. Right.
Senator FIUMPHREY. They tried to discipline you, but really gave

you no real help?
TERRY. Right; I think thaw by the time they did, you know,. I

started getting into more tro ble and more trouble.
Senator HUMPHREY. Yes.
TERRY. Alcohol and drugs had become my life, the center of my

life, and I was not willing to give that up. I thought that being put
on restriction or getting a ticket from the State police because I
was driving without a license or somethingeverybody had to do
that kind of stuff, you know. If you are going to drink and drug,
you have got to pay the price.

Senator HUMPHREY. We know how your alcohol and drug abuse
affected your school life. How did it affect your family life? Do you
have brothers and sisters?
TERRY. I have an older sister and a younger sister and a little

brother, and my little brother and my little sister were kind of
afraid of me for a while.

Senator HUMPHREY. Do you feel titat you might have led them
into similar experiences, or is it the other way around?

TERRY. I feel that I probably would have, if I had been around.
See, I had moved from my family to come over here to straighten
up with my grandmother. Well, see, I was babysitting two twin
boys that were 10 years old and they were buying pot at school.
They were in elementary school and I would get them stoned and
they would get me stoned, and I would get them drunk and they
would get me drunk.
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I am sure I would have put it on my little sister, too. You know:
"Hey, let us go and get stoned."

Senator HUMPHREY. Well, there is apparently a good deal of un-
happiness between your parents. Do you think that is to any,extent'
the result of your problems or is it vice versa.

TERRY. I blamed myself for my parents' separation for a long
time.

Senator HUMPHREY. You do?
TERRY. I did.
Senator HUMPHREY. You did.
TERRY. But it was not my fault, you know.
Senator HUMPHREY. Was their unhappiness the fault of your

problem?
Timm They were very unhappy with me, you know. My mother

had disowned me after something happened that I was a victim of,
but she did not see it that way. And in my opinion, "she is pretty
sick herself; I do not know what the problem is.

Senator HUMPHREY. But what I am getting at here is, Is it your
opinion that the young people who fall into alcohol and drug abuse
are the result of unhappy homes, or do they cope from happy and
stable homes as well?

TERRY. I think they come from happy and stable homes; they
come from the ghettoeseverywhere; all walks of life.

Senator HUMPHREY. Have you heard the term used among your
peers of "burn-out"?

TERRY. Yes.
Senator HUMPHREY. That is not a medical term, as I understand

it; that is a term of young people. What does that mean?
TERRY. Well, that is hard to decide. I was called a burnout a lot

when I was real stoned or on my drugs, on my quaaludes. I would
sit back and I was not real talkative.

Senator HUMPHREY. Yes.
TERRY. I was just kind of flaky upstairs.
Senator HUMPHREY. I think it is significant. You know, whenever

persons in authority try to lecture people or educate them about
the real physical effects of alcohol and drug abuse, it tends to have
a counterproductive effect. And yet, young people themselves,
through recognizing burnouts and coining and using that phrase, I
think themselves unconsciously acknowledge that there are, in
fact, some very serious effects of alcohol and drug abuse.

I think, Madam Chairman, I will
Senator HAWKINS. Thank you, Senator.
Let us wrap this up, Terry. As of today, there are no posters in

your school stating that if any students here feel they have a drug
problem, they may go see Mr. Smith, or "we have a drug counselor,
we have an alcohol counselor; his or her name is, and they are in
room 1202 from 10 to 4, and please drop by and check." There are
no_posters like that in your school anywhere as of today?

TERRY. None.
Senator HAWKINS. ,The bathroom is still the place to go, from

what you are saying.
TERRY. The bathroom. We have off-school lunch privileges and

you can go anywhere you wtint to. People have cars. You can buy
beer at the 7-Eleven in Virginia, you know; and there is one right
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up the street. There is everything going on in schoolpeople cut-
ting classes.

Like I said, I have had my ears and my eyes open for a message,
you know, coming from the school, saying:"Hey, you know, if you
want to learn about alcohol and drug abuse or you think you have
a problem, this is who you can'go to, like you said.

But in other schools I have been in in Arlington and Fairfax, and
whatever, some schools have that, and I have been to schools and
talked to kids my own age and I have seen a lot of results. I have
eaeen a lot of people come into the program that I am in and get
sober.

Senator HAWKINS. SO, you would recommend that these things
be done?

TERRY. Well, see, just like the total rebelling against authority
like, if I was drinking and you came to me and spoke to my class
and said: "Do not drink and do not do drugs, ' I would have
laughed, you know. But if someone my own age came in and said:
"Hey, this is what, you know, I did and this is what happened, and
this is where I went to get help," instead of aaying, you !mow: "Do
not do it, it is going to kill you," or whatever, people can relate and
they feel more relaxed, I think.

Senator HAWKINS. Would some authority figure in the bathrooms
be helpful?

TERRY. I think so.
Senator HAWKINS. Or would you just rind another place?
TERRY. Well, the people who really wanted to do it that bad

would rind another place, you know.
Senator HAWKINS. But it might deter those that know that that

is the place right now?
TERRY. Right. Well, see, it is cold outside.
Senator HAWKINS. I noticed that.
TERRY. And there are not too many people out there going out

there and smoking pot and drinking. And the bathroom is heated
and it is right around the corner from your next Oass, and it is
crowded in there. You cannot hardly even walk K and I think
somebody needs to go in there even to let the people get in to go to
the bathroom during the break, you know. There 113 no room.

Senator HAWKINS. How about off-school lunch privileges? You
talked about that. I remember I could not gp off campus as a
youngster; we had to stay on campus at all times because the
school was the custodian of my well-being from the time I left the
house until the time I returned. Then it became in vogue when
young people had cars to walk across the street and get a bad sand-
wich instead of staying at school and getting bad sandwich.

The idea that you could leave became the in thing to do, to go off
to lunch, Do you think that is good? Would it be better if we kept
the students on the campus?

TERRY. I think it would be better because what we do is we have
fourth period and then break for lunch, and you should see how
many people end up in fifth and sixth periodnot too many.

Senator HAWKINS. They do not come back?
TERRY. They do not come back; a lot of them do not come back.

And I feel that if we were allowed to stay on school grounds, the
authorities there could, you know, keep an eye on everybody, you
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know; just advir us and stuff like that, because people,are going
out and getting high and coming back, or going back arid bringing
beer to the school, and just all kinds of crazy stuff.

I think they should stay there and learn, because that is what I
am doing in school. You know, I am there to learn, and I think
that school is becoming more of a party.

Senator HAWKINS. A party?
TERRY. A party; you know, let us go get_odrunk."
Senator HAWKINS. And now you have lea-rnad you have to have

an education?
-TERRY. Right.
Senator HAWKINS. I really want to thank you, Terry. You have

been so helpful and we will be 'calling on you in the future as we
mold some recommendations to correct this pervtisive problem.

We have in the audience with us today a group of young people
from the Second Genesis program that has been so successful in
this community. I want to thank you all for coming. I am finding
out today that the ones to learn from are young people, not the
adults who may be defensive or predisposed in their poeition on
this matter.

David, we welcome you here today. How old were you when you
first became involved in drugs?

DAVID. fwas in sixth,grade. First of all, I started drinking when
I was 9 years old. I started to drink my father's beer. My mother's
liquor was downstairs. In sixth grade, I started cutting school and I
started getting high in sixth grade.

Senator HAWKINS. What did you get high on?
DAVID. What did I get high on? I started smoking marihuana.
Senator HAWKINS, 1Did you have to buy it?
DAVID. Yes.
Senator HAWKINS. Where did you get the 'money?
DAVID. What?
Senator HAWKINS. Where did you gef tile money to buy it?
DAVID. Where did I get the money? I stole it from my parents.4.
Senator HAWKINS. You stole it from your parents?
DAVID. Yes.
Senator HAWKINS. Was it expensive?
DAVID. No, not really. At the time, it was $5, $10, but I mean all

the way to a quarter pound; $400 a pound. It is like you would buy
meat or in a store.

Senator HAWKINS. How many of your classmates were like that
in sixth grade?

DAVID. Well, at the time in sixth grade, there was only me and
about four other guys that lived in the neighborhood in Glen

tanie that got high at the time and were drinking.
`----13snator HAWKINS. Out of how many?

DAVID. I would say maybe 200 8tudents.
Senator HAWKINS, 200 students, and about a handful of you that.

were showing them how?
DAVID. Yes.
Senator HAWKINS. Did it affect your school?
DAVID. Yes, very much.
Senator HAWKINS': Right away, or did it take some time?
DAVID. It got worse and worse.
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Senator HAWKINS. Who did you get heavily involved?
DAVID. By the time I got in seventh grade, I started using acid,

MD, a lot and I started doing bathiturates.
Senator HAWKINS. In oeventh grade?
DAVID. What?
Senatoi HAWKINS. In seventh grade?
DAVID. Yes. -

Senator HAWKINS. Continue.
DAVID. My parents were using Percodans and things like that for

back troublespainkillers. And I was at the wide range where I
was going to medicine cabinets looking for anything I could to do
and get high on.

Senator HAWKINS. Did you rig?' the drugs?
DAVID. MiX it up; I would do everythingdrink, anything I

could, you know, just to get me stoned so I would not have to face
reality, you know, as far as a lot of troubles, confusions.

Senator HAWKINS. Did you go to school?
DAVID. Did I go to school?
Senator HAWKINS. Yes..
DAVID. About 65, 70 days out of a year of school. I did not go to

school that much. The only time I did go to school was to be the
class clown, you know, more or less.

Senator HAWKINS. You were real entertaining?
DAVID. Yes.
Senator HAWKINS. They mimed you when you were gone?
DAVID. Yes. , ......,/Senator HAWKINS. How many years did this last?
DAVID. All the way up to' the 10th grade. I stayed the 10th

grade for 3 years.
Senator HAWKINS. Tenth grade for 3 years?
DAVID. Yes.
Senator HAWKINS. That was your favorite class?
DAVID. Yes.
Senator HAWKINS. You kind of hated to see that one go by.
DAVID. Yes. .

Senator HAWKINS. How did you get in 10th grade? I want to
know how you passed through to the 10th grade.

DAVID. I passed the 10th grade by the skin of my teeth. I do not
know how I did it; but I passed the 10th grade. What helped me
was vocational school, learning trades, voc tech. Like, I was very
interested in that, and I had it three Classes in the morning and I
went there from, 7:30 until about 12. Then I got out, and my house
was right in back of it, so then, from there, I just walked out the
door, went through the woods and went home, and that was it. And
then I might go to two periods a day at the regular school.

Senator HAWKINS. Dui your drug habits ever get you involved in
any criminal activity?

DAVID. Yes.
Senator HAWKINS. Tell us about it. . .

DAVID. Well, the more drugs I was using, the more physical habi-
tatI was adapting to it. I wa at the point. where I had to have
drugs; I had to have them to ft4iction. Therefore, I needed a lot of
money.
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I was spending $100, $200 a week sometimes on drugs. And at
the age of 16, I was working at Dino's restaurant and two other
restaurants until 174 and even that was not enough money for
me. I started doing B. & E.'sbreaking and enteringsI started
stealing from my parents. I stole a variety of jewelry from them
and anything that was worth money.

Senator HAWKINS. How did you convert it to cash?
DAVID. Excuse me?
Senator HAWKINS. How did you convert it to cash? Would you

trade the jewelrylor the drugs?
DAVID. 'Yes; I cashed the jewelry in at a gold storeyou know, a

store that sells jewelry.
Senator HAwKiNs. And then go buy the drugs?
DAVID. Yes.
Senator HAWKINS. Did you get caught?
DAVID. Did I get caujght cashing in gold?
Senator HAWKINS. Yee.
DAVID. Yes; I did, and I was going to GED school, and this.was

after I got kicked out of school. And I took this high school ring to
school one day that I stole from this house that I broke into, and I
showed it to this guy and he wrote down the name on the high
school ring. And at this time, I think I got $60 for it. I went out
and I bought me some drugs and some alcohol.

And my mother came looking for me. I told her where I was at
one night, and the detective was at the house and said: "Did you do
a B. & E.? Somebody called in and said you stole a ring from a
house." And I kept on denying it. I said: "No, no, no." And then
finally I just told him and we went down to the jewelry store, and
when he got me in there and I showed him the place where the
ring wasas soon as he turned his back, I was gone; I ran fiom
him. I had to go do my last little bit of drugs.

And then I stayed hiding from him; I hid from him for a couple
of days. I did not go home; I did not let my parents know anything
about it. And then finally, .he was sitting on a street corner one day
in his car and I rode by and he pulled out in back of the car and
pulled us over and he took me down to the police station.

Senator HAWKINS. And what happened?
pDAVID. What?
Senator HAWKINS. What happened?
DAVID. What hap
Senator HAN s. Yes., id you get arrested?
DAVID. He took me down to the police station and fingerprinted

me, and read me my rights and everything like that, and then I

went to court. I got back out. Do you want me to go on and tell you
on and on what happened?

Senator HAwioNs..Yes.
DAVID. OK. Three nights before I turned 18, I did another B. &

E., and I got caught for that. And they took me down to the police
station again. They were harassing me to "give us some informa-
tion on people in your neighborhood that were doing things."

There was only a certain crowd that was harassing the neighbor-
hood. I would not give them any information, so they let me go
again, so I had another charge. So, the next night, I MIS walking
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through a parking lot and this time I just copped a quarter pound
of pot and some cocaine.

I was going to work 6 pick up my paycheck at the Family Fish
House and the police pulled up and he said: "You fit the descrip-
tion of two people that just robbed a gas station." I did not rob the
gas station. I was walking to a friend's house to sell him some pot.

So, I got to the front door and he pulled up and he said: "Get up
against the car," and everything like that. So, I got busted right
there. They took me down and they liooked me, put me in a cell,
and called my parents. My parents came down and got me out.

Now, the next night, I got busted for attempted auto theft.
Senator HAWKINS. Every night, this became a nightly occur-

rence?
DAVID. Yes; three nights before I turned 18.
So, I got buMed for attempted auto theft. I was down at Millers-

ville police station and my parents finally said: "Hey, I am not
coming down and getting you." They told the officer to lock me up
and throw away the key.

When they took me m there, I was emotionally disturbed. I tried
killing myself in the cop car; I was beating my head against the
window. I was drinking Bacardi 151. It just seemed like the more
and more I was going through, I was just so emotionally down. I
tried killing myself various types of ways.

Senator FlAwanvs. And you are 18 now?
DAVID. I will be 19 on February 26.
Senator HAWKINS. Yo4 went through all this in the last year or

so?
DAVID. Yes.
Senator HAWKINS. How did the courts handle your problem?

What did the courts do for "you? e,

DAVID. I thought court was a joke.
Senator HAWKINS. Court was a joke?
DAVID. Yes, I really did. At various times, I went there fOr

things. It was like more or less they slapped me on my hand and
said: 'Don't do it again?'

Senator HAWKINS. Be a good boy?
DAVID. Yes; and the same way my parents handled die situa-

tions. I could get out of anything. The only thing I had to do was go
up to my room, and cry, and throw a tantrum, or whatever you
want to say, and blast the stereo, or something like that, and
would get my way.

Like, one time I did get-lodted up, I got put in Waxter's and it
was for stealing a ring from my aunt. When they put me in there, I
was put in there for 3 weeks. I was supposed to be in there for 1
month, and my parents got me

Senator HAWKINS. In where?
DAVID. In Waxter's Detention Center.
Senator HAWKINS. Detention center?
DAVID. Right. And I told them I was not going to do drugs any

more. More or less, I was dishonest to them; I lied to them. So, they
got me out. As soon as I got out, within an hour, I went down and
bought four or five quaaludes and drank a pint of JD, and went
home. And at this time, my father was drinking very heavily. He is
a truckdriver and he drinks'a lot.

24
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I remember walki l in the door and there were a bunch of beers
sitting around. He j

it
t grabbed me, shook me, and beat the crap

out of me. And I went upstairs and I just remember sitting there,
crying. Why does this have to be me? I tried slicing my wrists.

And at the time, raj, mother came hativ and I had the bedroom
door locked. And she came in and she daid: "Oh, my God, what .

, happened?" And I blamed it on my father. I said: "He beat me up,"
and I cut my wrists on a sharp cabinet edgeone of those handles
on the cabinetand ,1 tried to put it off on him.

That is the way I grew up, trying to put my problems and my v.

faults on everybody else instead of me. . .

Seriator HAWKINS. Were your teachers aware of this? Did you
ever have a teacher try to help you?

DAyID. Yes, I have had'plenty of teachers try to, but I laughed at
them. I did not want their concern, or their help or anything. Even
my parents would try to help me in a way and I just laughed at
them and played it off as a joke.

Senator HAWKINS. How did you come to find out about the
Second Genesis program?

DAVID. Through court. The last -time I went to court, Terry
Devald, my probation officer, said: "Have you heard of Second Gen-
esis?" First of all, he asked me: "Have iyou got a drug problem?"
And I said: "No" and I laughed; I said: 'No, I have not got a drug
problem."

So, I went back to Waster's and I came back again, and he was
telling me about an interview at juvenile systems. So, he asked me
again, he said: "Have you got a drug problem?" And this time, I
was in there about 17 days and I turned 18 right in Waster's on
February 26. So, he finally asked me and I just started breaking
down and crying, and I said: "Yes, I have got a drug problem. Can
you help me'?"

And s.st,hen I, was in there, I finally realized, you know, what was
going on and what was ha pening. So when I went down there, he
said: "OK, .we will try to1fecommend you to Second Genesis." I had
three char es facing me So, I went to court a51 I had a judge and
she was a lady and tried play the role to be tougher than a guy,
So, I was kind of sawed.

Senator HAWKINS. Lady judges are foneer than the guys?
DAVID. YeS. You know, that iB the way 1 see it. .

Senator HAWKINS. Kind of like your mama?
DAVID. Yes. So, anyway, she kept going on: "Well, we could give

you training school; we could give you k forest or camp, or some- .
thing like that." And I stood up, you know, and I said: "I would
like to go to Second Genesis; I have got a drug problem."

Senator HAWKINS. So, she let you choose which program?
DAVID. Yes. ,
Senator HAWKINS. She gave you a choice, and you said: "I am

going to take Second Genesis?"
DAVID. Yes. So, I stood up and I said Second Genesis, You know,

I said: "I have got a drug problem." I told her a lot about my prob-
lemsthings that I did to my family and all the things revolving
around growing up.

But at the time, I did not want to go to Second Oenesis. I heard a
lot of bad things about it on the street. When I told a couple of
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friends I 'used to hang around with and get nigh withI'told them:
"Yes, I am going to go to Second Genesis. " At the same time I said
it, though, I would be laughing. "Yes, I arn going to go to Second
Genesis.

Senator HAWKINS. Yes, big joke.
DAVID. See, I heard a lot of bad thin , like making you .scrub

floors with toothbrushes. They shave Jl your hair off and they
make you wear signs, and all kinds of azy things.

Senator HAWKINS. That was the s eat talk about it?
DAVID. Yes. I said that must be looney house, you know; I did

not want anything to do with it. S, finally, when I went to Seeond
Genesis, it was not anything like that.

Senator HAWKINS. They did not shave your hair?
DAVID. No; they used to, but, no, it is' nothing like that. As a

matter of fact, Second GenesisI like it a lot, you know. It is a re-
speetable place; I respect it a lot for what it has done for me and
how I have helped myself in there.

Senator HAWKINS. 'How has it changed your life?
DAVID. It has changed it completely around, like, as far al being

responsible, knowing that I can go to somebody and talk about my
feelings, being honest with people, changing my ways of stealing,
and being dishonest, and lying all the time. It has really helped a
great deal as far as believing in myself, believing I can make it
now, instead of always putting myself down.

Senator HAWKINS. What advice would you give us here as Sena-
tors that we can relate to the courts? Do you have advice for the
court syst4m? Could the court system have helped you sooner? You
said earlier it was a joke.

DAVID. Yes.
Senator HAWKINS. Could the court system have really helped you

earl ier?
DAVID. Could they have really helped?

_Senator HAWKINS. Really helped you earlier. I mean, you seem to
have had several encounters with the court.

DAVID. Yes, probably. But, see, I cannot really say. The only
thing that I can say is maybe they should go a little bit harden4r
me, especially, because if a person is using drugs, I mean they ao
not care. I mean, even myself, I did not care about the court
system.

When you are signed into a place like %utter's, or any training
school, or anything, all the kidsI mean, it is more or less a joke.
They kind of like rap about it; it is a big joke. I mean, they have
got a TV in there and a pool table. It is like a motel, really. I
thought it was; watch TV, play pool, play cards.

The thing I learned in there is how to be more slicker.
Senator FIAWKINS. How to be what?
DAVID. More slicker.
Senator HAWKINS. More slicker?
DAVID. Yes, as far as, learning more about the streets_
Senator HAWKINS. How to really steal' the marbles out of their

pockets?
DAVID. Sure; getting away with things.
Senator HAWKINS. You learned how to be a better thief, right?
DAVID. Yes.
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Senator HAWKINS. So, you would advise us as adults to be
stricter and at an early age?

DAVID. More strict; place more demands oi.rt them;1 more about
drug rehabilitation programs.

Senator HAWKINS. You would recommend more places like
Second Genesis, rather than the detention centers where there is
sort of a pool hall atmosphere? -

DAVID. Yes; more rehabilitation centers.
Senator HAWKINS. I redly think it is wonderful that you have

realized that there is a better way to. live and that you are willing
to share it with others. Are you going back to school now?

DAVID. Well, I took my GED 3 weeks ago.
Senator HAWKINS. That is your equivalency test?
DAVID. Yes.
Senator HAWKINS. How did you do?
DAVID. I do not know; I think I passed it.
Senator HAWKINS. And then what are you going to do?
DAVID. Then what am I going to do?
Senator HAWKINS. Yes.
DAVID._ Well, right now, the program has got three steps to it.

There is phase 1, initial, and then there is intermediate, and then
theie is conclusion, and then there is phase 2 and phase 3. Right
now, I am about at the halfway stage. I am in the conclusion of
phase I, learning about voc rehab, work- skills, interviews, and
things you are going to have to deal with out there in society as far
as getting a job, and the fears, and the insecurities around it.

Senator HAWKINS. Do you think you are cured and you are not
going to be on drugs any more?

DAVID. Do I think I am cured?
Senator HAWKINS. Yes.
DAVID. I have got confidence in myself now.
Senator HAWKINS. GOOd.
DAVID. Before I did not have any at all.
Senator HAWKINS. You sure have a lot to be confident about,

David, and I want you to stay- in touch with us and see how this
progresses. You could be of great help to other people of your age,
and also to educators. I think that we as parents and educators and
those interested in the judicial system are learning from you here
today that we need to be constantly tough and stern.

DA VII): I got my way all the time.
Senator HAWKINS. You always were the boss, right?
DAVID. Yes, I got my way all the time.
Senator HAWKINS. Senator Humphrey, do you have any ques-

tions for David?
Senator HUMPHREY. David, you said your father drinks a lot. Do

you feel that led to your alcohol and drug abuse? Do you think he
set a bad example, or is that not a factor?

DAVID. Yes; it did affect me, and the reason why it did is because
my father took out a lot of problems on me. Like, for instance, in
school a lot of times, in first and second grade, I would ask him for
help and after about 15 or 20 minutes, he could not sink it in my
head. He would say I was dumb and then he would say: "Well, you
are as dumb as your mother," and would compare me to my sister
and how good she was doingand my mother would, too. It was,
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like, compare and put me down, compare and put me down, you
know.

And I ran with that conception that I was no good, and I was
dumb, and stupid, and that everybody else was better than me. But
since I have been at Second Genesis, he stopped drinking for some
reason. When I go home or something on days out, there is not one
beer around the house or anything. And I am just glad, you know,
that he has found some help that could hell) himself.

Senator HUMPHREY. Do you think that parents setting a bad ex-
ample by abusing alcohol and drugs is a factor, generally speak-
ingnot just in your own personal situation, but generally speak-
ingamong the peer group? Is setting a bad example by parents
part of what leads young people into abusing drugs and alcohol?

DAVID. As far as abusing, yes; as far as, you know, parents abus-
ing it; family situations, arguments around kids. That used to hurt
me seeing my parents fight all the time.

Senator HUMPHREY. Whose fault that you fell into abusing
alcohol and drugs?

DAvm. It is really myself. I mean, no twisted my arms, and I
really cannot blame them. A lot of it came om me, just like Terry
said about being accepted. I always .had to ave drugs or money to
be accepted, and therefore I always had a crowd of friends around
me with these things that I had.

Senator HUMPHREY. So, mostly, you think it is a case of accept-
ing responsibility for your own behavior and your own destiny?

DAWD. Yes, and peer pressute.
Senator HUMPHREY. Not blaming it on others, although certainly

the environment is a factor, would you agree?
DAVID. Yes.
Senator HUMPHREY. What should your parents have done, David?

You said that you stole from them. Did they suspect your stealing?
DAVID. Yes.
Senator HUMPHREY. Did they confront you consistently?
DAVID. Yes, they confronted me, and I lied. I mean, I told them I

did not do it.
Senator HUMPHREY. And they accepted' those lies? Do you think

they believed you?
'DAVID. No; I know they did not believe me.
Senator HUMPHREY. You know they did not believe you?
DAVID. Yes.
Senator HLTMPHREY. SO, they did not truly confront you? You

know they did not believe you, but they did not
DAVID. Well, I mean, they asked me and I always said "No."

Like, even times when I was honest about somethinglike, take
this, for instance. One time, I got up out of bed and it was in the
middle of the night and there was a watch sitting on a table down-
stairs. My mother's curler bag was there, and I picked up the
watch in the morning to see what time it was and I put it in tge
curler bag.

They had the curler bag sitting up in the room for 2 ,weeks and
they told me I stole the watch, and then I told them I did not. They
were looking through the trash cans; I could have thrown it in the
trash can. They beat the crap out of me and kept on accusing me.
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They found it 2 weeks later in the bag and they came and apolo-
gized to me. But I had that reputation around the house as a thief.

Senator HUMPHREY. What should parents do, as a general state-
ment, when they know or suspect their children are involyed with
alcohol and drugs to the extent of getting further involved in
crime? What should parents do?

I get the impression that because they are frightened, perhaps,
or do not know where or to whom to turn, parents, in effect, bury
their heads in the sand. What should parents do when they first
begin to suspect that their youngsters are getting into alcohol and
drugs, and perhaps even crime? What should parents do? .

DAVID. Know a little bit more about it, and also show a little
bitI guess the way I felt is attention and concern, I mean like
really feeling it. See, my parentsthe only way I really found love
from them was they bought me everything I wanted. That is how I
felt their love. I did not feel it as a deep concern or really sitting
down and talking to.me. ,

When my father was drinking, I mean I could not gO to him as
much as I wanted to, 1 was scared of him, _I really was. And my
motherI thought she was as dumb as me, I really did.

Senator HUMPHREY. So, you think that parents should seek to
have a more honest and open relationship with their youngsters.
But, often, that is difficult; that is often difficult. Should they then
seek outside help in bringing themselves back together with their
youngsters?

DAVID. Sure, such as therapy, family therapy. Since I moved to
Second Genesis, the family therapy I havelour family is so close
now, and I mean any time I have got a problem I will tell them
about it and they really understand. There is just so much conVern
and respect and love there, it 'is like a whole new beginning for'me
as far as growing up.

Senator HUMPHREY. You had a horrihle family relationship, but
now you have a very healthy one, thanks to the family counseling
part of Second Genesis?

DAVID. Yes.
Senator HUMPHREY. I think there is a very important message in

that, Senator Hawkins. I have heard that elsewhere. Parents must
first confront the situation instead of pretending it does not exist,
and if they are unable to handle it themselves they should know
that there are many organizations today available which are very
effective in helping them deal with this problem.

What should teachers do, David? If you had it to do over, what
would you have had your teachers do? How could they have
helped? Did they ignore your problem as they did in Terry's case,
or did they confront it and try to help you in any way?

DAVID. The only time they tried to help me was when I got sent
up to the principal's office for being suspected of being high. And
at that time, I was only suspended; I mean, not sitting down and
really wanting to talk to you: "Hey, you know, are you on drugs,"
and blah, blah, blah, you know, on, and on, and on.

SenatorHumPHREY. So, the standard case of going to the princi-
pal or being suspended is sort of ineffective routine treatment of
your problem, is that it?

DAVID. YeS.
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Senator HUMPHREY. No counseling, no attetnpt to really, get into
the heart of the problem?

DAVID. No; the only time that there was was when I went to high
school, Glen Burnie High School. There was this one science teach-
er that did counseling between my family, and I mean it did not
help at all. I have been through various counseling centere, like
teen centers, youth centers, and nothing ever worked, nothing. And
now it is all falling in place.

Senator HUMPHREY. And, likewise, what would you have the law
enforcement people you came into contact withpolicemen,

. judgeswhae would you have had them do differently?
DAVID. Have them do differently?
Senator HUMPHREY. Yes; do you have any advice for them?
DAVID. Place more demands; maybe know a little bit more about

Second Genesis and various other drug rehabilitation programs for
young adults.

Senator HUMPHREY. You mentioned that you kind of got turned
on to school activities when vocational training became available to
you., Do you think part of your problem was boredom with your
studies? iNas that part of it?

DAVID. Yes, that was it, too. Also, like I said, when I asked my
father for help in mathmath is my lousiest subject, and therefore
I hated school, I really did, after that time, asking him for help. I
did not want anything to do with it. That is when I started failing
sixth grade at that time, and I never asked for help in school.

Senator HUMPHREY. My last question: you obviously have a lot of
affection for the people at Second Geneskkand the program. I no-
ticed that one of the ways in which you characterized the atmos-
phere there was that they made yon feel responsible. Can you
elaborate on that a little bit? It sounds almost like the dynamics of
the programs for alcoholiem; they make people take responsibility
for their problems and for their future. Is that what they have
done at Second Genesis, required you to be responsible for your be-
havior?

DAVID. It is a self-help program. I mean a person can go in
Second Genesisstaff or anybody can hold you accountable, OK?

Senator.HUMPHREY. In what way?
DAVID. In what way? Like maybe screwing up; the tabs out there .

are bigger then at Second Genesis.
Senator HUMPHREY. The what?
DAVID. The tabs out there.
Senator HUMPHREY. Tabs?
DAVID. Yes, tabs.
Senator HUMPHREY. What is that?
DAVID. OK, say you get in trouble or something.
Senator HUMPHREY. Yes.
DAVID. And you might go to jail, or something like that, or steal- '

ing, or anything like that. In Second Genesis, the tabs make you
really realize; I mean, it slows you down.

In what way? By making you responsible as far as being inde-
pendent on yourself; leading a good life, and knowing, you know,
and accepting your problems instead of running from reality all
the time; you know, making you face that situation; growing up.

Senator HUMPHREY. Thank you, David.
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Senator HAWKINS. Thank you, Dave.
Penny, we are going to go to you now. 'At what age did you first

start using drugs?
PENNY. I was 12 years old. In elementary school, I was smoking

pot with older peers. I did not think that anybody else was doing it
but me when I first started, but I found out later on that a lot of
my peers in elementary school were smoking pot and drinking.

Senator HAWKINS. Were the drugs readily available at school?
PENNY. Yes. Well, not at school, really; it was not an open issue

at that time. But if you had an older friend, or an older brother, or
sister, it was really available easy.

Senator HAWKINS. Did you buy them or were you given them?
PENNY. I was given them my first cumple of times, and then, like

Terry, I starred babysitting and I could bZr them.
Senator HAWKINS. Did you take any from the homes where you

babysat?
PENNY. No. Well, where I babysit, there were two older brothers

of the kids and they really got me high; started me on quaaludes at
13 and 14.

Senator HAWKINS. YOu could not win?
PENNY. No; it is real hard, you know, to get away from it, too. It

is very hard to find straight people now days. Like, in school the
peer pressure is tremendous; it is hard to be a straight person now
days.

Senator HAWKINS. Did you ever buy any drugs from a dealer?
PENNY. Yes, I've haa, a lot of dealer friends. There was a woman

in her 50's and she had three sonsone that went to elementary
school, one that went to junior high, and one that was out of school
at home. And they all took drugs to school and they all sold them
for her, and when she was not at home--

Senator HAWKINS. She was the dealer and she used her children
as salesmen? ,

PENNY. Yes, yes. When she was not at home, it was like you
could pull up and buy arugs at the house. It was not uncommon to
see the 12-year-old kia come out and sell them to you when mama
did not feel like it.

Senator HAWKINS. Was it close to the school?
PENNY. Yes, real close; a couple of blocks from school.
Senator HAWKINS. And eyerybody knew it was there?
PENNY. Everybody knew about it. This-placeI had been going

there for 4 years. The police knew about it, too, I feel. Finally, they
busted it when they busted me.

Senator HAWKINS. They caught you and the dealer at the same
time?

PENNY, Well, they caught the dealer later on because she ran. I
guess she was gone from the house and she came up and saw all
the narcs around the house and stuff. I was busted; I got caught by

an undercover narc. I was working in a bar as a cocktail waitress
and he--

Senator HAWKINS. How old were you?
PENNY. I was 18. I had been working in bars since I was 17, 18,

19, finally when I turned legal age. I had fake ID.
Senator HAWKINS. You had a fake ID?
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PINNY. Yes. But, really, they knew I was underage, but I just
told them: "Hey, let me slide until I get to 19; I will be 19 in a,
couple of months." And they did.

But the narc came into the bar with a friend of mine. I guess she
had gotten into trouble and needed to get out of it. She introduced
me to him and I was high and I said: "All right, I will get you guys
high. I will take you to get the drugs." And I took them to the
house, the woman's house, and I would go in and get the drugs and
take them out. Every time I went and got them for them, I ac-

-. quired a possession and a sales charge. I ended up with 18 felony
drug charges.

Senator HAWKINs. Eighteen?
PKNNY. Yes.
Senator HAwKiNs. And you were 18?
PENNY. I was 19; I just turned 19 when I got into all this trouble.
Senator HAwKngs. I understand you went to a rehabilitation

center called Village South?
PENNY. Yes, I am presently in the Village South right now and I

feel like it is the best thing that has ever happened to me. If I wis
not given this chance to go into the Village South, I would more
than likely be dead right now or in prison. I am lucky that I got to
go into the Village South because when I went in, there was room
to take me. Now, there is not room; it is real hard.

I feel the program has helped me realize what a fool I was in the
past, you know. I have done crazy thingshitchhiking and stab-
bing people, robbing them. It is real hard to face those facts, but
now I can. All that stuff was wrong, and I thought it was just
normal stuff. I was really a crazy person on the streets.

Senator HAwfurls. Well, because you were on so many drugs.
PENNY. Yes. Well, I would not have robbed anybody or done any

of these robberies or stabbings if I would not have been high. I was
always so high I did not realize what was going on, you know.

Senator HAWKINS. Did your teachers try to counsel you at all
during school?

PENNY. No; I had a couple of teachers I got high with, though, in
junior high school.

Senator HAWKINS. That is a new avenue we will have to look
into.

Are there any signs in your school about: "If you have a prob-
lem, we have counselors that will help you with these problems"?

PENNY. No.
Senator HAWKINS. None at all?
PENNY. I never knew of any counselors or anything.
Senator HAwKINs. How did you do in school? Did you pass your

classes?
PENNY. Well, see, I think in junior high school they passed me

through to get me out of the school. I was selling drugs in school,
and I used to tell people they did not have to go to school if they
did not want to. "You will make it, you know, and do not worry
about anything." I did not worry about anything, and they passed
me on through junior high school and I got to high school. I
dropped out in the 10 grade, because there they made you do
yourwork, they did not make you do your work, but if you did
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not turn it in, you would fail, you know. Mom and dad could not
come in and talk them into passing you out of school.

I used to get high in the morning. There was a big party at
school; we used to throw the Frisbee.

Senator HAWKINS. In the school?
PENNY. Yes, right outside the grounds. We used to throw the

Frisbee and people would ride motorcycles up and down, and it was
a real big party. We sold pot and quaaludes and anything you
really wantedLSD.

Senator HAWKINS. On the school grounds?
PENNY. On the school grounds. They had people that had gone to

the school or dropped out pull up in their cars and deal right out of
their cars. I sold pot and quaaludes in schooljunior high and high
school.

Senator HAWKINS. Where were your parents during this time?
PENNY. Well, my parentsmy father works hard and so does my

mother, and they realized that I had a problem, but I think that
my mother loves me so much, she did not want to realize the prob-
lem. She did not want to face it; she did not want to realize that
her daughter had a drug problem. You know, they talked to me
and tried to reprimand me with, you know, restrictions and stuff
like this, but I just cried and got my way out of everything.

Senatot HAWKINS. You ran the whole show, like David?
PENNY. Yes.
Senator HAWKINS. Did you ever have counseling as a family?
PENNY. Well, my brother was in trouble when he was a teenager

and we had family counseling, but it was a joke because the
woman would come there and try to tell my father how to run his
family, whichhe got resentful. But we have family counseling in
the Village South program that I am in now and it is real good.

They have given me back my family only we have a better rela-
tionship, where I can talk to my father and my mother and my
brother, and it is a joy. You cannot believe having your parents,
you know, not even wanting you around because you are high, or
they do not want you to see relatives because you are so high.

I thought I was fooling my relatives and stuff when I was high
when I would come home, but I cind out now they all knew. They
just ignored it.-

Senator HAWKINS. How long will you be in this rehabilitation
center?

PENNY. I have been in 4 months.
Senator HAWKINS. How long do you think you will stay?
PENNY. Oh, it is an 18-month program. You are in a treatment

center where you live in and you are there all the time for, like, 6
to 8 months, and then you go to a reentry phase to where you still
live there, but you go out and work and you have groups at night.
And then you go into outpatient, where you live on your own and
you just go in once a week for groups, and then pregrad and then
you graduate.

Senator HAWKINS. And then what will you do? Will you go to col-
lege or to work?

PENNY. Yes. Well, I am almost ready to take my GED and I have
already talked to n vocational counselor about some vocational
training. But once you graduate and yclii get into outpatient, you
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have acquired some rriends that are drug-free and have been
through it, and that is a good feeling because without your support
system, your foundation there that you get by going through the
program, I think I would fall in the end. But I know I am not going
to fall now and get high again.

Senator HAWKINS. Then your feeling is the same as David's and
Terry's; that in school it Was the thing to do, and if you were not
on drugs in school, you had few friends?

PENNY. YOS.
Senator HAWKINS. You were the odd person out?
PENNY. Yes.
Senator HAWKINS. But now that you have gone to this center,

you have other drug-free friends; you have someone to associate
with?

PENNY. Yes, and some of the counselors I met have all been
through it. They are ex-addicts and they all know what we have
gone through. They have gone through it, so they can understand.
You cannot fool those counielors that have used drugs before.

I was in another program where they all, I guess, had college
and got their education about drugs, and it was real hard. I mean,
I slid right through that program; I was a volunteer. I did it for my
parents, really. But they did not really know what they were talk-
ing about.

S'enator HAWKINS. You learned more from those counselors that
have been on drugs themselves and actually experienced and over-
come it?

PENNY. Yes.
Senator HAWKINS. Well, you are a great example. We really ap-

precitite your coming, all of you, because it shows to the world that
there is hope and that you can overcome drug and alcohol addic-
tion; that there are some programs out there if, indeed, you want
to be cured.

PENNY. Yes.
Senator HAWKINS. You are really going to affect a lot of young

people's lives by sharing your experiences and successes. We have
heard here today that life can be beautiful and families great when
there is communication and understanding.

Do you have any advice for the teachers you had? Was there
anyplace along the way where you felt that if someone had come
forward you would not have had to go this far?

PENNY. Well, I think if you get in trouble and if you did not
know that mom and dad could always get you out of that trouble
and mom and dad could not always help you out, maybe that
would make a difference, because I was always like in a fantasy
world. I knew if I got in, trouble, my mom and dad were always
going to get me out of trouble.

And the teachers, maybe if they can just talk with t students
and realize the problem, you know, instead of ignori it, maybe
that could help.,

Senator HAWKINS. Thank you, Penny.
Senator?
Senator HUMPHREY. Penny, you mentioned that you used a fake

identification card to obtain alcohol before you were 18. First of all,
is that widespread? Do lots of young people have false ID's?
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PIENNY. Yes. I've been going to bars since I was 14.
Senator HUMPHREY. I beg your pardon?
PENNY. I have been going to bars since I was 14.
Senator HumPHREy. You obtained a fake ID when you were 14?
PENNY. If you go into a mall, there is a flea market. I know, like,

three places in Florida, in Miami right now where I could get one.
They have your picture on it and everything.

Senator HUMPHREY. Yes. Is that widespread? Do lots of young
people obtain false ID cards?

PENNY. Yes.
Senator FAIMPHREY. As a matter of fact I know that it can be

done through the mails, because I am about to introduce a bill that
would permit the Postal Sarvice to intervene in that process.

There is a common thread in your testimony and some that we
have heard earlier. You said that your mother did not want to face
the fact that her daughter was involved in drugs.

PENNY. Right.
Senator HUMPHREY. And therefore really did nothing of any ma-

terial help to you?
PENNY. Yes.
Senator HUMPHREY. What is the most important thing parents

can do when they realize or even suspect that their youngster is
involved in drug or alcohol abuse?
PENNY. Well, not just turn their head, but maybe get them into a

program or counseling, or not be,so dumb to the fact of drugs, you
know,

Senator HUMPHREY. Be more educated?
PENNY. Yes.
Senator HUMPHREY. And confront it. Does it do any good for par-

ents to hope that the problem will go away?
PENNY. No. The problem will not go away by itself; it just gets

worse. It helps if the parentd show a lot of concern and a lot of
love, you know; not just material things that they give them to
stop. "I will give you this if you stop." It does not help.

Senator HUMPHREY. But, often, it is difficult. By the time young-
sters reach their teens, often, for whatever reason, there is an un-
bridgeable gulf between them and their parents. What should par-
ents do when they want to have a better relationship, but they do
not know how? They find it difficult or impossible.

PENNY. Well, that is when it is time, I think, to get some therapy
or some counseling, because it is hard. You do resent your parents,
you know.

Senator HUMPHREY. Yes.
PENNY. For anything they try to do toward you, you resent them.

It is real hard to fill that gap. I think family counseling, family
help or anything helps there.

Senator HUMPHREY. SO, once again the message comes through
that parents should confront the problem, and if they cannot
handle it themselves, which is very common, then they should seek
outside help, which is today more and more available.

PENNY. Yea, and I think parents ought to realize that it is not
just their family with the problem. It is a lot of families that just
close their eyes and do not---

Senator HUMPHREY. Yes. It is not a matter for shame.
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PErmi. Yes. It is not like you are the only one on the block; ev-
erybody has the problem.

Senator HUMPHREY. Yes. You said the rehabilitation group
what is it called?

PENNY. Village South.
Senator HUMPHREY. Village South.
Senator HAWKINS. In Miami.
Senator HUMPHREY. In Miami. I am being coached here. It is a

Florida program.
Senator H.AWKINS. Yes.
Senator HUMPHREY. It has given you back your family?
PENNY. Yes.
Senator HUMPHREY. d now you can talk to them. How do they

do that? For a parent Who is thinking of seeking this outside help
and who wants to have once again a loving and open relationship
with his youngster, what should he anticipate in one of these
courses?

The fear of the unknown might keep some people from getting
involved in a course like this. How does it work?

PENNY. OK. Well, they have parent groups where all the parents
get together to discuss their problems, 'and they have to realize
that their children do have problems. They have family counseling
where you are in there with the parents.

You know, you discuss the problem. If you feel like you have to
yell at your father or your father has to yell at you, you do it
under supervision; it does not get out of hand.

Senator HUMPHREY. Yes.
PENNY. And you are drug-free, too; that helps a lot.
Senator HUMPHREY. Yes.
PENNY. You can talk to your parents now that you are not, you

know, mumbling your words, and you can realize that your parents
have been through a lot, and they realize that you have been
through a lot. Just the fact that you are trying to help yourself
your parents know that and they can forKive you for a lot of the
things that you have done. Just being straight with your parentajs
a big difference.

Senator HUMPHREY. The parents in these programs have the op-
portunity of meeting with other parents, with their own peer
group?

PENNY. Yes, they have their own parent meetings. I think it is
once a week that they have their parents' meetings, and the direc-
tor of our program runs those and he does a good job, because it
makes the parents realize they cannot buy their kids, you know.

Senator FIUMPHREY. You mentioned, shockingly, that some of
your teachers not only winked at and condoned drug use, but par-
ticipated in it with you and perhaps encouraged you in it.

PENNY. Yes.
Senator HUMPHREY. Is that widespread?
PENNY. I do not know. I do not really think so, but I know that I

have gone to concerts with two of my teachers in junior high school
and got high With them; gone to the beach with them. I do not
really know about anybody else, but I know that he was always on
the beach, the local beach, and always getting high.

SenatOr HUMPHREY. Yes.
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PENNY, And a lot of the students saw him and thought, "Wow,
he is a real cool guy."

Senator HUMPHREY. And you thought he was real cool in those
days, I suppose?

PENNY. Yes.
Senator HUMPHREY. What do you think of him now?
PENNY. Well, now, he is not a teacher any more, and I think he

works in a bakery; I do not know.
Senator HUMPHREY. Yes. Well, what I mean is what do you think

of that kind of teacher, or that kind of adult who sets such a poor
example?

PENNY. Well, I do not think too much of him right now. Really,
to tell you the truth, I did not learn anything in his class and I got
a B. [Laughter.]

Senator HUMPHRIEY. Do you think there has been any long-term
effect on your life, physical and emotional, from your involvement
in alcohol and drug use?

PENNY. Yes. I was very emotionally unstakle. I would scream
and yell and fly off and throw tantrums at any little thing. I feel I
got my emotional sanity back, too, by being in the Village.

The Villageto feel adequate about yourself, you have got to do
adequate things. And every day of my life, now that I am in the
Village, I do adequate things with my life. We all have a monster
inside of us; all dope fiends have a monster. I have learned to con-
trol my monsters and not let him get the best of me instead of me
getting the best of myself. You have to learn to control your mon-
ster.

Senator HUMPHREY. Last question: Penny, what advice do you
have to those who are now in the miserable dilemma in which you
found yourself some time ago? What should they do if they are
looking for help?

PENNY. There are a lot of programs they can go to in Florida; I
am not sure about everywhere else. But they have to want to help
themselves and realize that they have a problem, realize that they
can go to prison for abusing drugs and stuff like that.

The fact that I knew that I was facing so much time in prison
helped, too; it is real scary.

Senator HUMPHREY. Thank you very much.
Senator HAWKINS. Penny, I failed to ask you how many people

there were in that program at Village South. You said there was a
waiting list. How many are there enrolled in Village South, do you
know?

PENNY. I think 150 residents right now.
Senator HAWKINS. 150 residents. I failed to ask that. Thank you.
Ken, tell us about your first involvement with drugs or alcohol.
KEN. My first involvement with drugs was when I was in the sev-

enth grade; I was approximately 12 years old.
Senator HAWKINS. Twelve years old?
KEN. Yes. I was running across a lot of family problems at the

time with my mother and my father. They used to argue and
things like that, and I ran across drugs from a friend of mine who
smoked once in awhile, because he had another friend that smoked
once in awhile.
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I would just go smoke a little and try and forget, the arguments
or whatever they were having. In school, the drug I started with
was marihuana, but at school I could obtain almost any drug I
wanted.

Senator HAWKINS. In the school, on the school grounds?
KEN. Yes, in the school and across the street from the school, we

had some apartment buildings, right across the street, in front of
the school. And in these apartment buildings, we had these two
dope dealers.

Senator HAWKINS. Two what?
KEN. Two drug dealers. They were over the age of 18 and had

their own little place. They were not my close friends, but some
youngsters at the schoolthe youngest person I knew that dealt
drugs was 14 years of ag,e and he couldso acroes the street to this
guy and the man would give him a large package. It was .bot too
bad, he would get a bag like this brown bag [indicating] and he
would come back to the school and go anywhere on the school prop-
erty. The whole thing was a place where you could buy drugs.

He would come back across the street and he would sell and dis-
tribute drugs right therefront, side, back, bathroom, wherever.
This was before school, during lunch, and after school.

Senator HAWKINS. Were you allowed to go off of the school
grounds?

KEN, Yes, for lunch we were allowed to go off to the store or
whatever, and that even made it worse.

Senator HAWKINS. So, you would recommend that students be re-
quired to stay on the school grounds, even though there is plenty
on the school grounds?

KEN. Well, that would be an injustice for those people that do
not, use drugs. But it would be good, yes.

By the time I reached the eighth grade, the family problems I
was having with my fatherwell, he had some mental problems.
At the time, I was still young; I did not understand what was hap-
pening with him. Therefore, he used to do different things which
kind of provoked me to want to rebel against him and forget about
what I was seeing and what was happening with him.

-,So, therefore, I used to, get more drugs and try and just blow my
mind away with them;' just keep smoking. And I obtained the
moneyat first, I obtained the money through, taking some money
from my father, stealing money from my father. And, at times he
had enough mbney for me to steal, but he was catching on to what
was happening, OK?

So, during eighth grade, I was just getting into drugs more. In
the ninth grade, I could not get any more money from him, so a
few friends of mine and myself would go out and sometimes we
would break into cars and sometimes we would snatch,purses.

Senator HAWKINS. You snatched purses and' broke into cars?
KEN. Yes, right. We got away a few times. In the ninth grade I

got caught, though; I got caught by police down there. Well, I had
to go to the juvenile court or whatever.

Senator HAWKINS. Did they help you?
KEN. What?
Senator HAWKINS. Did they help you?
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KEN. No, not one bit. The name of the charge was strong-arm
robbery, and it is a strong charge, very strong. They had cases
where some youth would snatch a woman 8 purse and she fell down
and got a heart attack and died. It was that serious of a crime.

I did not know until I got in there. They kept me in jail for 21
days and then they finally made a decision to send me to a' pro-
gram, which was a 6-month program. The program wasyou know,
you would go there during the day and you would sleep at home.

I do not want to mention the name of' the program. I am not
trying to say the program was bad or anything, but it was not fat
me.

Senator HAWKINS. It did not help you?
KEI4. The only thing they did there wasfirst, they would teach

you how to swim.
Senator HAWKINS. They would teach you how to swim?
KEN. These are some of the things: they would teach you how to

swim. Then, once you learned how to swim good and you learned
about the water, they would teach you to drive a boat; after that,
skindive, scuba dive, and just the good old things, like a day care
center.

Senator HAWKINS. It sounds like summer camp to me.
KEN. Something you would go to have fun at. On the way there,

on the vans, you still got high, burned out of your mind. They
would even stop by the store sometimes and you could get you
some liquor or whatever you wanted.

While I was at this program, I found some friends. Well, they
were not too much of what I call friends now. They could show me
different ways to break into houses, which was something new'. We
really did not do any, but, t ey showed me a good way th,at I could
do it.

So, in 3 months while I was in the program, I got on what they
called full-time work experience. I was not even going to work all
the time. I believe the last month I was in the program, I was
doing B. & E.'s; I was practicing already. You know, I was into
houses and things like that, which is called burglary.

Senator ILtwaiNs. This was while you were in the program?
KEN. What?
Senator HAwairis. This was while You were in the program?
KEN. While I was in the program, the last month of the program.

I forgot to mention the drugs I was into while I was in the pro-
gram. I was into using cocaine. My two main drugs were cocaine
and pot. I used to drink a little, not too much, and I used to take
quaaludes rarely, not too much.

Anyway, when I graduated from the program, they gave me a
little certificate and all that stuff, you know. They gave you a slap
on the back; you did good. And the week after I graduated from the
program, I got arrested for burglary into a car.

T ey dropped the charge down to a misdemeanor. r1 forgot how
they said it, but it is like trespassing without having'someone tell
you to, or something like that. Anyway, they were trying to send
me to State school, but for the charge being dropped down to a mis-
demeanor, it meant that I could only serve a 2-month sentence at
some other place.
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I was very lucky because the judge wanted to send me *over to
the adult system, which would he stockade, Dade County Jail. But
he said: "We are going to give you this little break right here," my
last break. And they said they were gokpg to send me to Village
South, and luckily the Village South weMot. crowded at that time
they had n few spots open for me, at least one for me.

If the Village South would not have had any vacancies for me to
go into there, he would have definitely laid me over to the adult
system and I probably would have been in prison or dead some-
where, because my life was pcetty rough. ,

Anyway, I went to the Village South for g months and while I
wa8.there, I had some other burglaries brought up. After I got
caught for that burglary into a car, they let me go and then they
said: "Well, you have got like a week before you go to the Village
South."

That same day that they let me go, I got picked up for a few
counts of grand theft and burglary. And what happened this
timethe judge had afready told me I was going to Village South,
so"he said that was all right. They sent me there, and meanwhile
while I was in the Village Southwell, I am there nowI keep
going back and forth to the court, to see what is going to happen
with me with these other charges.

But other than that, the Village Southyou know, I could not.
start explaining how well the program is. They helped me out with
my family problems, you know, because while I was on the street
the way I was, I could not really relate to my mother or my father
just because of the drugs I was doing and, you know, the way I was.

You know, now that I am in the program, my mother told me
that my attitude has changed all the way around, you know. Now,
I am looking a lot better. I am doing something for myself.

It offers family counseling, like Penny said. It also offers me an
education. I had a pretty good education when I was coming up
through elementary schogl. I was not doing too bad in junior high.
In the 10th grade, I started just dropping.

has offered me an education. I will be getting my GED soon.
at else? Also, like through my peepit is like putting a mirror

in front me and looking at how I was on the streets and the things
that I did. I have got to realize that all of it was because of me; you
know, all the things I did were because of the. I cannot blame it on
my parents, even though that kind of ignited me to falling into this
stuff, But everything I did wa8 because of me, because'of the way I
wa8 thinking at the time on the streets.

That mirror is showing me what they call my monster, and that
is something that is real tough. They are teaching me how to deal
with that ia a positive manner. It has also helped me to disclose
myself to my peers; you know, tell them things about my family
and about me that I would not tell anybody.

It ia, also, at the same time, bringing me closer to positive people
that, I need to make it. This program has, stage one, stage two,
Eitage three, then reentry and outpatient. And even the people in
outpatient, that are, on their own, they still come back in, once in
a while to relate to usthe ones that are just trying to make lig
They are trying to help us out. It is the best program I have ever
been to.
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Senator HAWKINS. It sounds to me like you recommend more Vil-
lage Souths and less court-run camps.

K. Yes, definitely.
Senator HAWKINS. And you say, like Penny, that it is full now

and has a waiting list of people who would like to join.
KEN. Yes, it does.
Senator HAWKINS. We will have to look into making those recom-

mendations.
When you were in school, did you ever see ally signs in your

school hall directing you to counselors that were available to help
you talk about any problems? Did you ever see a poster? -

KEN. No, not while I was there. The teachers and everything,
they knew that a lot of the kids there were using drugs. Even some
of the teachers

Senator HAWKINS. Some of the teachers were on it, too, right?
KEN. Yes, right. I never had the opportunity to get high with one

of the teachers.
Senator HAWKINS. You were too busy breaking and entering over

there?
KEN. Yes, that is very true, too. "You know, I did not see any op-

portunities where they were offering me help for my problem. And
at the time, even if I did, it would have been better if, you know,
like Terry said, they had other peers that could talk to me, because
I could relate to another peer, other than, like, someOne with au-
thority or, you know, a principal getting up there and having, a
long lecture and all that.

Senator HAWKINS. Did you find in your school that there was
pressure to because involved with drugs; that it was a good way to
make friends?

KEN. True, yes. That is why I depend on the peers at the, Village
South. .

Senator HAWKINS. But Village South is the only place you have
friends?

KEN. Right.
Senator HAWKINS. They are all straightening up?
KEN. Right. They are good friends, you know. They are the type I

can bring my problems to. They can bring their problems to me
and we can relate on that. But the friends on the street that I
hadI had one friend that I grew up with when I was a little child,
elementary school, all the way up. We just cannot relate at all. It is
just the way it is; you have got to lose some.

Senator HAWKINS. We are glad you found Village South and we
will keep in touch with you and see what happens with the courts
as you progress in this experiment. We appreciate your coming and
helping us, Ken, and helping other kids and showing that there is
another way.

Senator Humphrey?
Senator HUMPHREY. Thank you.
Ken, you said you had trouble with your father. I presume that

means that it was difficult for you to communicate with your
father. Is that true? You did not have a good relationship with
your father?

KEN. No. I would say from the firgt grade to the sixth grade, we
were all right. But in the seventh grade, like I say, he started to
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develop a mental prol:ilem where even if I wanted to talk to him
and relate te himI just did not want to at the time because, you
know, I saw the way he was at that time.

Senator HUMPHREY. I understand. What about your mother, if I
mwr ask?

EN. She was there all the time for me: You know, she knew
when I was getting high at times and she would let me know. She
has a word; she called it buggy eyes, you know, when your eyes are
real beady, or whatever. She used to say: t"You have buggy eyes,7
and all this stuff.

$ometimes, if she could not talk to meI was the type of person,
I was just plain stubborn; I did not want to hear it. She would
write me a letter and I would wake in the morning and see a letter
on my dresser and I would read it. You know, she would tell me all
kinds of things in the letters.

Senator HUMPHREY. SO; she maybe felt she could not talk to you,
but she would put her thoughts in. writing. ,

KEN. Right.
Senator RUMPHREY. SO, there was a communication problem

even with your mother, although she found a way to get around it
to some extent.

K. Yes, that is true.
Senator HUMPHREY. That seems to be another common threada

breakdown in communications and inability to really discuss things
heart-to-heart.

Did Your parents confront the problem? Did they try to do any-
thing about it, really?. .

KEN. Well, yes. I was getting ready to mention that. My Mother
did have us going to a social worker, you know, where I would talk
to the social worker and then my mother would come in and we all
would talk.

Senator HUMPHREY. Yes.
KEN. But I did not like that one bit. I did not like the lady; I did

not like anything about it.
Senator HUMPHREY. That did not help?
KEN. No.
Senator HUMPHREY. Because the social worker was not properly

trained, perhaps is that it, or did not understand?
KEN. I just did not like the lady

-Senator HUMPIIREY. Did putting you in jail help you in any way
to overcome your problems of alcohol and drug abuse?

.KEN. It made me think a lot; that is for sure. But I guess it was
not enough.

Senator HUMPHREY. But you always went back?
KEN. Yes, the same day I got out.
Senator HUMPHREY. SO, it did not help you in that regard?
KEN. No.
Senator HUMPHREY. Did you ever hear any warnings when you

were getting inte drugs and. alcohol? Did you ever hear any warn-
ings that the abuse would be damaging physically and emotionally?

KEN. The most warnings I heard was in elementary school.
Senator HUMPHREY. Did you believe them?
KEN. Well, yes, at the time. Me and my hest friends said: "Oh,

we will neyer do that; we will never smoke, ' and all this stuff.
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Senator HUMPHREY. But later on you did, even though you had
been previously warned. So, apparently you did not really believe
that there was this danger?

KEN. Right. Ng, I did not really believe it.
Senator HUMPHREY. You just thought that was some stuff adults

made up to try to get you to eat your spinaCh and all that.
K. Yes. I thought they had exaggerated on that a little bit, too.
Senator HUMPHREY. Were you ever exposed to publications that

down played or denied the" damage, br perhaps denied the dangers
that drugs and alcohol posed, or perhaps even suggested that they
were in some way good for you?

Were you ever exposed to things like a magazine called High
Times?

KEN. Well, I never really read it thai much. In the newspaper
they had an article that said pot was good for stopping vomitink or
someth* like that.

Senator HUMPfiREY. Yes.
K. So, you know, once I read that, I figured that, well, if they

could use it as a drug to help people, how could it hurt us?
Senator HUMPHREY. IS it within the rules here to ask these other

folks that same question?
Senator 'HAWKINS. Yes.
Senator HUMPHREY. Were you misled by publications such as

High Times magazine, any of you. Do you want to comment on
that?

Pzzlior. I used to like to read High Tithes magazine. It showed
you how to make hash mit of pot and stuff like that. I never be-
lieved that any of the stuff would harm me.

Senator HUMPHREY. Because of what you read, you mean, be-
cause of this magazine?

PENNY. Yes. It never really said anything that it would. hurt you.
I did not even think that pot could hurt your longs like cigarettes
do. I never realized anything like that until recently.

Senator HUMPHREY. What do you think of magazines like High
Times now, after what you haire been through?

PENNY. I think they are a joke. Like, if somebody is just smoking
pot, they can get them to other things. I have seen them; they have
got whole pictures of cocaine and quaaludes and other. pills. It
really inttoduces the bther things to young people that are just
smoking or just drinking, and then it makes you more curious as to
what the other things canhow they will get you high or how you
will feel when you do those.

Senator HUMPHREY. Does anyone else want to comment on that?
Senator HAWKINS. Terry?
TERRY. Yes. I read High Times magazine a lot.
Senator HUMPHREY. Do you think it had much influence on you?
TERRY. Yes, yes. It helped me a lot. I was thinking; they have

where you can send away and order stuff.
Senator HUMPHREY. Yes.
TERRY. And I forget, what it is called; it is some kind of shotgun

thing. You know, those things they put a joint init looks kind of
like what she has oix her face. [Laughter.]

It is a power hitt4r. You just send them a couple of dollars and
then they mail it to you. Also, they have recipes in there, where
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you can put hash and pot and stuff in food, and we used to make a
lot of brownies and stuff like that and give them to people who
really had never smoked pot or anything before and they would eat
them. That was fun, you know.

Senator HUMPHREY. What do you think of that magazine today?
*TERRY. I am totally against it. I have also heard some people

fromI think they are called reform
Senator HUMPHREY. NORML?
TERRY. NORML, yes. I have heard them and I totally disagree,

because I have run into so many people. I was a daily pot smoker
and 'I do not believe there are any social pot smokers around, you
know. People do not need to smoke pot to be sociable, you know.

You know, I smoked pot for about a year and I would eat and go
to sleep, and that is it. I could not be sociable.

-Senator HUMPHREY. SO, you would tell young peopleI do not
want to put words in your mouth. What would you tell young
people about organizations such as NORML and publfcations such
as High Times, which tend not only to downplay the dangers and
dismiss them, but actually encourage young people to use drugs?

TERRY. I would probably tell them to keep an open mind, you
know, beCause that is what I have to do. I have to look at both
sides, you know, and what is fact and what is not, and that is what
I have done snd I have come to my own conclusions. And I think
that other people my age 'could do the same. -

Senator HUMPHREY. Thank you.
Senator HAWKINS. Mike, thanks for waiting. Tell us what a big,

strong guy like you is doing with drugs. When did you first get in-
volved with drugs? How old were you?

MIKE. I first became involved in drugs'heavily when I was about
12, and I tried it off and on before that, but heavily when I was 12.

Senator HAwKiNs. What kind of drugs did you use and where did
you get them?

MIKE. Some of the drugs that are in schools and available are,
you know, pot and alcohol, Toll know, and some pills. Usually, you
can get them through other kids in the schools.

Senator HAWKINS. Just other students?
MIKE. Yes, yes. You know, it is pretty readily available.
Senator HAwiaNs. Wbat kinds of drugs did the kids use?
MIKE. What kind of drugs did the kids use? .

Senator HAWKINS. Yes.
MIKE. Marihuana, booze, downers, uppers, socaine; you know,

those kinds of drugs.
Senator 'HAWKINS. Did it affect your ethic/Won?
MIKE. Well, yes. If you are going to class and you are stoned

every day, you know, it is kind of hard to learn. [Laughter.]
Senator HAWKINS. Did the teachers notice?
MIKE. Well, yes, with a lot of kids. You know, you go in and just

start nodding off, start to fall asleep. You know, it is obvious; you
can see it ih people's eyes and the way they carry themselves and
the way they.speak, you know.

Senator FIAWKINs. What did the teachers do when that hap-
pened?

MIKE. Well, it depends, you know, how much they care; whether
or not they care and whether or not they feel they can do anything
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about it. In some schools, there is so much drug use. I think a lot of
teachers feel there is not much they can do about it, you know, and
they kind of get a little apathetic.. Then, on the other hand, there
are teachers who do care.

Senator HAWKINS. Did you get-promoted?
MIKE. Pardon?
Senator HAWKINS. Did you 'get promoted?
MIKE. From grade to grade?
Senator HAWKINS. Yes.
MIKE. Yes, yes.
Senator HAWKINS. How?
MIKE. Just by doing a minimal amount of work, you know, basi-

cally.
Senator HAWKINS. What they call social promotion?
MiKE. Yes, therais a lot of that.
Senator HAWKINS. How did you finally overcome it? What made

you decide to change?
Mum. Finally, I stopped using drugs. Well, it took me a while to

fmally get off them and stay off of them.
Senator HAWKINS. How old were you when you decided not to

use them anymore?
Macs. Well, the last time I got high, I guess I was 16no, I was

15, almost 16: The way I first came in contact with any. kind of
help was I was put into a hospital, It was a drug rehabilitation
center for teenagers, and I went in there and I was 14.

, That was 6 weeks and, you know, it kind of gave me an introduc-
tion to a little bit of help, you know. It made me look at a few
things . about myself. It got me sober for aboutyou know, they
kept me away from-drugs pretty much for about 6 vOeeks and kind

,of gave me an introduction to it.
Whew I left the program after 6 weeks, I went home and I was

bored and I was lonely and I was not having any fun, so after a
couple of days,- I started getting high again, and that went on for
about 2 months or so. And then a halfway house that I had had an
interview at and had been accepted at called ibe up and said, you
know, "We have room for you if you can come on out."

You know, I was getting high a lot, but I knew that I wanted to
be straight, you know; that it was not the right thing for rue. So, I
went out there, and it is a 6-month progiam and there are groups.
And, you know, when you go there, you have been straight usually
for at least 2. months or so and your head is starting to clear up.

But, you know, I had problems there. I stayed there for only 6
lyeeks, and it was a 6-month program. I ended up leaving there,
Nut I got an apartment with some friends who were straight and
bad been straight for a while, and I stayed straight for almost a
yearabout 10 months, 11 months.

Then 1 decided to move back home and after about 2 weeks, I
started 'getting high again for the same reasons as before. You
know, it was not worth it to stay straight because I was not having
any fun, you know, and I was bored and I was lonely.

Senator HAWKINS. Were you Working?
MIKE. Pardon me?
Senator HAWKINS. You weren't working, you just kind of hung

around?
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MIKE. Well, no. I had been out of school for a while and it was
the spring when I came home, so I could not go back into school. I
was still school age, you know, so I was just kind of hanging
around. And all my old friends at home were getting high, you
know, and you are told in treatment centers and halfway houses to
stay away from them; stay away from your junkie friends and, you
know, just keep clear of them because it is going to get you stoned

,
again if you do not.

. But they were the only people I knew, you know. I did not know
any straight kids, and so it made it kind of hard. I got high for
about 2 weeks then, but I had been straight, as I said before, for
about 1 year and,,you know I knew I could not lie to myself any-
more. I did not have 6y fui getting high either, you know. I start-
ed getting high again so I w uld have some fun, and I was not.

I was miserable because I knew, you,know, that it was ruining
my life; I knew that, you know, if I went on with it, I would most
likely be dead, you know, within a couple of years. And I ended up

. having a bad experience with one druga slight overdose, and
then I just said this is not for me, you know. I mean, I was throw-
ing up and, yoU know, I could not see and I coUld not walk, you
know.

But I still, inside, knew; I said this is not for me. You know, this
is not the way I want to live, so I stopped. That was the last dill* I
got high.

Senator HAWKINS. When was that? .
MIKE. Well, it will be 4 years in May; it will be 4 years.

%

Senator HAWKINS. You have been drug-free, then, for 4 years?
MIKE. Yes. .

SenatOr HAWKINS. Alcohol, too?
MIKE. Yes, alcohol and drug-free for almost 4 years.
Senator HAWKINS. What do you think, looking back on it is the

best way to help young people overcome drug problems?
/I MIKE. A lot of people talked to me. You know, I mean it was ob-

vious that I had a drug problem to everyone.
Senator HAWKINS. Your teachers, your parents?
MIKE. My teachers, my parents, my relatives, friends; everyone

knew I had a drug problem because I was always stond, you know,
or falling down, or, you know, just having lqts of problemsfamily
problems, school problems, social problems. You know, I was
having problems functioning.

And, you .know, they did a lot of talking and that did not help at
all, you know. I just kept^ going and going, and the only reason I
am sober today and the only reason that any of the help that I fi-
nally got with the hospitals and the halfway housesthe only
reason it took any effect was because I was ready, and it is the
same way for eyery alcoholic and every junkie. He has got to be
ready.

You have to suffer enough; it has to be worth it, you know. Fi-
nally, after going to the hospital and the halfway house and getting
high again several times, I was ready; I had suffered enough. You
know, I had gone through enough misery and I was able to stop.
You know, I feel I can go on for the rest or my life, hopefully, drug-
free.
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Senator HAWKINS. Does everybody have to go through it? Does
every kid have to experience it, in your opinion, or how can you
help us?

MIKE. Experience problems to that severity?
Senator HAWKINS. Yes.
MIKE. No, most kids do not; I think most kids do experiment

with the drugs, you know, and- that is all right. In my opinion, ev-
eryone tries new things; you know, everyone hag their first drink.
Most kids nowadays try marihuana, you know, and a lot of them
end up °drinking and smoking marihuana socially, you know.

But not all kids have to go through it, and not all of them will
because, you know, when you get this caught up in it where you
are failing in every aspect of your life, it is a disease and not every-
body has the disease, you know. A lot of kids will just try it; you
know, try different drugs and maybe even try drugs as strong as
LSD and downers and uppers, and will decide it is not for them.

But it is the kids who keep going, you know, and bbviously these
drugs are not doing any good and doing a lot of harm. And the
people who keep going are the people with the disease and people
with the problem, you know, who need help.

Senator HAWKINS. Were most of your friends in school on drugs
while you were in school, or do you remember?

MIKE. Well, all of my friends used drugs, yes; they did use drugs.
Some had more problems with it than I did and some had less
problems, you know, than I did. Most had less problems than I did.

Senator HAWKI,Ns.- What are you going to do with your life now?
MIKE. Go on, go to school.
Senator HAWKINS. Go to college?
MIKE. I want to go to college, yes, and just lead a normal life, you

know. Now, after a-ouple of years, it is pretty ndrmal-, you know.
You know, I act responsibly; I feel good about myself. You knOw,
life is great.

Senator HAWKINS. It is great that you have been successful.
MIKE. Yes.
Senator HAWKINS. Senator?
Senator HUMPHREY. Mike, do you feel that maybe you have lost a

couple of valuable years of your life because of this experience?
MIKE. I did not grow any while I was stoned.
Senator HUMPHREY. You did not grow while you were stoned?
MIKE. No, when I was high on drugsyou cannot grow because

you do not feel anything.
Senator HUMPHREY. So, you are marking time, at best?
MIKE. Yes, yes, you are losing a lot of time, you know. I have

gained a lot back. I am a stronger person now, you know, for going
through all this and winning. I have gained something in that, but
I did lose time.

Senator HUMPHREY. Ydu are probably behind a lot of your
friends who did not get into drugs abuse as deeply as you did.

MIKE. In school; I lost in that way from my friends, yes.
Senator HUMPHREY. You have lost a couple of years in getting

started on your career and so on?
MIKE. Yes, yes, it definitely slowed me down, you know, because I

ended up not caring about school, you know.
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Senator HUMPHREY. Let me ask that same question of each of the
witnesses.

Ken, do you feel that you have lost a couple of years of your life?
K. Yes, I feel as though I lost at least 4.
Senator HUMPHREY. At least 4 years of your life?
K. Yes.
Senator HUMPHREY. So, you are probably quite a ways behind

some of your peers who are almost finished with school and are
into their careers, and so on?

KEN. Well, most of the peers that I used to associate with used to
get high, too. Personally, I am leaving them behind because they
are still into it.

Senator HUMPHREY. Yes; that is a good angle, a good aspect of
this. But in terms of those who stayed straight or did not get in
over their heads, you are probably a couple of years behind them
now, are you not?

KEN. Say that again.
Senator, HUMPHREY. Did you have any friends who did not get in

over their- heads and who stayed straight?
KKN. Yes, I had a few.
Senator HAWKINS. Can you remember them?
KE.N. Well, I feel as though I am up with them because,they are

still kind of not sure of what they want to do, and I am, like, going
in the direction I want to go into now.

Senator HUMPHREY. Good.
Penny, do you feel you have,lost a -couple of years of your life?
PENNY. Yes; I feel like I stopped maturmg at 14, when I really

started getting heavy into drugs.
Senator HUMPHREY. So, you interrupted the maturation process

at a very critical point in your life?
PENNY. Yes. I feel like I am really behind. You know, I am start-

ing to get confident in myself, but as far as educationwise and ev-
erything else, I am behind other people that have done something
with their life.

I hal:re a couple of friends I remember all the way from elemen-
tary school that areI ran into one who is a dental technician and
everything. It is really, I feel, inadequate in those areas.

Senator HUMPHREY. David?
DAVID. Yes; I feel like I have lost some time as far as growing-up

from the age of about 15 when I started getting really heavily in-
volved in acid, as far as growing, and taking on responsibilities,
and maturing. I feel like I have lost a great deal of that time. I feel
like I have wasted at least 8 years of my life.

Senator HUMPHREY. You have wasted at least 8 years?
DAVID. Yes, from doing drugs. I feel like if I was strong enough

and did hot use drugs, I feel like I would be way ahead of myself
as a matter of fact, one step ahead of myself.

Senator HUMPHREY. Terry?
TERRY. I feel .that in school now, being in high Achool with

normal kids, I am in the same grade that I should be in. How I did
that, I do not know; that is a miracle. But I feel that I have to
study harder, you know.

Senator HUMPHREY. Yes.
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TERRY. I missed a whole lot of school. I learned what the Civil
War was about last year. I did not know, you know, because I was

.always stoned in school. But as far as maturity, you know, I think I
started growing mentally and spiritually when I was, I guess, about
11 or 12.

Like Penny was saying, you know, I have been told that, you
know, I am an 11-year-old spoiled brat growing up, you know, and I
believe that sometimes.

Senator HUMPHREY. Mike, what can be done to encourage peer
groups of kids who are pretty straight or nearly so? Apparently,
one of the reasons kids get into drugs and alcohol abuse is that
their friends are doing it; they want to have a good time and they
want to be popular.

Is there any way that the opposite kind of peer pressure can be
generated? Have you seen any examples of that? Do you have any
ideas?

MIKE. You mean the opposite; that school is the thing to do?
Senator HUMPHREY. Yes.
Mum. Yes, that is pretty much the only thing you can do to stop

the problem, to change the attitudes of people; educate the people
and change the attitudes. You are not going to, you know, stop the
presence of drugs. You are not going to stop the use of drugs,
really, unless you do change the attitudes. I mean, you cannot
physically stop it.

You know, a person is going to do what they want to do. People
are still going to go on selling drugs; people are still going to go on
buying them and using them. But if you can change people's atti-
tudes, you knowan example that I think may help is at a school I
was in, we had a drug-and-alcohol-awareness day.

What we did was we had a Couple of films and we had a lot of
speakers come in. It was not really policemen, or doctors, or psy-
chologists, or, you know, this kind of thing. I mean, sure, they can
tell you what the effects of the drugs are and what the penalties
can be, but it is meaningless to most people, you know.

Senator HUMPHREY. Yes.
MIKE. People who have been there, people like myself and people

like the rest of the people here speakingyou know people who
can tell you what it is like, and where you are going to go, and that
kind of thingI think it was a big help, you know, to the rest of
the kids in the school. So, that is mainly it; just educate the par-
ents, you know, so they will be more aware of the problem and the
signs of it and what they can do, you know, as far as getting help
for their kidsyou know, treatment centersand change people's
attitudes, you know.

Senator HUMPHREY. I think it is a valuable insight to those who
are involved with parent groups, and so on, or who are thinking of
setting them upcounseling programs or whateverthat authority
figures simply are ineffective in this situation and what you need
are peers, such as people like you, who have been to hell and back
and whom the kids will believe.

MIKE. Yes; it is a little bit more believable than sitting and lis-
tening to a policeman, although what he has got to say is probably
equally valid, you know, about a jail sentence or whatever.

Senator HUMPHREY. Yes.
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Mum. But I think most kids will probably sit there and laugh at
him, you know.

Senator HUMPHREY. Thank you.
Senator HAwfuNs. We really thank you for participating with us

today and we ask you to remain to hear our next panel which I
think you young people will find very interesting. I hope you can
find a seat; come up here and sit if there are no seats in the back.

This next -panel is eontprised of respected officials with innova-
v tive judicial approaches and law enforcement officials with an

insider's viewpoint, which really_is fascinating.
We have with us today the -Honorable Vincent Femia of Prince

Georges County, the" Honorable John C. Tracey of Montgomery
County, and Officer Jim Richardson of Houston, Tex.

You gentlenien are so busy; I appreciate your taking time and
traveling here, especially Officer Richardson who came 'from Hous-
ton.

We are going to ask Officer Richardson first if he would speak
with' us about his backFround. Officer Richardson, please describe
for us how you became involved in this whole drug scene.

STATEMENT OF JAMES RICHARDSON, POLICE OFFICER, HOUS-
TON POLICE DEPARTMENT, HOUSTON, TEX.; VINCENT J. FEMIA,
SEVENTH JUDICIAL COURT OF MARYLAND, UPPER MARLBORO,
MD.; AND JOHN C. TRACEY, JUVENILE DIVISION, SIXTH DIS-
TRICT COURT OF MARYLAND, ROCKVILLE, MD., A PANEL
Mr. RICHARDSON. First of all, I have been a police officer now--
Senator HAWKINS. Put the microphone up close; it is not very ef-

fective.
Mr. RICHARDSON. I have been with the Houston Police Depart-

ment now for 6 years. I have been involved in juvenile narcotics for
2 years. We have two separate narcotics divisions in the Houston
Police Departmentone on adult narcotics, and then juvenile nar-
cotics.
- Basically, we deal with the people, from the age of 17 to 25 that
sell drugs to the juveniles. I got involved in the drug end of en-
forcement because of the fascination; I was wondering why people
actually did use drugs.

Senator HAWKINS. Did you find out?
Mr. RICHARDSON. Yes; I did come to find .out that peer pressure

was the No. 1 motivating factor for drugs, trying to be accepted. I
do not know if it was the family or everyone around you, or what,
but just trying to be accepted was what the children wanted.

Senator HAWKINS. How did you establish rapport with the juve-
niles?

Mr. RICHARDSON. Well, because I am an outsider and I am a little
bit older than they are, it was a little bit difficult. Basically, it is
just being what they quote as being cool, trying to get them to
accept my behavior, and just showing them that I accept their be-
havior, and working my way into their organizations, as they are.

Seriator HAWKINS. Dld you buy from juveniles in your business?
Do you buy drugs from them?

Mr. RICHARDSON. I do all my buying direct from the dealers.
Senator HAWKINS. From the dealers, not from the kids?
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Mr. RICHARDSON. Right.
Senator HAvvIcNs. But are they juvenile dealers? .
Mr. RICHARDSON. In some eases, they are. They range from

maybe 14 to 15. Most of my suspects are more like 23 or 24, some-
thing like that.

Senator HAWKINs. How would you characterize the drug avail-
ability.in high school?

Mr. RICHARDSON. In comparison to back when I was in high
school, which was 8 years ago, it has become more rampant. There
are drugs available at any given time you want. We do not work
actually inside the school system; they will not let us ga undercov-
er in the schools.

I have informants on the inside that can tell me of situations
where drugs are passed through during school, during class time,
in the halls, in the restroomsthings like this.

We did do an investigation one time; it was a 2-week investiga-
tion where we monitored the activity outside of a school. I noticed
daily, in the mornings and lunchtime, how children would just run
to their cars and do drugs.

Senator HAWKINS. On the school property?
Mr. RICHARDSON. Yes; on the school property. Because they were

allowed to leave for lunch, they did take some of the drugs away
from the school, in the fear that they might get caught there at
school. But most of them were bold enough just to do the drugs
right there on the school grounds.

Senator HAWKINS. Where do most of the students get their
drugs?

Mr. RICHARDSON. Well, basically, there are four main areas
where they get their drugs from. One is from other students. The
people that we deal with will sell drugs to the students who take
the drugs and they become dealers themselves. So, it is a chain of
commahd that works down and gets inside the school system.

We are starting to work on several cases now involving teachers,
where they will supply--

Senator HAWKINS. Involving teachers?
Mr, RICHARDSON. Yes; they will supply the kids with drugs. Of

course, then you have just the Older dealer where, the dope deals
will occur outside the school grounds. It is usually where just one
or two people meet together and the transaction takes place, and
then the drugs are moved on to the schools.

Surprisingly enough, we find that a lot of drugs are coming from
the parents themselves. They supply their children with the drugs.

Senator HAWKINS. Knowingly?
Mr. RICHARDSON. Sure, yes. The parents themselves smoke mari-

huana and they give the drugs to the kids and allow therh to
smoke, thinking this will establish a rapport between them and
maybe open the lines of communication better.

Senator HAWKINS. Is alcohol a bigger problem today than it was,
say, When you began?

?qr. RICHARDSON. Alcohol and marihuana are probably the two
most prevalent drugs used, then it works its way on up the chain
into quaaludes, speed, cocaine, heroin, or whatever.

Sehator HAWKINS. What should the role of the school administra-
tors and teachers be? Finding the answer to that question is a pur-
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pose of this hearing. I do not know how these children got promot-
ed and I do not know they have progressed as far in school as they
have after listening to their life experience.

Do you have any ideas what the role of the school administrators
and teachers should be in dealing with drug and alcohol problems,
other than pulling up three chairs and letting them sleep through
summer school?

Mr. RICHARDSON. First of all, I think they. need to admit that
there is a drug problem. So many of our administrators do not
want to tell the public thatthere is a problem within their schools.
They are afraid that teachVs will not come to the schools because
of fear of violence, or that parents will take their children oat of
the schools, and things like this.

Then I feel like they should establish some sort of educational
program for the teachers. You would be surprised at the number of
teachers that do not even know the effects of drugs or do not even
know what kind of drugs to look for. Hashish could come in looking
just like a simple rock or piece of tar and they would not even
know what it was. Marihuana can be transported in numerous con-
tainers, and the teachers do not even know that. .

The parents themselves need to have some type of program pro-
vided by the school administration maybe to supplement their
knowledge of drugs. Then, again, administrators, I feel, should be a
little bit stricter on the punishnient that they administer. If they
are going to threaten you with something, they should go through
with it. We find that they do not do that as much as they should.

Senator HAWKINS. Do you have any recommendations of what
steps to take to address the problem? You heard the students say
that 'there are generally no counselors to turn to. There are also
obvious places where everybody goes to use the drugs. You men-
tioned that they all go to their cars and we have heard that the
bathroom is popular.

Mr. RICHARDSON. Right. That would go back to educating the
teachers and then filtering down, through the teachers, programs
that would educate students. I feel, though, that the basic responsi-
bility does go back to the parents. The parents should make them-
selves aware of drug problems. By the time they 'realize that their
son has a drug problem or their daughter has a problem, it is
beyond their stage and they are going to have to go to outside help.

They should be educating them long before they get to the junior
high school level. We are finding drugs in sixth through eighth
gradersmarihuana, quaaludesas they all testified.

Then, of course, this should be supplemented with whatever
school programs that could help the parents. The parents have the
basic responsibility, then it should be carried on to the school
system.

The stiffer the legislation, in my opinion, is, the more it is going
to help us, too. There need to be stricter laws about the selling of
drugs, period, with special provisions about selling to itiveniles
themselves.

I also feePthere is a responsibility on the courts to be a little bit
stricter. I am not advocating, you know, to throw everybody in the
penitentiary. True, there are some cases where people deserve pro-
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bation; it is the first time they have ever-been arr"ested or some-
thing like this.

But then there are casee where we go out and make felony:cases
and they are reduced to misdemeanoii and the guy is only in.jail
for 2 or 3 days, and it does not serve any purpose. They are laugh-,
ing at the system then. They get back out on the street and they
become heroes to their friends because they were in jail; they
become bigtime.

Senator HAWKINS. Does Houston have any programs that par-
ents are particularly fond of?

Mr. RICHARDSON. I only know of two programs and 1 personally
do not feel like they are effective at all. They are more like just a
social gathering where people get together and exchange ideas
about what kind of drugs you can do and the different effects of
them, or this drug is a lot better than that one; you know, we
ought to do this.

It is just a gathering for drug addicts; it is not any rehabilitation
or counseling at

Senator HAWKINS. Would legislation outlining stiff penalties for
drug transactions, say, within 1,000 feet be a deterrent? Would that
be helpful?

Mr. RICHARDSON.-It would be a deterrent- if yOu ge to the courts
and the courts stick with it.

Yes. If you,come to realize that, well, if I sell marihuana to some-
one and that is a felony offense and I get arrested and all they are
going to do is reduce my case to a misdemeanor and put me in jail
for 10 days, who cares? It is 10 days that I do not work and then I
go back out on the street and turn more money.

Senator HAWKINS. So, anything strict laws form must be uni-
formly enforced by the judicial branch?

Mr. RICHARDSON. Sure. If you do not back it up, there is no
reason to have it; no reaeon at all.

Senator HAWKINS. It is obvious that the kids are aware when the
rulerrare not strictly applied.

Mr. RICHARDSON. Sure,
Senator HAWKINS. It is interesting to me that a plea that the

young people made throughout their testimony today Ma that we
have to be stricter and tougher.

Mr. RICHARDSON. I think if the word got out on the street that
certain people were stricter on the selling of drugs or the use of
drugs, you would not have that many people showing up in court-
rooms, because they would see that as a deterrent.

Senator HAWKINS. I know. that in certain areas where judges get
a reputation for being tough, kids fear going before them. Often
they will try to get a more lenient judge to hear their case.

Any additional things you would like to say, Officer?
Mr. RICHARDSON. No.
Senator HAWKINS. Senator?
Senator HUMPHREY. Mr. Richardson, you have stated that you'

think parents have primary responsibility for their youngsters, and
no one can argue with that. But how would you characterize the
job that educators are doing in dealing with drugs in schools?

Mr. RICHARDSON. It is very poor, if that at all.
Senator HUMPHREY. It is very poor?
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Mr. RICHARDSON. Drugs are overlooked. The children Mt in class
and it is obvious they are stoned or high; it is just -ignored. They do
not do anything for their rehabilitation.

Senator HUMPHREY. It is such a difficult problerri, they just do
not know what to do about it, 80 they essentially do nothing, I
guess. Is that it?

Mr. RICHARDSON. Yes; there, again, administrators do not want
V admit it.

Senator HUMPHREY. Yes.
Mr. RICHARDSON. Our people come out yearly and say there is no

inoblem in the HouMon school diMrict.
iSenator HUMPHREY. SO, it is almost the same dynamic you see n

individual parents not wanting to admit that their child is involved
in drugs?

Mr. RICHARDSON. Right. I am working on a Oarticular case now
where a principal called me to a school and asked if we could not
intervene, because he had confronted the parent before he brought
the law enforcement agency in and said: 'We have had reports
from several students and they, will sign affidavits saying that your
son is selling drugs on campus. '

Senator HUMPHREY. Yes.
Mr. RICHARDSON. They threatened him with a lawseithim, the

school district, and everyone elseif they ever said anything like
this again, becal.ise their son La not involved in drugs.

Senator Humktietv. Well, we are certainly .not trying' to sit in
judgment of any profession, but I do hope that the National Educa-
tion Association and other groups that represent educators will
take to heart the testimony that has eome through today. They cer-
thinly have the resources to educate their members and to encour-
age them within local schqols to face the problem, to confront it,
and to become involved as one party in doing Something about it.

You suggested stricter laws. Were you talking about as they
apply to sellers, or to users as well?

Mr. RICHARDSON. Well, I think if you started with the sellers, you
are not goiqg to have that many people using because the price of
drugs is going to obviolisly go up, OK, because there are going to be
tougher penalties and things like that.

Senator HUMPHREY. Yes.
Mr. RICHARDSON. And people also realize that because they are

using, there is a good chance that they will form a habit and they
41" will have to become the seller themselves:. I think it would certain-

ly curb, not stop the drug problem, but it would certainly help.
Senator HUMPHREY. I get the impression that you are dissatisfied

with the judicial system. You go to some pains, obviously, to track
down illegal activity in drugs, and apparently, once you bring them
to court, they are not being dealt with sternly enough, in yqur
opinion. Is that right? Is that how you feel or what?

Mr. RICHARDSON. Yes; I have never, in probably the 150 pebple
that I have put in- jail, been to court on any of my cases because
they are plea bargained out or reduced down to misdemeanors, and
then they just plead out like that. Never have I ever been to court
on one case.

Senator HUMPHREY. Out of 150 cases, the charge has neveN
been--

%.
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Mr. RICHARDSON. Not on a delivery case. On possession cases, it
is different.

Senator HUMPHREY.:Thank you.
Senator 1-14,kwicirts. Thank you a lot.
Judge Femia, is that right?
Judge FEMIA. That is correct.
Senator HAwitnis. I know you have been extensively involved in

the problem of drug abuse among young people as a juvenile court
judge in nearby Prince George's COunty, and I was interested in
your innovative and most successful antidrug campaign in Prince
George's County. `

Would you describe in detail the steps you, took to implement
this program?'

Judge FEMIA. First, Senator, L think in Ali sincerity you should
not refer to it as an antidrug campaign because, we look at drugs
with the youth, especially in schoolsand I understand that that is
the direction of this:subcommittee, schools in Americaas another
violation of the law in school:

You have to Understand, I am a judge of general, jurisdiction; I
am a circuit court 'judge. In our pommUnity, the law says .that 'a
circuit court judge must sit in tbe juvenile court. The law also goes
on to say that he has to have special qualifications, and special
training,'and special temperament.

That is what the laW says. I sometimes believe what he had tO do
was 'miss the meeting, because the next thing 1 found out was the
chief judge had put mY name on an order sending me to juvenile ,

court. And I must tell you in all honesty, when I went into that
court I did not even know where it was located, and I did not want
to know', quite frankly. And Eitayed there for 3 years, 2 years past
what you are supposed to stay there for.

'I think,' in all ,fairness, you ought t,i) understand; in, the modern
idiom, where I am coming from. We have a ICA of residents of
Second 'Genesis bere today. ,

Are they still here? Anybody from Second Genesis that L have
committed to Second .Genesis?

[Their hands were raised.]
Senator HAWKINS. I see some hands back there.
Judge FEMIA. Anybody who has put their hand tip,Jimmy, what

is their backup time?
Mr. HENDRICKS. One day.
Judge Fpvti4%.. You 'have got to understand that LcOme from a

`very judicially conservatiVe outlook. Backup time means, what hap-
pens to' you if jou screw up. ,You are going to prison for 15 or 20
years; you will be oar pageant for the next GoOd Friday.

I perceive the judiciary's functionin all. criminal activities as the
motivator. To be sure, our No. 1 function is adjudication , and it is
not unlike that when you deal with juveniles. ,

When I Went to the juvenile court, I did ,not pioneer anything. I
did what my father did to me, and essentially what he did for me
was my father let you know what the rules were, let you know,
what the sanctions were; and that was it, and that is all we did. We
set out the rUles.

Any violation of the law 'occurring in a public school in Prince
George's County, or on, the school grounds,or on,a schoolbas, or on
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the way to school, or on the way home from schoolthat individual
was going to get locked up.

Now, you see, in our business we are not allowed to use terms
like "locked up." We sayi "institutionalized," "rehabilitated,"
"treated." Call it what you want; thekids knew what we meant.
Your little butt was going to lose its liberty; you were going to be
locked up. That meant for drugs, that meant for assaulting teach-
ers Or other students, that meant for any disruptive, criminal con-
duct that came before the courts. No. 1, we set up the rules.
:No. 2, I took it upon myself to go to the schools. In the 3-year

period, I visited 70, 75 schools to talk to ,the student body as a
whole. And I tell yoU, Senators, you do not know the thrill of
standing in front of 700 or 750 14-, 15- and 16-year-old kids and
beMgand I would stand right there and let them ask any ques-
tion they wanted to ask, and be brutally, honest with them.

You .know, our kids do not 'like us to be honest with them. We
usually like to try and hedge with them, make them feel good,
make us feel good. I de not play the game; I wOuld tell them exact-
ly'*hat was going on. So, I went out and told everybody: "Here is
the ruje."

And the third part is very simple. Once you set up the rule and
once you- broadcast the rule' you enfOrce the rule and, in 100 per-
cent of the cases coming before the courts, that individual wail
looked up, and the word got out very quickly. You do not want to
go visit the troll who lives under the bridge because he is going to
lock your tail up. . 9

Things then follow the natural course; just like it followed when
you were growing up and when I. was growing up. if you-knew you
were going to,get your tail beat fot going to the next block or going
where you 'were not supposed to go, yeti did not go, and that is es-
sentially this pioneering program. It resulted in some reduction in
school disruptivenessabout 25 percent, in fact.

Senator HAWKINS. Did, you face any obstacles, in this old ap-
proach?

Judge FEMIA. Well, of courfie, there are the natural obstacles any
time one public institution want& to tread upon the ground of an-
other public institution. Quite frankly, the main obstacle was that
the educators were scared to death of me.

You might be able to perceive that I am somewhat outspoken
and I call things what they are, and I am not too particular of who
I am talking to, and they were scared of that. They thought or sus-
pected that I was, in essence, going to come out and find fault with
the schools.

I must tell you that in Prince George's County, having the 1 lth
largest school system in the country, we have faults, but we have a
damned good school system. Your thrust this 'morning has been
drugs. I tell you I have two children currently in a high school and
one whois off to college who went through the high school system,
and those children consider drugs and drug users an anatheina.
That is a direct result of the education they received in those
public schools.

So, to that extent, we are very fortunate. Our schools do indeed
have signs: "If you have got. problems with drugs,,this is who you
see and where you go." And if you cannot find the 'signs in schools,
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may I suggest"you merely turn to any television station between
the hours and 4 and 7? You will find ample opportunities for public
assistance with your psychological problems.

BUt the schools were afraid. The schools thought I was going to
come in there Lid start trying to blame teachers and blame admin-
istrators for this problem, and there 'are problems. They realized
very quickly that I was not there to blame anybody.

It is just like when my wife, who is sitting behind me, was ill,
very ill, about 10 years ago and the doctors kept trying to tell me
why she was ill. A.nd I kept saying: "I do 'not care why she is ill.
Make her well." It is the same in the schools. I do not care how we
got here; let us get from here to where we want to be. We do'not
have rime to waste looking for scapegoats.
_irSe they appreciated that, then I started getting booked 3 days

week in the schools.
The second problem, of course, is the parental problemone that

I do not believe, not as a judge but as a citizen and taxpayer, that
Government can do a thing about. I do not think our Government,
as it is constituted, can pass a law telling parents how to raise chil-
dren. If you pass that law, please exCept my family because you are
going to have a hell of a problem enforcing it when you come down
to my neighborhood.

You know, parents are a, convenient scapegoat, but Government
cannot do a lot about it. We must deal with the public institutions
that we can controlour schoolsand that wail the thrust and the
reason for going into the schools.

Senator HAWKINS. How did thestudents react?
Judge FEMIA. Interestingly enough, the students reacted as you

would have expected kids to react, and I will give you a vignette to
explain that.

There was an annouicement on the news one morning when I
was driving my kid to school that the District of Columbia school
system was considering engaging in a policy of requiring children
,to wear uniforms to school, much like they did when I went to the
parochial schoqls up in Philadelphia. You know, all girls wore the
same pinafores and the same blouses, and all the boys wore the
same white shirt and the sameof course, it is still going on, you
understand.

And my daughter said: "Boy, that would be a good idea." Now,
you haye to understand I have got a 16-year-old daughter; regimen-
tation is not her strong suit. Let me put it that way very kindly.
And she said: "That would be a good idea." And I said: "What do
you mean, it would .be a good idea? I agree it is a good idea, but I
am surprised you would say that."

She said: "Do you know how much time I waste everyday trying
to decide what to wear to school so I look like everybody else or do
not look 'like everybody else? If everybody had to wear the same
thing, look at how much time we could save." That is typical of
your adolescent and teen attitude.

A number of these young people are up here saying: "Tell me
what the rules are; tell me what you are going to do to me if I vio-
late them." It is not only good for kids like the ones who were sit-
ting up here who get into trouble; it is even better for the straight
kidsthose who, by' the way, comprise the majority of the children

co
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in Amerkabecause they know everybody will be required to obey
the rule.

Where we get into trouble with our kidsthe social and the anti-
social; that avoid saying good and bad, you see; this is more of the
terminology we learn in our businesswhere we get into trouble
with kids is when we say: "All right, Monday, everybody has got to
have this term paper in." And Monday comes and the teacher
stands up and says: 'Well, let us make it Tuesday."

Now, for the kids that did not have the term paper, that is neat,
but for the 95 out of 100 that worked all weekend long to produce
that term paper, that is another example of how we adults dodge,
hoiv we rationalize. Our big problem with our children is that we
do just that; we rationsalize.

So, the kids take like ducks to water to a discipline, and it be-
comes ve6r interesting. Jack can tell you the same thing; they
never call us "Judge, ' you see. It is "Mr. Tracey" and "Mr.
Femia." And you will go into a school; "Hi, Mr. Femia. Do you ra-
member me?" Of course, I have a standard answer. I do not re-
member them, as a matter of fact, and if I did, I would not ac-
knowledge it in a school; you understand that.

My standard answer is: 'It is not a question of whether I remem-
ber /ou. Do you remember me?" "Yes, sir; yes, sir." Good, we have
got it straight. That is really what kids are looking for"make up
the rules; tell us what you are going to do if we violate the rules."
They appreciate that more, even if it means getting bagged.

I have had them come back in the court, look .me straight in the
eye and say: "I am ready to go," because we had a deal. Second
Genesis is a good example. The best way in the world at least I as a
judge find to support Second Genesis is give them a well-motivated
individual. Motivation generally sets in between 15 and 30 years,
although I have used up to 63:

That individual knows when they walk back into my courtroom
that we had a deal. "Did you violate my agreement?" "Yes." No
conversation; it is all done in hand language; 'Bye, you are gone."
Everybody knows that, so it works much better that way, you
know. It is when you are wishy-washy and Srou do not enforce your
prior agreements that young people perceive weakness, and' guite
often young people perceive leniency as weakness.

A number of the people up here bild you this morning, you
know, "Treat with us, deal with us, but deal with us as human
beings, not as numbers."

Senator HAWKINS. I would imagine that there were parents that
did not approve of this tough stance. As the officer has said, some-
times the parents get in his way.

Judge FEMIA. VVell, that is not my experience, quite honestly..
When I went to juvenile court I, like everybody else, expected that
we would find that all the juvenile problems flow from bad parents
and bad homes, and things like that. That was not my experience.

My experience was that fully 60 percent of the parents whose.
children were involved in court were fully supportive of:the court
and its processes. I am not one to dump on parents, but do not
forget, parents, like schools, are no more able to cope with their
problems than the courts and the public institutions are willing to
back them.
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Quite" frankly, as our laws are currently structuredand Jack
and I were talking about this in the halllaws do not back parents
and do not,back schools. We back them when we are dealing with ,

drugs and armed robbery, but how about the child who wants to go
out and r6am all night at age44?

One young lady talked about it today. How did she get involved?
It was easy; she went out of the house at 2 in the morning. And, of
course, who is on the street at 2 in the morning? My father used to
say after dark, only police officers and bad people; "you are nei-
ther; get home." That is what happens; that is how they get caught
up in this peer pressure, this milieu where the use and abuse of
substances is accepted.

We do not back parents publicly; we do not back schools. It is, a
sad but true fact. But most parentsand I have heard parents say.,
it time and time again, and I know Jack his heard it; You know,, s
he has been in the business longer thanwell, when you got into
the business, Christ was a delinquent child, was he not? [Laughter.]

Judge FEMIA. In the temple, you will recall, when he.spoke back
to his mother.

Senator HAWKINS. I recall.
-

Judge FEMIA. Quite often, you will hear a.parent say, I told "you
so, or come to you and say, that is what I have been trying to tell
him, Judge; thank you. To that extent, parents accept what you are
doing. Of course, there are always the parents- whose children are
never wrong, you understand.

Senator HAWKINS. I always took the opposite stand; my children
were guilty until proven innocentyou know, the old school.

Judge FEMIA. Yes; there was no doe process in my father's house
either. [Laughter.]

Senator HAWKINS. I find that, approach simplified a lot of grow-
ing up.

I agree with you. These children who appear here today are beg-
ging for the rules; they are begging for them to be more consistent
and tough.

Judge FEmIA. And, more importantly, uniformV applied.
Senator HAWKINS. Yes.
Judge FEMIA. They apply the same to everybody; no special

strokes for special folks. That you must avoid at all costs.
Senator HAWKINS. You made the statement that the laws do not

back up the parents and the laws do not back up the. educators.
Can you think of any laws that would?

Judge FEMIA. Yes.
Senator HAWKINS. Such as?
Judge FEMIA. Much has been made of the laxity of sdhool en-

forcement. I think officer Richardson mentioned that quite often
the administrator, rather than acknowledge a problem in his
school, he tends to deal with it as best he can.

But this is the complaint I get from educators. I happen to chair
a task force on school discipline and security in our county, and the
most prevalent complaint we receive from educators is:

You know, to expel a kid from school, you have got to have him and his lawyer in.
You have to have a.full-blown hearing, and by the time you get done, if he has not
graduated already, what effect have you had?

,
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You know that; you do not have to be a Senator or a judge to '
know that the time to kickrehabilitate a child is.when you catch
him with his hand in the cookie, jar, not tomorrow. "Do you re-
member what you did yesterday?No, not really." "Bam, that is
for doing it." That does not make anysense.

iMy mother used to say that God, n his wisdom, connected the
brain to the sit-down-upon. If you hit the sit-down-upon hard
enough,' it registers in the brain, andif the brain learns to register
unpleasantness with hand-in-cookie-jar, it tends tO even get
through to a teenager, like myself, you see.

But the schools' complaint I thmk is very valid. The Supreme
Court has indeed made this a matter of due process. Well, you
know, due process works where we live; you know, that is our job.
And thank God that we do our job, because we are the last bastian
before people lose their freedom. But when you start talking about
whether a child is going to be bounced out of school for selling pot
in one of thciee men's rooms, with his lawyer and the parade of wit-
nesses, by the time you accomplish the desired end, everybody in
the School, not just the individual involved, because that is not the
one we are really interested in-,--you understand itwhat we have
got to do is the PR work on everybody else in the school.

Everybody else in the school says: "Oh, it is a bunch of stuff;
nothing is going to happen, like usual." And tjien you say, "Why
do you educators not do something?" First of all, they were not
trained to be lawyers. They were trained to be educators.

Do you want to talk about a law that the Federal Government
can get involVed in? It is a law that somehow or another modifies
back to an intelligent, reasonable and pra4ical level the strictures
that have been placed upon the schools and the school boards by
the courts.

Other than that, like everybody else, send money. Is that not
what the Federal Government is supposed to do, send money? I do
not know what we will do with it, but you can send it. We will find
something to do with it, I am sure.

Senator HAWKINS. We are out of money, you may have.heard.
Judge FEMIA. I understand; believe me, I understand.
But as to laws involving parents, I would never be found in the

camp espousing such laws. You will have to call on somebody just a
tad more left of myself.

Senator HAWKINS. We would like to help the parents raise these
children in an environment which we thought we were bringing
them intoyou know, our generation. It xeally is frightening to see
how pervasive it is when you talk to children of all ages today-10,
11, 12, and realize they are using drugs.

I know you are aware of it because you have been dealing with it
for a long time. I am so grateful to have a man of your ciber
ting as a father figure.

Judge FEMIA. Or ogre. You know, it gets a little old sometimes
being pointed out in the grocery store. "If you are not good, I am
going to turn you over to him, and I have had that happen, you
know.

Senator HAWKINs. Well, if we could just clone you and have one
of you per county in the United States, we probably would not
have the problems we have.
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Is there any way you feel we could implement this program in
other communities in the country, or is Prince George's County
unique?

Judge FEam.. Senator, would you indulge me in being brutally
frank with you? .

Senator 1-Ltwxixs. Sure.
Judge Fx:mht. But I would not be offensive.
Senator, you know, drug abuse, substance abuseI like to refer

to it as substance abusesubstance abuse is like public nudity. Let
me explain. It is dramatic. You have the obviously sad case histo-
ries that you sat and listened to all morning.

Senator HAWKINS. Yes.
Judge FxmiA. It is pressworthy; take the whir of the camera, if

you will. It is like a flasher in Lafayette Park who is flashing, for
whatever reason, the White Housenewsworthy, dramatic. But
quite frankly, Senator, that does not mean everybodY in the Nation
is flashing, at least not in this winter, given the weather situation,
and the same with drug abuse. It is dramatic, it is pressworth , it
is newsworthy. It iS sad, pathos, all you can name, but thank
in this country it represents a minority of our children, and a
small minority. Dramatic to be sure, but thank God, miell over 90

percent of the kids in this country are damned fine people.
They do the same dumb things I did. Today, they will try pot. I.

tried Petrie sherry; they do not even make Petrie sherry any more.
I threw up for 2 days; I cannot stand the smell of sherry. They will

do all the dumb things I did.
I have a son 15 years old. He is doing exactly what I did; I cannot

believe it. I say to him: "Son, I have done these things." He iS a
proof of God, you understand. My mother used to tell me: "If there
is a God, you will have a son exactly like yourself!.% My son is a
proof of God; you see, there is obviously a God. I have got one who

does the exact, same, dumb things, but that does not make him a
bad person.

Senator HAWKINS. No.
Judge FEMIA. There will still be the kids in school who think it is

smart to paint, beat Bowie, on the Largo School scoreboard. You

are still going to have that, but that does not make them criminals
or bad people.

You know, I just think that the problem you are addressing your-
self to is much like zoning difficulties. While it permeates the
Nation as a wholezoning difficultiesit is a local problem. It is a
problem that must be dealt with on the local level where we are
sensitive to our individual problems.

You know, we know what our problems are in our community. I

cannot envision, for instancehow could the Congress pass a law
that would in any way ameliorate the situations of the five case
histories you heard here this morning? With no disrespect to the
participants, that is a full week of Phil Donahue.

There is nothing the Congress of the United States can do about
passing a law that is going to make these five kids' lives, or those
who found themselves in their stead 4 or 5 years agoit is some-
thing that has to be dealt with on the local level.

You have got a gentleman sitting hereI do not k ow if he is on
a panel or whatJimmy Hendricks. It is ther kin s of people on
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the local level; they are the ones that solve the problems. We do
not solve them on the natiobal level. I am not really sure we solve
them on State levels.

But, again, remember I am a judge. I am not a sociologist, I am
not an educator, I am not a psychologist. I obviously have a jaun-
diced point of view.

So, I guess in answer to your question, Senator, if you want to
pass a law helping those school administrators out in these due
process hearings, ,God bless; that is on the. Federal 'level. But
beyond that, I think you really just open some nice hearings.

You are not going to be able, as you say, clone me. That is an
individual decision that must be made on an individual level. I
assure you that there are not many judges willing to walk in front
of 750 15-year-olds. You know, judges sort of feel we are beyond
that.

If you want to see them get stirred up, tell them that you believe
pot smoking is kbe same as mental masturbation. You will see a
group of stirred up teenagers real quick.

Senator HAWKINS. I imagine.
One of my concerns expressed by these children and one that we

heard often in the course of our investigationis that the rehabili-
tation centers that we are effective and have tremendous records
are crowded with waiting lists. The ones that you would approve of
assigning children to are just overworked. I know that is a local
problem, and obviously President Reagan feels that most problems
today should be treated locally.

But it seems to me that there should be additional quality cen-
ters that judges would feel confident referring these children to. It
breaks my heart that the jails are full. In my State, they are order-
ing them emptied bkause they are too full.

Some of the programs and correctional institutions are a joke ac-
cording to our witnesses. Teaching water skiing and scuba diving is
not exactly a great way to prepare for later life. And yet, there is a
great backlog at the Village South in Miami.

Judge FEMIA. But, Senator, I have been to so many of these
meetings. Of course, as a political group, judges are about the most
impotent political group in the world; you understand that. We are
all appointed until forever.

But, you know, you ip to these meetings, and the judiciary in
Maryland, through their Judicial Committee on Corrections, are
the ones who start the ball rolling in Maryland for community cor-
rection centers.

Well, may I assure you that jails; community correction centers
and, Jimmy Hendricks will tell you, rehab centers, quarter-way
houses, halfway houses, or ,resident, drug-free houses, in the
public's mind are like sewerage plants. We all recognize intellectu-
ally the need for these, in somebody else's neighborhood.

jimmy Hendricks will tell you the problems we had locating him
out in the middle of nowhere. I mean, he was so far from the near-
est stop light, it would take him 1 day and a half to get to it. Still,
we got the public pressure and eventually they closed the place.

See, you are not just dealing with need. VVe have potholes that
need filling, too, in Prince George's County, and I assure you in the
minds of the citizenryremember, we are under a proposition 13
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mandate in our county. We call it TRIM; no money is what it
means.

Between rehabilitating some willful kid that cannot control his
own life or his parents do not give a damn, the pothole gets filled
first, friend. Now, that is a practical political fact of life, and all
the judges in the world pontificating upon it will never, I am con-
vinced, ever change it.

That is not the best news in the world, I understand.
Senator HAWKINS. No.
Judge FEMIA. But if you ask me, do I agree with the proposition

that we need more of them, the answer, almost assuredlyespe-
cially, effective ones like Second Genesis.

Senator HAWKINS. Thank you so much, Judge.
Judge Fziew. Thank you.
Senator HAWKINS. Senator?
Senator HUMPHREY. Judge Femia, you and I share a revulsion for

euphemisms, but I noticed that you used one, if I may point it out,
and that is "substance abuse." As chairman of the Suommittee
on Alcoholism and Drug Abuse, I always avoid that.

I am not lecturing you, but just stating that I always avoid that
because we are not talking about abusing jelly beans or marshmal-
lows. We are talking about alcohol and drugs in about 99 percent
of the cases. You might want to use a little bit harder term than
"substance abuse."

Judge Flow,. Well, I would indeed use it in court with a child,
but I thought it would comply with what the record would show.
Eyerybody understands substance abuse at this level; the kids
know what you are talking about.

Senator HUMPHREY. You said, and I agree with you, and it has
always been a dilemma for me as chairman of that committee, that
there is no way that Congress can pass a law that is going to have
a major effect on drug abuse. So, that leaves you with the question
of what can you do.

Well, one thing we can do is to use the committee and joint hear-
ings as a forum to further educate the public. It is not a highly,

leveraged way to do things, but it is one positive contribution that
we can make, and I believe we are.

You mentioned that if Congress can do anything in the way of
legislation, it can change or remove Federal strictures.

Judge FEMIA. Federal court strictures, yes.
Senator HUMPHREY. Say that again.
Judge ham. The Supreme Court had a ruling. I am sorry I do

not have the case at the fore; I usually do not, and that is why God

created law clerks. But the case said there are certain mandated
procedures that yolk must go through to expel a child from school
because public education is a right. And the schools just cannot
cope with it and so they avoid it. That is one of the problems.

Senator HUMPHREY. Well, I am not a lawyer and I am not a
member of 'the Judiciary Committee, but I would be anxious and
eager to meet with you or exchange correspondence with you, if
you could provide me with some detailed proposals on what we-can
do. Apparently, what you want to do is to nullify somecase law or
something. I do not know; I am not a lawyer.
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Judge FOGA. You know, as a lawyer and a judge sworn to
uphold the Supreme Court and ite rulings, I hate to use the word
"nullify," but I would sure like to m that thing so it is work-
able.

Senator Humpailxv. OK.
Judge Form. It is good law, but it is not practical in application.
Senator HUMPIIRSIr. Good. Well, how about helping us in that re-spect?
Judge FIMIA. I will.
Senator HIMPHRZY. Can you?
Judge Fast's. I will.
Senator HUMPHREY. Fine. Everything else has been said.
Senator HAWKINS. We are trying to focus attention on it by form-

ing the first drug abuse caucus. I found when I arrived here as afreshman that there is a steel caucus, there ie a jewelry caucus.
There is a caucus made up of Senators on almost every subject you
can think of, and yet the most pervasive problem we have facing
us, whether it is in the military or the schools or society in general
right now, is drug abuse.

We felt that by having a caucus, we could at least have a confer-
ence on it and a sununit, and have ad hoc members like yourself
serve on it, which I hope you would be happy to do.

Senator LUMPHRZY. Senator Hawkins, pardon my interruption.
May I ask the judge one more question?

Senator HAWKINS. Sure.
Senator vIUNIPHRICY. You mentioncl diet you haveI have for-

gotten how you phrased it, but you, have back-up sentences or
something. You.give the kids a choice, apparently, or in 'any caseelend them to a rehabilitation program, and if they flank out of
there, they go to jail.

-Judge FZMIA. Senator, it *orks like this. First of all, we are not
talking about children. These are adults; these folks are all over 18.
When they walk into the adult court, it is a whole new ball game.

I had a young man, and I will give you an example, 22 years old,
involved in an armed robbery with a shotgun, sawed off, which
gives him a handgun violation, and possession of cocaine, marihua-na, and one of 'the esoteric drugs; -do not even remember what.

He came in-and he pleaded guilty; horrendous prior record, just
terriblevl-said to him: 'Here are the options." I believe in optional
senteneing because it is how I got through collegeA, B, C, or none
of the above. "Here are your options. You tell me you are a drug
addict; therefore, you must commit crimes." "Yes, I am," and he
pleads mercy, mercy.

"Here are your options. I give you 3 years straight time for ev-
erything you have done. You go to the jury, you do your time, you
get out, and then we are square. Or, in the alternative, I give you
the maximum sentence, running wild"that means consecutive
"63 years. I will suspend every minute of it on one condition. You
will become involved in drug rehabilitation."

He had.not been accepted by Second Genesis, so I could not order
that. The first thing, though, was I mandated on-demand bodily
specimen analysis. If your probation officer shows up at your house
and says: "Here is the bottle; do what you do with the bottle," and
you refuse, violation. If you go into it and it is positive, violation.
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This guy was a manipulator, just like you heard me of these
kids testifying: "Hey, you know, I have got tho system." He shows

up for his first interview. He gets a probation officer who has been
around a few weeks. "Take that in the bathroom, my friend, and
fill it up, and it had better be the right color when you come out."
Well, he came out and it was, you know, 99 percent PCP-. He said:

,

"I am not even going to write you up; back to court."
He ran, A year later, they caught up with him and brought him

back. "Hey, what is happening? I know what is happening, Judge."
"Good, 63 years; good-bye. " I get a letter from him every month; it

has been 4 years now. "I have learned my lesson; a deal is a deal."
Believe me, the word is out instantly. Any judge that has that

kind of a program, the word gets out instantly. "Break the man's
dealdo not take it first." Quite often, they will not take it, by the
way; they will take the straight time. That is the saddest thing in
the world.

Senator HUMPHREY. You said that you are involved in juvenile

court.
Judge FEMIA. I was for 3 years, I am not there part time. .

Senator HUMPHREY. What, approach do you suggest for juvenile

court judges?
Judge FEMIA. Senator, if there is one thing I learned about juve-

nile court, there is no such thing as an expert in juvenile justice.
Every one of' those little critters is as different from the next as
night is from day, as my children are one from another.

I would not hold myself up as some kind of expert on how to deal)

with kids, except you deal with them as though they were the child
and you were the parental figure. You do not lie to them; you do
not mess with them. You deal with them one on one.

I must tell you, I do not know how this man sitting on my right
does what he does day in and day out. I had 3 years of it and my
Maalox bill was absurd, and I am not a sickly person. [Laughter.]

That was the most emotionally draining period of my life. You

are responsible for each one of those little suckers. For me to sit
here and give you the handbook of how I succeededforget it, Sen-

ator. I am not convinced I succeeded, first of all, All I know is I got
through each day and had some successes and we had a lot of fail-
ures I wish I could answer your question; I cannot.

Senator HUMPHREY. Thank you.
Senator HANYKINs. Thank you so much, Judge.
Judge Tracey, that is a pretty hard act to follow.
Judge FEMIA. Madam Senator, may I beg the indulgence of the

subcommittee and excuse myself?
Senator HAWKINS. Surely.
Judge FEM1A. I am due on the bench at 2 o'clock. I would not

deny anybody their contested divorce today.
Senator HAWKINS. Surely. We appreciate your staying this long,

Judge FEMIA. I appreciate your courtesy.
Senator HAwKINs. You have been refreshing and made a wonder-

ful contribution.
udge FEMIA, Thank you.
Senator HAWKINS. Thank you. You may be excused.
Judge Tracey, we welcome you back. I understand you were a

Capitol Hill policeman here in the early 1960's, and before that you
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were a Senate page in the 1940's. We welcome you 'back on the
Hill.

Your background makes you so uniquely qualified to discuss the
problem of drugs in the American school system. I would like you

..to overview your career in the juvenile justice system.
Judge TRACEY. Thank you. I have been involved in the juvenile

system for a long time. I started in Montgomery County Juvenile
Court in 1966. I have'been assigned to the juvenile court since that
time. Although, by designation, I could try adult cases, I have not
and I have been specifically assigned to juvenile the entire period,

If I may, since you indicated that Judge Vincent Femia was a
very hard act to follow, he does have an impact on his county, an
impact among the judiciary, an impact among the schoolsa very
effective impact. Looking at Vincewhat you see is what-he is.
The way he talks is the way he is. He is honest, he is open: When
he talks about striking a deal with a child, a deal is a deal, and the
young men and women understand.

Now, whether or not that type of father figure, as he pointed out,
on the bench is the correct *ay, I can't say. We all have to deal .
with our own personalities and our own prejudices. I am sorry to
see him leave the juvenile court. He is a very fine man and he is
sincere and honest.

But in any event, I am not exactly like Judge Femia. I have dif-
ferent points of view that may be valid or may not be valid. We are
an experimental court; each child is different. I do not have any
greater expertise in dealing with children.

My involvement with drug cases, however, started a long time
ago. Some of the young men and young women here from Second
Genesis are my children, who are there because I placed them in
Second Genesis,

In answer, Senator Hawkins, to your question of what backup
time meantand I do not think Judge Femia answered thatback-
up time is where a young man or a young woman comes before the
court and he is sent to a training facility, a State facility.

That commitment in the juvenile system, is for an indefinite
period that could last until they are 21 years oldwe do not have a
2-month sentence or a 3-month sentence or a 1-year sentence
until such time as the rehabilitation has taken effect, it could last
that long. We suspend that indefinite period and give them the
option of attending programs such as Second Genesis, or Karma
Academy, or RAP, Inc., when that was active in Montgomery
County.

If they fail that course or that program and they do not complete
it successfully, then they must come back into the court and then
they will be sent to a State facility,

In the late 1960's, early 1970's, when drugs hit the newspapers in
California, in San Francisco, when the flower children were there,
the drug syndrom moved from the west coast to the east coast.
Drugs were started in our county and our State. A drug that I have
not heard too much about this morning from these young people,
Phenceclydine, hit this areaknown also as PCPin 1969 and
1970 From my expertise I tell youis the worst drug on the
American scene today. It is devastating in its effects.

' i41 '1
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Some of the young men and young women who will not testify,
who are here from Second Genesis, might not be able to overcome
the devastating effect of Phenceclydine and may never, 'ever be .1
able to be reha,bilitatedthat is a possibility.

I noticed in Jimmy Hendricks' written testimony, he makes men-
tion of Phenceclydine, or PCP. I do not know what we can do about
it, but it is the worst thing; it is as widespread as cancer in our
hospitals.

In any event in 1970-71, I felt thai there was a need' to examine
the overall problem because the drugs had hit our area. I was hear-
ing cases day in and. day out of drugsPCP, beer, marihuana; a
few heroin cases, a few quaalude; seldom any cases of cocaine.
Something had to be done. I attempted at that time to bring to-
gether all of the experts in the Montgomery County and Prince
Georges area to ask what is it that we should be doine Should
there be rehabilitation? How shall we do this?

I invited them over to a church located on University Boule-
vardany. organization that had anything to do with drugs or drug
rehabilitationRAP, Inc., which we read about in Washington,
D.C.; Second Genesis, Crossroads, Switchblade, drug counseling cen-
ters, hot lines.

I noticed that everyone was standing around in little groups and,
much to my surprise, one organization did not know the other.
There did not appear to be any interrelation or correlation of any
information by any one organization. As a result we formed a drug
action coalition, Atha% all of the-organizations came together and
shared some information. We established a clearinghouse where in-
formation could be disseminated to the schools; information dis-
seminated to the PTA's and to the children, as well as to other in-
terested agencies public or private.

At that time, we were dealing on a very small scale. Change has
taken place in the last 10 or 12 years where drugs are really per-
meating our junior high schools, our elementary schools, our high
schools. Marihuana is available in every school that we have; on
parking lots of many McDonald's and Gino's, drugs can be bought.

Cocaine can be bought at a price of, what; $90 a gram, $100 a
gram? Where does the money come from? Thank God we have kids
that are willing to come to the U.S. Senate and tell them about
themselves, and that is pretty hard for these young men and young
women. I wish that a tape of this could be shown to the schools, to
the PTA's.

Senator Humphrey asked what was the parents' attitude. The at-
titude is: "Hey, that does not happen to my family; that is not my
child. How dare you accuse my child of using dope." AB Judge
Femia pointed out, parents will file a suit. School officials cannot
talk about whether Tommy, or Billy, -or Mary Jane are selling;
unless you have proof and are willing to stand up to a lawsuit, do
not tell me about it. The parents do not want to hear about that.

The schools are really caught. They are not courts; they do not
know how to deal with the legal problem. The only thing they can
do, if students are selling on the schoolgrounds or using school
facilitiesthe bathroom, as Terry, I believe, saidthey can expel
them or gsk them to leave the school. Well, that does not rehabili-
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tate; that takes the problem and puth it me
these young people do not want to be in sc ool,

One of the young people said: "I went sch
year." They are outside the school system,
have taken the position: "They are not produ
us get them to leave as soon as they are 16 so
come back, to school anymore."

It is not because the school system is wrong. They have so many
problems. One would think the school system is charged with the
responsibility of solving all the social problems, and we as parenth
have delegated that authority to the schools or to the courts. I do
blame the family. I do not see the structure of the family as strong.
Judge Femia was telling you about his father and his mother and
how that was. We do not have that demonstrated very often.

In my court, it seems, we only have mothers come to court. 'Phe

whe Ise. Some of
any event.
I 60 or 70 days a

some area schools
very well, so let

o not want to

majority of our children, four out of five, come from broken homes
dr homes where there is only one single parent, and I believe it is
mothers. It is as though we have a matriarchal system. At times,.
fathers come to the court, but seldom.

What is the role of the school? They should be able to call on the
courts for help. But what is the role of the courts in drug abuse?
Unless a young person is charged with a crime, there is absolutely
nothing that we can compel someone to do.

Our State' facilities are filled to capacity, as are our training
schools. Smoking marihuana is not against the law; possession is,
but they do not arrest too many of those. As Officer Richardson
said, he is not picking up many possessions, or someone just smok-
ing a joint or using coke. They do not get into the court.

Parents'come to the court and beg and plead with the court. In
some way, give them direction to run their own family. We used to
have a category of children, and I think the word is despicable
CINS, children in need of supervisionthe ungovernable child, the
out-of-control child.

Early in the 1970s and in the late 1960's, we had facilities for
these children, and we could remove them from their home and
their community and place them in specially designated facilities,
It then came about that the word "status offender",--the truant
from school, the child ungovernable, should not be placed in insti-
tutions with the delinquents.

In fact, to insure that policy they took away Federal money for
our institutions. So, that really eliminated any back-up that we
had, I would have children come before me when they were 11 and
12 years old and the parenth would say:

I know they are doing dope, I know they are not going to school. I know that they
are going out in the middle of the night, and there is nothing I can do about it
Judge, do something

The child comes before me and I say: "Well, you have a problem
and let us find out," and we do evaluate it. We find out that there
in drug abuse there, but they are not charged with a crime. I can
only place them in shelters, if they are available, and they are
overcrowded. I can only place them in foster homes, if they are
available, and they usually are not.
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Each one of the, five. young people that at'hereIthday said they
left their hoines;, they would not stay until they came to an aware-
ness or someone made them stop and lot& at themselves. With the
laws the waY theY are in our State With the status offender 'or the
child out of controt, the court is getting out of ,that business be- ,

cause we do not have a back-4.
I cannot threaten a child with: f you leaVe and run itway from

the foster home,or the-shelter' home, you are going to a detention
fatility," 'because the law says I cannot do that with status offend-
erg. ,

The court is (in a dilemma now. We are running out of money.
We cannot purchase out-of-State facilities ,anymore. The cost of,
care for a child` per year in a State institutionthe Maryland
Training School for the older beys,,"the Montrose Schoel, which ia
for girls and yqunger boysthe 'cost of that is $12,000 to $14,000
per year, per child,

I am' aware of Second Genesis. They are doing an outstanding job
on $30 a day per resident, whiCh would be my guess, and 1 am sure
Mr. Hendricks would answer that. Community corrections is,prob-
ably one of the only solutions that we have,. If we have State, facili-
ties and we have too many ta go in and ,the community is demand-
ing that we get "little criminals" off the streets and we'put them'
there, it is like a sausage and we keep puahing in/They have kot to
come out the other side, so within 4 months, they are rehabilitated.

One young man said' "I went there for 6 weeks, or I went there
for 6 months, and nothing really happened.'I just went through the

, formalization of going through that." The juvenile justice system
has received some orthe delegated authority from the family who
are unable to cope, and maybe the courts are 'unable to meet its
burden.

We ,deal with the delinquent, the criminal. We deal with the ones
,selling drugs, and usnally they will be removed from their hoMes
and communities. But it is the kids that we heard here today that
started when 'they were 11. Ir yve are going to do. something, whY
have those kids go through the same, pangs and anxieties and hurt
and pain that we heard today.

The schools, for, example, are pretty well able to identify the'
young boy and the young girl who are in the seventh and eighth
grade who are doing dope; they are not that naive. They cannot db
anything -about it. Some teachers will take the time to speak with
the children.

,

The school does not know Wheile to turn. School personnel came
to the court and the court says: "I do not know either." One of the'
questions that you asked, Senator, "What 'could the school have
done?" One proposal the self-help groups, the teams in schools of
young men and young vOomen like those here tbday that are availa-
ble to talk to the students should be part of their 'program; also, a
self-help group of the patents so the parents can come and realisti-
cally and honestly say: "If I have a problem, where do I go?"

Our child gdidance 'centers throughout the Washington metro-
politan area are filled' to capacity. There is a waiting list to get
group counseling. 'You cannot ko there today; you have to wait; you
have to get on a list.
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The schools should not be in that ,business, but maybe through
, their PTA's atid maybe through' a public awareness that there is a

problem, the parents and children will feel free to go there and to
r honestly and sincerely talk with sorheohe about a prOhlem before it

gets to insurMountable'diffioulties.
When you take a look at what bur training schools rand facilities

are doingt realizing that they are full, there is little hope for drug
rehabilitation. There Was another Organization other than Second
'Genesis, represented in the five. That was the one down in Miami.
What wali it called?

Senator HAWKINS. Village Sonth.
Judge TKACEY. It is highly touted 'and theresults aregood. They,

should eXist all over the'country. There is andther one in Florida
that I do not knOw about; Straight, Inc., in the *estern part of,
Florida., ,

We have a number of private organizations in Montgomery
'Countyrds for example Karma Academy for boys and 'girls, also

2 Boys and 'Wig (Homes, Inc. Judge Femia talked"about legislation
oiI theclocial level to establiSh sugh honies but nobody *ants them
in their neighborhood. We do not Want a drug rehabilitation Center
in 'our neighborhood. We do not even want a group home for re-
larded children in. `the neighborhood, Citizens associations fight'
thlat; it has to do with land Values and what the neighborhood is
like.

, My God; to brIng'in a drug iehabilitation Center;' in the middle of
"a residential areathe citizens' asbociation says theY will be selling
dope out in front of the drug, rehab center, *hich is not true. Drug
dealeiti do not want to be anywhere ,around Second Genesis. They
do not want to be around Karma Academy, so that is not a prob-
lem. Our communities will not tolerate these facilities Within their
boundaries. That is why we do not have them and that is why we
do 'not have the' group, homes. Our éoinmunities must understand ,

that it is' necessary to tako some of the children out of the same
environment that will continually have diffieulties, and have them
Secure and give them the opportunity to fully express themselves,
to continue their education, tb understand self; to get into a posi-
tive, pure interaCtion of therapy.

Each of the young people here today have been through that,
and I do not think any of those children would tell you that we do
not need more of those Second Genesis and other organizations
throughout this area. ,

I do not know what the Federal,GoVtivment can db by legisla-
tion; maybe nothing. Maybe if we just malEb people aware that the
problem is there and that we care enough and that we will sit
down and help thent work it outthere are some kids crying out,
t ere and they are asking and begging fOr hLp in subtle ways, and
in ry direct ways. '

It "s easy for me;, to force help once a young persori commits a
crime then I have ultimate authoritybut only for a short time. I
dd not haire any bed space at Second Genesis, so I cannot cause a
miracle, to happen. So, I go through, and it is never-ending each
day. The stories yOu have heard of the five, I have heard a thou-
sand time's over, and they are all the same.,The faces even look the
sarhe.

f
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We could take those 5 and multiply it bY a 5,000 we will, see it in
the Washington, D.C., area;, we will see it,in Florida, and Iowa, and
in California, and all ever this country. It is not a local problem.

I hope that through the efforts of this subcommittee, people are
made aware. -And I. would love to have a tape of those fme young
people.

Senator HAWKINS. I made a note to see that you get one.
Judge TKAcEv. Thank you.
Senator HAWKINS. What does ,it cost tui to incarcerate? You did

say that Second Genesia costs $30 a day.
Judgc TRACEY. That is my best estimate, and that is very low.
Senator HAWKINS But if you had to put them in A
Judge TRACEY. In a training school?
Senator HAwKiNs. What would that cost, do you know?
Judge TRACEY. Yes sir, It runs between, I would say, $12,000 and;

$14,000 per year,sBut private organizations, such as Psychiatric In-
stitute, where a lot of young, people go for drug rehabilitation from
the psychiatric point of viewthe cost is $10,000 per month. That
is $120,000 per year, per child,

Previdusly otir system had to purchase bed space outside of the
State of Maryland due to the fact we just did not have the local bed
space. But now we are running out of money. From $67,000 to
$70,000 per year, Per child is spent in States such as Pennsylvania,
and New Jersey; Maine,,and Florida. The best I had was in Florida,
which is the Miami Military Academy, for bed space, and that was
$1,800 a year; that was the least expensive. But that may now be
closed.

So, the cost of community rehabilitation is cost effective.
Senator HAWKINS. Where does that money come from? Is that

State money for county money?
Judge TRACEY. It comes from State and county and private dona-

tions.
Senator HAWKINs. Is any of it Federal money?
Judge TRACEY. Yes; some Federal moneys came in in the early

years. I do not know how all the programs are now funded. There
was Federal money. Money may be available under the Education-
al Act if it can be established that there is an emotional handicap.
It may well bethat some of the Federal money could then come in.

Senator HAWKINS. That may be an avenue we will look at.
I appreciate your contribution and your service; it is outstanding.
Judge TRACEY. Thank you.
Senator HAWKINS. Senator?
Senator HUMPHREY. I haVe no questions. Thank you, Judge.
Judge TRACEY. Thank you, Senator.
Senator HAWKINS., We want to thank you both for' coming here

and we wish you luck in your future efforts.
We have one more panel. You have all heard of Mr. Jimmy Hen-

dricks, the regional director of Second Genesis; Mr. Robert Bossong,
the vocational director of Douglas MacArthur High School in
Miami, Fla.; Dr. Mel Riddile, the coordinator of the Substance
Abuse prevention program in Fairfax County; and. Mrs Sue
Rusche, executive director of Families in Action in Atlanta, Ga.

We want to thank you for your patience.
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Mi. Hendricks, we have heard a lot about Second Genesis today.
I understand that you are an ex-heroin addict yourself, and I would
like you to briefly tell us how you overcame your drug problem.

STATEMENT OF JAMES HENDRICKS, REGIONAL DIRECTOR OF
FACILITIES, SECOND GENESIS, INC., ROCKVILLE, ,MD.; ROBERT
BOSSONG, CHAIRMAN, VOCATIONAL DEPARTMENT: DOUGLAS
MAC ARTHUR HIGH SCHOOL NORTH, MIAMI, FLA.; MEL J. RID-
DILE, COORDINATOR, SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION, FAIR-
FAX COUNTY PUBLIC' SCHOOLS, FAIRFAX, VA.; AND SUE
RUSCHE, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, FAMILIES IN ACTION, INC.,
ATLANTA, GA., A PANEL

Mr. HENDRICKS. Well, Senator Hawkins and members of the sub-
committee, my name is James Hendricks. I am regional director of
facilities for &cond Genesis,- which is a nonprofit drug rehabilita-
tion organization in the Maryland, Virginia and District Columbia
area.

In an effort to agsist the subcommittee's understanding of sub-
stance abuse, I would like to share with you some of my own back-
ground.

Senator HUMPHREY. Excuse me, Mr. Hendricks. I am an old,
broken down airline pilot and I do not hear too well. Can you pull
that microphone up closer, please?

Mr. HENDRICKS. S'ure.
Senator HUMPHREY. Thank you.
Mr. HENDRICKS. Is that better?
Senator HUMPHREY. Yes.
Mr. HENDRICKS. I was born in 1938, the fourth of nine brothers

and sisters, to a poor family in New York. I went to school in the
south Bronx, in the ghetto, where I started using heroin at age 11.
In spite of consistent drug abuse and criminal activity necessary to
support my habit,. I was able over the years to remain involved
with sports and graduated from high school.

Although I never had a legitimate jok, it was not until I Was age
22, after 11 yeats of heavy drug abuse and criminal activity, that I
had my first involvement with the law. In all, I accumulated a 7-
year history of arrests and incarcerations, during which time I re-
ceived no assistance designed to help me face my problems.

In 1967, at sge 29, I was certified as an addict in the' State of
New York and entered Phoenix House Therapeutic Community,
Where I received treatment. During that process of treatment is
where I accumUlated my growth and treatment and, as some of the
other residents explained earlier, what they wanted to get their life
together. ,

My progreis in treatinent was as remarkable, in terms of the
growth I was able to achieve, as my previous history had been, in
terms of negative, self-destructive behavior, While still a resident
in the treatment program, what helped me so much was becoming
a group leader.

After a couple of Months, I became a house manager; overseeing
70 addicts in the Phoenix House facility. In July 1970, I came ,to
Second Genesis, then a small therapeutic community in Alexan-
dria, Va. As assistant director, I was responsible for .the clinical
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and administrative aspects of the program. My responsiteities in-
cluded, like, prevention, educrition, family therapy, and staff train-
ing, to highlight but a few.

As the Washington metropolitan area recognized an increasing
drug abuse treatment need, Second Genesis stretched, opening ad-
ditional facilities. In 1974, at that point, I was made regional direc-
tcir to oversee all Second Genesis locations. We opened an addition-
al facility in the District of Columbia in 1977.

Concurrent with all these activities, I continued my education
and obtained my master's degree in psychology and counseling last
year.

In addition to my duties with Second Genesis, I am a member of
the Northern Virginia Drug Abuse Task Force; vice chairperson of
the Addictions Advisory Council in Prince Georges County; repre-
sentative to the Therapeutic Cbmmuhities of America; and repre-
sentative for the Coalition of Metropolitan Washington Area
Therapeutic Communities.

There is no question that I am a rehabilitation success myself, as
'are the kids who spoke earlier todaysthe perfect argument for
the case of treatment versus incarceration. I cannot, however, tes-
tify before this committee without emphasizing the fact that had I
entered the criminal justice system today, January 27, 1982, I
might be doing 10 to 30 years behind of bars instead of getting the
help that I needed.

The reason: There are approximately 300 therapeutic communi-
ties in 47 State's, representing over 30,000 treatment slots. All are
full to overflowing and expecting cutbacks. To cite a few, Gateway
House in Chicago has 250 filled treatment ilots and 44 currently on
waiting lists.

Spectrum House in Massachusetts has only 40 treatment slots,
but is carrying 51 residents in treatment, and has been informed
that funding is to be Cut back to 30 slots. In the State of New York,
3,000 drug treatment slots are due to be cut this year. In Massa-
chusetts, where there were 150 treatment programs 2 years ago,
there are currently only 115. By next year, projections indicate
there will be no more than 80.

In my own program, Second Genesis, our combined contracts
fund 255 treatment slots. We are currently carrying approximately
280 residents in treatment and have at least 55 others currently on
our waiting lists.

For the time being, our treatment slots have not been cut. In-
stead, we have been told to treat the same number with 10 percent
less money. The situation is further exacerbated by the fact that
prior to these cuts, our actual treatment costs already exceeded
what we were paid by approximately 16.4 percent.'

I cannot begin to estimate the number of young people, such as
those who testified today, who are waiting or need treatment na-
tionwide. Listen to these teenagers; they are witnesses to the
spread of substance abuse among our youth in the cities'and in the
suburbs.

I have had the opportunity to talk with these young people on a
daily basis. I have learned to listen because over find over, I find
that what they have been telling me is later borne out by so-called
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experts. What they say and what I see is that the average age for
initial drug contact has steadily declined.

Further, involvement with any one substance, including mari-
huana, increases the likelihood of becoming involved with other
substances. Most of the teenagers I see are engaged in polydrug
abuse and chemicals.

In a recent UPI release, Baltimore County Police Chief Cornelius
Brehan said that 44 percent of the major crimes in the county last
year were committed by people under 18 years of age, and 20 per-
cent of the youths committing the crimes were on parole or proba-
tion.

The young people I see bear out these statistics. They talk of re-
peated suspensions or, as they call them, vacations, from school
before anyone took a position with them, and as many as 8 to 10
appearances in juvenile courts before anyone held them truly ac-
countable for their actions.

Our communities must face the fact that we have worked so
hard to protect our youth that we have actually hurt both them
and ourselves in the process. In Maryland, public outcry reportedly
resulted in Gov. Harry Hughes asking the State to devote a large
portion of next year's capital budget to the building of new facili-
ties for criminals and delinquents.

Those of us who have been there can tell you that additional de-
tention centers are nothing but a stopgap, not a solution.

Cost must also be taken into account. Judge Tracey earlier men-
tioned $30 a day. The cost at Second Genesis is $21 a day to treat
an adolescent at Second Genesis. This includes individual and
group therapy, family therapy, education, vocational counseling,
and other supplementary services that we provide.

I have included an extensive overview of the Second Genesis pro-
gram as an appendix to my testimony and would appreciate it
being accepted as part of the record.

Senator HAWKINS. So ordered. 7-
Mr. HENDRICKS. It should be noted that this $21 per day price tag

is in sharp contrast to the approximately $40 per day for detention,
or the $300- to $400-per-day cost of hospitalization.

Second Genesis and therapeutic communities across the country
are committed..to the belief that it is peer pressure that is influen-
tial in getting our youth involved with drugs. But that same peer
pressure can be mobilized to get them away from drugs and back
into the mainstream of society.

To this end, the adolescents in Second Genesis are involved in a
community program. They are involved with their experience back
in the school system with their negative peers, and they share
their experiences in the school system. David, who testified earlier,
and my appearance before this subcommittee today are part of that
effort.

Thank you, Senator Hawkins, for the opportunity to testify
before this subcommittee. If I can be of any assistance to the sub-
committee, I would be happy to make myself available.

[The following material was supplied for the recordj
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APPEMDIX TO TESTIMOnY

'PROGRAM OVERVIEW OF SECOND GENESIS, INC.

Second Genesis, a pr4te, nonprofit, professional treatment
agency, specializes in providing rehabilitation-treatment services
to drug abuiers, offenders, and others who have established non-
coping, irresponsible lifestyles. Such,treatment is provided
through both outpatient and inpatient components. with therapeutic
community, residential treatment being our primary rehabilitation
approach. Treatment in a therapeutic community consists of a
highly structured, thoroughly supervised, twenty7four-hour-per-
day, chemical-qt./me residential program which typically takes
ighteen to twenty-four months to complete.

The Second Genesis program has often been described as a
school which ducatep people who have never learned how to live
and feel worthy without hurtino themselves and others. Second
Genesis helps peofile who have tried again and eosin to net what
they "wanted from life and have continually defeated themselves.
The principle combines the basic and universal human vhlues of
knowledgep,love, honesty and work with the dynamic instrument
of intenne group pressure in order tg recognize and help correct
the personality defects which prevent people from living by
these values. The results are rehabilitation so that the
individual may reenter his or her community as an independent
and productive person.

The Second Genesis program had its origin in Juno, 1969, as
the drug abune component of the Alexandria Community Mental Health
Center. At that.time, the Center received a contract from the

'National Institute of Mental Health for a community-action oriented
aftercare program for narcotic addicts from Northern Virginia who
were committed to the Rarcotic Addict Rehabilitation Act (NAHA)
Program by,a Federal Court.

It was early recognized tha't ih certain in;tancen outpatient
care, with urine surveillance checks, was not enough. A residential
therapeutic community program was initlated.in mid-March of 1970.
Named by its orcupants, The Second Genesis, this program had as
its goal the complete rehabilitation of its residents to a pro-.
ductive rather than an enslaved way of life. This goal was
accomplished through its rigorous therapeutic regimen, a highly
structured, nonpermissive, self-help program.

Because of the essential expansion of and demand for the
services of the Second Genesis therapeutic community, not only
fiom Alexandria but from the adjacent jurisdictions, it became
necessary to neparate this yital component of services from the
Alexandria Community Mental Health Center to permit the
regionalization of programming. At its January 11, 1971,
meeting, the Advisory Board of the Alexandria Community Mental
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Health Center ndorsed the separation of the Second.Genesis from
the Alexandria Communityllental Health Center; the Board further
endorsed the concept of transfer and continuation of the drug
treatment and rehabilitation program (including the NARA contract)
within the framework of a private, nonprofit corporation, Second
Genesis, Inc. Thus, Sec6nd Genesis was incorporated under Section
SO1C of the Federal Internal Revenue Code, and in June, 1971, it
was formally established as an independent organization.

Second Genesis now provides treatment rehabilitation services
primarily to the Washington, D. C., Maryland and Virginia areas.

The program is stmffed by a multidisciplinary professional'
group whichincludes a staff psychiatrist, a Ph.D. level clinical
psychologist, master's degree mental health and vocational
rehabilitation counselors, learning disabilities specialists,
addiction specialists and a resarch analyst. The facilities
are staffed by individuals, many of whomilave completed treatment
communities like Second Genesis and have gone on for further
training as mental health professionals. This diversity of
specialized skills permits the selective application of group
therapy and individual counseling, ducational and vocational
services.

The Second Genesis therapeutic communities are residential
rhabilitation centers which provide a family-like setting for
persons regardless of age, sex, race,.etAnic group, or socio-
conomic status all striving for the common goal of self-reliance
at the same time discovering love and self-respect.

Residential treatment is implemented through two treatment
phases with each phase usually lasting about a year. During
Phase I, the resident's entire functional routine takes place
within the facility, with treatment mphasis being placed on the
development of responsible behavior and attitudes. Each resident
is responsible for an in-faCility job function, the nature of
which changes regularly according to the therapeutic value of
the specific job. Each resident participates in regular, three-
times-per-week, ncounter group therapy, and individual therapy
is provided on an as needed basis throughout the day. During
Phase II, encounter therapy is reduced and weekly psychodynamic
group,therapy becomes a new part of the therapeutic regimen.
In addition, residents receive vocational assessment and
counseling, followed by vocational assistance_in defining and'
implementing an occupational plan. Prior to-entering Phase III,
the outpatient phase of the rehabilitation process, a resident
must have stable, income producinig employment, an ample savings
account, an approved residenc outside of the program, and the
individual must be considered clinically ready for responsible,
independent functioning. Phase III individuals are required to
participate in weekly outpatient group therapy and urine sur-
veillance for a three to six month period prior to graduation
from the program.
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Second Genesis Is funded primarily through contractual
arrangements with: The State of Maryland, Drug Abuse Administration,
Department of Juvenile Services, and Department of Social Services;

The District of Columbia, Department of Human Resourcesf Prince
Georges.County, Maryland; Montgomery County, Maryland; The Common-
wealth of Virginia, Department of Mental Health and Mental Retardation,

and the Departments of Social Services and Youth Services. Payment

for services IS rendered according to the specific terms of each
contract; further, each funding source has its own specific
administrative eligibility criteria which must be met by the

individual in order to be funded. Supplementary funding is
received .in the form of cash and in-kind contributions from the

general community.

The rehabilitation program at Second Genesis consists of the

following:

A. Di4gnosis and evaluation

Second Genesin, Inc., offers A wide range of diagnostic

procedure:. These procedures include comprehensive social
histories, psychiatric examination, psychological testing and

assre,,.ment, and vteational-educational histories.

Pere:rani are generally accepted from authorized
represent.i,.tes of federal, state and local governments; although

any it vct.,l interested In rehabilitation may contact Second

Genesis dire,tly. Each candidate will first be interviewed by a
staff co-, .el,,r IN order to collect background data and to conduct

a prelir.i ry 1Ct, ting of suitability for participation in the

pr NP,t, the candidate will be seen for a psychiatric and
eval,,ation in order to-assess the degree and extent

of p'.p.hiatsic-psywilLal disability as well as to measure the

motivalor, r4 the candidate for rehabilitation. TV data collected
wili then te dis=ws:ed at a regular diagnostic conference with a

phiatri,, r.i-hloqrst, counselor, addict.:on specialist and
oth-t prof-%,.ional!. present.. Based on this conference, a clinical

'tn.m-ndation will be made an to whether or not the

catdliate is su..tahle for treatment. This recommendation when

ne.,....ary, is then presented-to an official of the court system

for disp,,.itirn.

If the cardidate in found suitable for treatment, he/stic

will then be provided with a general physical, including routine

lal,qatory tests. If the findings of .the physical examination
are unremarkable, including a determination that the candidate in

. without a. physiological need foxy detoxification, residential
treatment wall be initiated. For those candidates requiring
det'.ification beftre entering the facility Second Genesis staff

will acsist thr individual and/or the authorized representative

in iiriahqinj for detoxification.
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Residents placed in the program by the court system come
to us after a comprehensive joint evaluation and mutual recommendation.
Full cooperation and communication are present throughout the
treatment process.

B. Treatment and Rehabilitation

The primary modality for treatment utilized in the
residence is the therapeutic community interaction. The daily
activities of the facility are under the direction of experienced
addiction specialists, who in turn art supervised by a psychiatrist
and clinical psychologist. This team meets frequently during the
week for patient staffings in order to continually monitor the
psychological growth of each resident. Each facility has twenty-
four hour coverage provided by professional staff and responsible
older residents.

Therapy is a twenty-four-hour-a-day process in the
community. Beginning with morning meeting at 9:00 a.m., every
moment of the resident's day is designed to enhance, stimulate,
and accelerate personal growth leading to self-responsibility,
freedom from chemical abuse and elimination of antisocial
behavior. Following morning meeting, the resident reports to
his job assignment until lunch. After lubch, all residents

' attend seminars, designed to broaden the scope of the socially
handicapped drug abusers. Returning to his job function after
seminar and remaining there until dinner, which is held at
approximately 5130 p.m., the resident prepares himself for
encounter therapy three times a week on Monday, Wednesday, and
Friday evenings. If an individual has not finished high school,
he will attend classes in the facility on Tuesday and Thursday
to obtain the General Equivalency Diploma (GED).

Throughout the resident's stay in the facility,
unscheduled urine samples aro collected and analyted to insure
s chemical-free environrient. Direct counseling is provided fbr
personal, educational, social and vocational problems on either
an individual or group basis.

Special treatment, counseling, and orientation services
are scheduled for the families of residents.

Wherever possible, emphasis is given to the continuance
of education even while a resident of the house. This takes the
form of preparation for the GED, or actual matriculation, while
a resident, in a local high school or university.
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When, in the opinion Of the professional staff of Second
Genesis, a patient I. ready to begin his gradual reentry to the
community, he will be provided with vocational counseling directed,
toward cireer development and job placement or further educational
ndeavors. Budgetary planning and guidance will also be afforded
him as.he prepares himself to live outside the therapeutic
community facility.

When the patient has graduated from the Seoond Genesis,
Inc., therapeutic community, follow-up will Continue until'such
time as the professional staff considers him ready for discharge

, from the program.

C. Administrative Services

(1) At regular intervals, patient progress reports on
all residents are forwarded to the appropriate court and
governmental officials, when required.

(2) Special reports will be sent whenever significant
change takes place'in the patient's status, i,e., when he leaven
the program before treatment Is completed or is dropped from the
program, when he graduates from the therapeutic community and
when he is discharged from the program. Those to be notified of
such changes by Second Genesis, Inc., will include, when appropriate,
the family, probation officer, and the court system.

D. Family nd Community Participation

An import nt goal of Second Genesis is to create community
awareness and unde standing of its concepts and ideals as well as
of the charactcrIs ics and problems of its residents. Following
are some of the pr visions made toward this goal:

(1) Twice each month, the parents of residents and other
interested citizens meet in what we term "cerebration sessions."
In these sessions, concepts of group interaction similar to those
used inside the house are applied toward the understanding of such
topics as drug abuse, behavioral problems of residents, and
emotional growth;

(2) Once a month, the residents of Second Genesis hold
an open house. This gives friends, relatives, businessmen, and
interested citizens the opportunity of meeting the staff and
residents, and the opportunity to see and learn about what we are
trying to accomplish;

(3) The staff and residents of Second Gianesis readily
accept invitations to speak to sponsored groups who wish to know
about our program. Many times this provides an opportunity for

')
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an open dialogue between Second Genesis and the community. We
have spoken to many different groups of people, at grade schouls,
high schodls, colleges, and various youth, church and civic
organizations;

(4) Second Genesis participates in many charitable
community ndeavors on regular basis, such as sponsoring
Christmas parties for underOrivileged children;

(5) Second Genesis' staff provides formal group therapy
to the spouses or parents of the residents. The goal is to assure
the level of communication and growth necessary between a xesident
and hie or her family for the transition from inpatient to out-
patient status to be successful;

(6) Twice a month, families and interested people from
the community are provided an opportunity to meet with the staff
in order to gain an understanding of the level of communication
and growth being developed in the treatment process.

A

REFERRALS

Anyone can make referrals by contacting the Intake Counselors
located at the following addremses:

Second Genesis, Inc.
4720 M, 'aomery Lane
Suite

alrylend 20014
(301) 656-1545
Mon.-Fri. 9-5

Second Genesis, Inc.
1204 Prince Street
Alexandria, Virginia 22314
(703) 683-4610
Mon.-Fri. 9-5
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Senator HAWKINS. Thank you. We look forward to working with
you on a continuing basis. I think you have the answers, as do
some other witnesses here today, to the, solutions which we are
looking for to this all-pervasive problem.

You heard Judge Femia talk about discipline and structure for
young people in need of rehabilitation. How important is that do
you think?

Mr. HENDRICKS. Very important. In our facilities, we have a very
highly -structured environment. They are told what to do when
they get up in the' morning until they go to bed at night. For
mostly the adolescents, take structure away and you will see plenty
of frightened kids, and when I see a frightened kid, he is going to
get in a lot of trouble, especially the kids that we receive with, like,
character disorders; kaki that are trying to escape reality by the
use of drugs and do not want any responsibility.

So, it is very important that a kid is involved with a very high-
structured atmosphere, whether it is in school or in a program or
the family.

Senator HAWKINS. The witnesses here were Oging stricter rules,
firmness, and continuity.

We do look forward to working with you. You are close by and
we,will need your input on a lot of this.

Mr Bossong, tell all of us about Douglas MacArthur High School
in Miami, would you?

Mr. BossoNG. First of all, before I start, I would like to say that I

agree with the judge who spoke earlier when he stated that the
majority of kids in the schools today are basically good. I think
what we are dealing with today is just a few of the kids, on the
whole, who are having problems, and that is what our particular
program in Dade County, Fla., is about. I think it is easy to identi-
fy that we have a problem in the schools and outside of the schools.
I think it is quite a bit harder to identify what the solutions are,
though.

I have worked in the Dade County public school system in Miami
for the past 21 years. My area of expertise is vocational administra-
tion and curriculum development. For the past 18 years, I have
been the vocational department chairman at Douglas MacArthur
Senior High School North.

The school provides an alternative educational program for a stu-
o(ent body of approximately 400, a somewhat cohesive group in the
Onse that almost all exhibit behaviors that are not conducive to
success in a conventional neighborhood school:

A preponderant number of these students are severely deficient
in their knowledge of basic skills. Many are impulsive, uninhibited,
aggressive, and hostile. Many represent serious attendance prob-
lems dating from elementary school. Many come from homes with-
out fathers. Many are juvenile offenders and exoffenders, and
many are caught up in a welfare culture from which escape is very
difficult For these reasons, the philosophy and objectives of Mac-
Arthur North must reflect the characteristics and needs of its stu-
dents.

The philosophy of this school encompasses the belief that tuned
out, turned off, and/or culturally disadvantaged students can expe-
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Hence, through success-oriented activities, more positive feelinjis
toward school and themselves.

Thrust into a school environment, either voluntarily or involun-
tarily, these students can experience increased opportunities for in-
tellectual, social and physical growth through individualized in-
struction, smaller classes, and greater attention from empathetic
tachers.

The acquisition of new skills, attitudes, valuee and knowledge
can foster the kind of development that can improve their chances
of enjoying successful and meaningful lives in today's society,
Through desirable behavioral changes, especially greater respect
and consideration for themselves and others, along with improved
academic and vocational skills, students can experience upward
social mobility.

The objectives of Douglas MacArthur School, commonly referred
to by the students who go there u the "Mac," are to develop in
students the attitudes, behaviors and basic skills necessary so that
students might be able to return to their neighborhood schools and
become academically successful. Of coume, this is the ideal goal of
the school.

It is also to provide for students unable to adjw3t to a regular
school setting an opportunity to receive a high school diploma and/
or vocational skills.

In order to accomplish the objectives above, the following meth-
ods are employed in the school: Smaller claws; individualized in-
struction in academic subjects; noncompetitive grading system; self-.
scheduling by students in the aelection of electives, daily schedule
of classes and, in some cues, teachers; a great emphasis on voca-
tional programs; and the utilization of special education teachers.,

Senator HAWKINS. What would happen to the students in Dade
County if the alternative schools did not exist?

Mr. BOSSONG. In talking with a lot.of the students before I came-
up here, the majority of the students felt that if it were not for
theme particular types of schools, they would be out on the streets.
A lot of them might end up in jail, and according to a lot of the
students that have been in and out of jail facilities, youth halls and
correctional programs, this is where many of these students learn
to become real pros. This is where they develop a lot of antisocial
skills which are taught to them by the other people who are incar-
cerated,

Unfortunately, when these people come back out on the streets
thty have increased negative skills and knowledge that they dioi
not have before, and in many ways it creates a much larger prob-
lem

Senator HAWKINS Has student response to these alternative
schools been good?

Mr. BOSSONG. So far, the student response has been excellent. A
lot of students claim they do not seem to get into as many fights as
they used to since they have been in the school. They seem to feel
that the teachers in this particular schoolfor the first time seem
to listen to them.

The majority of these students have an average IQ around 85
percentile The majority of these students (all behind at an early
age in school, and then are passed on and on by social promotions.
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Many are big for their age and become disruptive and so the school
systems keep moving them on.

They never really make it. they end up, as I said before, caught
up in the welfare system. They usually have one parent at home. I
think the biggest thing in working with these types of kids andthe
thing that they seem to feel makes this schbol successful, for them
is that teachers never try to back the'm into a corner. I think this
is extremely impOrtant when you work with this type of student.

I think the important Thing is to have teachers who are empa-
thetic and will listen to the kids. A lot of these kids this Anorning
weie telling us about their problems,with drugs, but they were also
'telling us that they were more or less crying-for help and some-
where along the line, no one bothered to listen to them.

I think this is one of the biggest advantages at Douglas MacAr-
thur school: The teachers are especially picked throughout the
county. We have four alternative schools for disruptive students in
Dade County; the school where I am is just one of them. The teach-
ers are hand-picked; they have been in education for quite a while
and they know that you have got to give the kid a chance to hold
on to his pride.

Just like I saw in a commercial on TV today, you have to help
students get some self-respect. You heard some of these people talk
to us here; this is what they seem to be crying forthe fact that
they wanted, someone to listen to them, and wished that someone
would talk to them somewhere along the line.

Senator HAWKINS. We really appreciate your contribution here. I
am looking forward to working with you on an ongoing basis as we
try to develop solutions to this problem.

Dr: Riddile, could you begin by describing the substance of the
alcohol and drug abuse education program? Could you begin by ex-
plaining the concept?

Dr. RIDDILE. I am the coordinator of Substance Abuse Prevention
for the Fairfax County, Virginia Public Schools. Before going into
that position, I was a high school administrator.

Over the last decade, I have seen a significant change in young
people, and the change has been in attitudes and attitudes about
drugs. Ten years ago, young people that experimented or used
drugs were considered outcasts and were looked down upon by
their peers. Today, the prevailing attitude is that getting-high is
OK and that it is relatively harmless to them intellectually, emo-
tionally, and socially.

As coordinator of Substance Abuse Prevention, I have the re-
sponsibility of working with teachers, counselors, administrators,
parents, community representitives in the 10th largest school
system in the 'country.

We miist recognize that .attitudes are really the problem that we
have to facethe 'attitudes of parents and the attitudes of students
about drugs. Those attitudes are based on inacculate or inadequate
information. In. order to effect change in the present situation,
we have to focus on those' attitudes by proViding accurate informa-
tion to parents, teachers, and children.

One example: I have recently concluded a series of inservices at
one of 'our larger high schools. At the end of the inservice, one of
the teachers raise their hand and said: "If this is what is going on,
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why do we not do something about it?" My response was asking the
question: "Would you haye said that before we began this series of
inservices?" His response was: "No. I did not know it was going
on."

That is basically where our whole adult population is right now;
that includes teachers. Teachers are adults; they are parents. They
often know very little about drugs. I will give you an example.
Most of our administrators are 40 years of age or above. That
means that they were about 10 years old in 1950 and they were
going to school in the 1950's.

In the 1950's, we did not have a drug problem. In the 1950's, the
biggest decision a 12-year-old had to make was not whether to use
marihuana or drink, but rather tO decide between other things that
kids did at that timewhether to go out for little league baseball
maybe was the big decision a 12-year-old had to make. So, that has
changed dramatically.

We, as adults, have to become 4tter informed. One person' in a
large county cannot inform every person, so our goal is to create a
network of informed individuals. We focus in four areas; first, with
students, because as a public school system, our responsibility is to
educate young people, and one of the things we have to educate
young people about is the hazards of drug,use and drug abuse.

We have developed a new elementary ctrricultUn which will pro-
vide accurate information, combined,r with degisionmaking and
problem-polving skills, for those students. We believe that we have
to focus Aabout 80 percent of our prevention efforts in the elemen-
tary school because national studies and local studies indicate that
kids make their decisions about whether to use drugs or not in
junior high school or grades seven and eight.

As the young people described this limping, most of those young
people had initial experiences with drugs at age 11 or 12. So, that
means if we are going to do prevention, and prevention implies
that we are doing something before it occurs, then it must be done,
in the elementary school.

Just giving kids information is not adequate; just making them
feel good about themselves is not adequate. You have to have infor-
mation combined with skill-building activities. ,

As I mentioned, about 80 percent of our prevention edtication
program is in the elementary school; or will be. The next area that
we want to focus on is informing adults, and we focus on staff
training. Teachers do not intervene and do not report cases of sus-
pected abuse because they do not know how to recognize it. They
do not know what drugs look like; they do not know what they
smell like. They do not know what a child looks like when they are
under the influence.

Kids often play a game of deception with teachers and adults. I
have, over the years, listened td students talking to other students
about how they deceived adultsbusdrivers, parentshow they
were able to use drugs, or how 'they openly used drugs in front of
adults who were not even aware that they were using the drugs.

So, that eliminates the credibility of a staff member in working
with that 'child, because that child always has sometbing over on
the adult. They are deceiving them. In order to help them gain

8
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credibility, we can provide them with information and raise their
awareness level, then that issue can be dealt with.

So, one of the things we are trying to do in terms of creating that
network is to have identified one administrator in each school to
act as a resource person to other staff members. We conduct
monthly meetings and training sessions, and these administrators,
in turn, conduct turnaround training sessions in their schools. This'
has been very effective and is really the basis of our staff program.

Other things that we have going on for staff include a 15-week
course that just started for over 100 teachers. We have been able td
secure the services of nationally knoWn figures such .as Father
Martin to do our alcoholism training; Robert 'Du Pont, former Di-
rector of the National Institute on Drug Abuse, to conduct the ses-
sion on marihuana training.

This is ,part of a commitment qf the school boaid regarding sub-
stance abuse and the prevention of drug and alcohol.abuse. We
have provided a college-level course or a graduate-level course for
elethentary teachers to teach drug education, to train them to
teach and to use. our curriculum.

We have also made arrangemenis with the lung association, or
the local and State lung association, to conduct smoking prevention
raining for elementary teachers. We believe that if we can make

issue of cigarette smoking, marihuana-smoking, in comparison,
like a mountain compared to a mole hit`that if we can make an

rly with young people about cigarettes as a substance of
abuse, we can effectively prevent the use of other substances..

In terms of our parent and community involvement, we have ap-
proximately 26 parent groups throughout the county. Theie groups
provide education programs for other parents in the schools and
bur locale. They also work with the school to plan prevention pro-
grams. It may be providing information to students, brochures, or
whatever.

We have also developed a new organization that we call Fairfax
County Parents Who Care, which is a group of those parent leaders
who have volunteered their services to develop a telephone hotline
and a newsletter to provide information to parents about planning
programs.

We also hdve, and this just started this August, 12 Toughlove
groups. These are parent uzer groups or self-help groups. We found
this to be very effective s of getting parents immediate sup-
port and help in terms o dea ng with their children.

The judge indicated -fore at we cannot change parents. I
think parents can chan: e themselves, but we have to provide a
place for them to go a place for them to meet, and an opportu-
nity for them to ange.

We also have a course provided for parents, an 8-week, eight-ses-
sion course. Those parents have been invited to bring their own
children, and currently we have 35 parents and 25 children en-
rolled in the course.

We have tried to cooperate very closely with the treatment agen-
cies and we have been able to give the schools increased access to
treatment agencies and increased information. Each month at
those resources meetings, we have a-person from a treatment pro-
gram speak.

8 5
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We also have improved referral procedures and feedback proce-
dures so that the school officials who do-refer students to the treat-
ment programs can get feedback on the results of their assessment.

We also have a pilot court program designed to improve access
for school officials to the court system. Previous to this pilot pro-
gram, it would take several days of time to take one case through
the court system. We have cut 70 to 75 percene of that time out,
and this is designed to' seek early intervention for younger stu-
denta

We also have brought together leading figures throughout the
commuthtyState legislators, Government officials, leading educa-
tors, and community representativesinto a group that we call the
Northern., Virginia Action Coalition. This group developed legisla-
tive proposals on a State levelkind of a regional task force on
substance abuse or drug abuse.

We are also currently training peer leaders:Some may call those
peer counselors, but we are trying to traimpeer leaders who would
conduct turnaround training for other peers to develop a peer cul-
ture that is opposed to drug and alcohol use.

Finally, we are currently participating in a Department of Edu-
cation program called the alcohol and drug abuse education project
or program, the,school team cluster approach. This is a program in
which four schoolstwo high and two intermediate schoolsare
participating in developing a team concept to the substance abuse
prevention that is, thejr have one administrator, one counselor, two
teachers, and a community representative who plan and conduct
educational and prevention programs for the schools.

Other schools may currently halt in existence programs similar-
ly designed to these programa-but they lack coordinating agencies;
they lack a team to coordinate those efforts. This is a very efficient
and cost-effective way of reaching many people.

These four teams will' be conducting turnaround training with
the other schools in the system who are also currently developing
prevention teams. This team concept has enabled the schools in the
community' to work much closer together, and has made parents
aware that school officials are concerned, and also male school offir="---
cials aware that parents are concerned and want to help in the
area of drug and alcohol abuse prevention. ,

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Riddile followsj
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Statement by Dr. Mild J. Riddile, Coordinator, Substance Abuse Prevention,

Pairfax County Public Schools before the U.S. Senate Committee onlabor and

Human Refources: January 27, 1982.

I would like to express my appreciation for this opportunity to speak

to you regarding the,harmful and disruptive effects that drug and alcohol use can

have on the education of our young people. My statements in reference to the
am

detrimental ffects of drug use are based upon my own experiences as well as

those of other educators who have dealt with hundreds of harmfully involved

young people QVItt the last decade.

National surveys conducted over the last decade indicate that the use of

illicit drugs by young People has changed from a symbol of a counter-culture

Or protest movement, engaged in by a emall percentage of the chool-aged

population, to the present situation which finds illicit drug use as normative

behavior engaged in by significant majority of students: In 1970, 232 of the

12-17 age group had lsed an illicit drug. By 1980, 65% had used an illicit

drug. In 1980, 602 of all high school tudents reported having used merijuana

in 'the past year, 342 in last month, and 10% reported daily marijuana Use.

Recent studies Indicated that even these elarmingly high fteuree may be

underestimated. We know thet ach year younger and younger children are ,

experimenting with illicit drugs. Last year the median age for introduction

to marijuana was 11.9 yeArs of age. This means that some students may have

four or five Years of regular marijuana use prior to reaching their senior

year. We know drug use is a contributing factor in school dropouts, and that

Chose who leave school prior to their senior year are not included in the

sutyey results.

The rise in illicit drug usa.is ful.ther compounded by current usage palterns

Af our most widely used and abused drug, alcohol. Fully 932 of all 12-17 year

f.
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olds reprot alcohol use. One-half of tha 23 million 12-17 year olds are

considered moderate, moderate-to-heavy, and heavy alcohol users. In fact,

411 of all high school students report having drunk five or more drinks at

one time in the last two weeks, making them legally intoxicated. The rise

in incidents of heavy or binge drinking on weekends combined with the increasing

frequency of polydrug use, the use'of alcohol add other drugs in combination,

hes contributed to the numerous deaths through accident and overdose.

Drug use is the leading cause of death among the adolescent population

resulting in 16-16,000 alcohol related traffic fatalities each year. Drug us:

is connected with over half of sll suicides and drownings and large numbers bf

serioul injuries.

These are tha measurable effects of adolescent drug use, but what about the

impairment of the social, emotional, and intellectual development of a whole

generation of young people. This is more difficult to mealsure. U. &re able to

count deaths, drowning., suicides, and school dropouts, but how do 'we measure

the damage done io school environments. families. and communities? How do we

measure the damage co an estudent whose grades drop to g's and C's es a result

of drug use and who is not admitted to the university of his/her choice and
.

who, because of decreaeed"motivatiogo selects a less demanding major.

Education is profession concerned with the growth end development of

our most vital resource, the minds and bodies of our young people. Drug use,

because of its detrimental effect on, both the individual and the entire school

environment. undermines rod works contrary to the goals of education. Today's

teachers. counelors, and administrators must be prepared to deal effectively with

young people who ars harmfully involved with chemical substances, for learning

and,growth can not take place when child is in drugged state.

I will use the term drug use rather than drug abuse, because abuse

automatically implies that some unknown level of drug use among young people.

8
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is acceptable. Those-who work with them on daily basis know that es drug

use escalates these young people progressively loss control of their use,

'TTe results are lowered aspiretions and expectations, deteriorating inter-

personal relationships, lost dreams, and possible death by auto accident or

0 drug.releted suicide.

The younger the child at. the Age of initiel experimentation, the less they

are able to control their use patterns, end th higher the probability that

they will become harmfully involved. That is, that they will xperience some

problem or feel emotional or physical pain ss result of their use of

chemical substance.

The seventh, eighth,.4nd ninth grades or ages twelve, thirteen, end

fourteen is 4 critical period foe young people in relation to the'formstion of

attitudes about drug use end experimentel or beginning drug use. A majority

of the use 'problem encountered in school environment involve students whose

invOlvement with marijuana began prior to their entry into 'the ninth grads.

Job performance is usually Elle last arse of en individusl's life to be

affected by adult drug-use, Similarly, the school environment may be the last

place to sae the effects of dyug use on the student. Initial experimentation

generally doeo not take place in the school, but rather in "party" or social

situation. In 4 vast majority of the cases, parents have already observed

noticeable chanson in child's behavior, although not net aaaaa ily attributed

to drug uee, long before problems occurred at school, Often, when changes in

behavior begin to appear, parent,s attribute them to the "growing pe,ins" of

adolescence. Thus, heavy drug use patterns may go undetected until very late

and consequently are often very difficult to control end treat.

It must be pointed out that an important step is,taken in the progression

of a young p son's drug use pattern when drugs ere either brought into the

srhool or th student arrives at school in en intoxicated stets, In this case,

11
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the user has openly identified with the drug culture and may be using drugs

just to get through the day. Sy that time, drug use hms enerally prog d

to a point whore intensive treatuani La required.

The effects of the introduction of drugs into the life of a puns person

socially. and spiritually is declining aced c performance: social withdrawaleL

who is in a stage of rapid growth and who is developing physically, emotionally.

% and eventual isolation. and physical end psychological deterioration.. lather

than becoming a more indepeOdent, adaptable people, chase students become more

dependent and unsocialised as drug use escalates.

Adolescence is a time when young people learn to cop* with the emotional

upe -and -downs of life. When drugs are used in place of internally devised

coping rIsponaes, the individual missals the opportunity to develop appropriate

life skills. When faced with the painful feelings that often accompeny frequent

drug was. adolescents resort to the only copins beheviors that they have learned,

more drug use. The regult is an endless cyclm of painful experiences follo4ed
t

by inappropriate coping behavior and more drug use.

Orug use hes a particularly disruptive anal undermining impact on ths class-

room environment. The extent and nature of its effeot on the..classroom is based

primarily upon the chemically induced ood swings experienced by the individual.

Any student,who enters 4 classroom in an intoxicated ttttt disrupt. the class-

room became of the distretinueffect those students have on the other stUdents

'.n the class. While the feather may be unaware of the student's drug use, cithr

students are anxious to see how the teacher and the student& interact or if

the teacher notices that the tudent is in sq6intoxicated state. In this

situation the etudents have "put somethtng over" on the teacher. It may be

readily apparent to'others in the class that the student in question.is high,

but to teacher with no experience or exposure to today's drug oriented sub-

culture, the intoxication is not so apparent. The other students wonder why

01,1



the teacher toleriies students coming to clase high and begin to compare

or gauge their own behavior to that of,the most distuptive student in the

class, the one who comes to clime high.

in addition to severly impairing individual performance and contributing

to classroom disruption, drug use afflicts the entire climate of the school.

The drug using subculture contribute, to the formation of divisive split

within the student body by denying the attitudes sod values of the general

student population sod openly defying the amthority and responsibility of school

officials to maintain order end discipline. Their subculture Ls preoccupied

with finding, buying, selling, and,ueing drugs...denies the value of an education,

&adj. often openly critical of "straight" behavior, which to them rePreeset

conscientious students who are ittively involved in school activities.

This alienated pet*.r culture offers immediate acceptance to any-student

willing to engage in drus use. "The group grows in numbers by attracting any

*
student having difficulty adjusting to the shcool. Student& in this sub-

culture are disproportionately involved in euch negative behavior, ee truancy,

absenteeis, vandalism, tines disruption, verbal abuse of,staff, and in-

subOrdlnation. These student, monopolize the tiae of counselors and adminis-

trators who are trying to find soma way of reachinj mad helping these students.

But a. long AS drug use continues the additional supervieion, counseling '

tutoript will not help. Performance...wad behavior will continue to dsteri-

ariste. The result, the student may eventually drop out of school.

Dedicated staff. like well intentioned parents, think that they should

,e able to help oofh student achieve success. They experience feelings of

failure and oilt ae result of student's continued inappropriate behavior

and resultant failure. The truth is that there may be no appropriate educational

4

Jrograms fo A student who is under the influence of drugs and alcohol.
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Just as adolescent drug use le called family disease becalms of its

disruptive affect on tha family unity, so may it be called school -wide

disuses because drug usp serves to create a disruptive atmosphere and la

associated with wide-range of negetive behaviors, and generally undermines

the entire educational process affecting every student and staff member in

the school. This situation contri4iotes to parent-school conflict by oyouraging

olamlni between parenCs and school sus!f and denial on the part of both the

home and chool regarding the cause of student misconduct and failure.

finally, tha behavior of the entire student body may d i orate as

reeult of the involvement of students with drugs. Students begin to -

use tha worst behnsdor in the school, po ng and using drugs, as s basis

to which to compare chair own behavior. Students begin cc rationalize and

uinimist their own indiscretions

O
comparing them to the behaviors they

consider to be the poorest in th school, and sok "why isn't something being

dons about that."

What cen.be done sbout that? Whet can schools. parents, anb communities

do to stem the tide of illicit drug use?

In order to effect change in the present situation, we must focus an the

attitudes of tha adult and student population regarding the conaequencee of

continued high levels of drug use. We know that ity providing accurate infor-

mation About the effects of drugs and alcohol, we can bring about attitudinal

change. simply put, our biggest obstacle to the effective prevention of sub--

stance abuse is lack of knowledge, not only im young people, but particularly

on th. part of moon adults.

Our new slumentsaf curriculum, which will be pilot ttttt d this spring in

four schools. La based upon h that indicates that accurate information

combined with related problem-solving and decision -making skills can change

attitudes. and that an attitudinal chsnge usually precedes behavioral changes.
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For example, anti-smoking campalstle in the early and mid 1970's resulted

in significant attitudinal changes regarding the harmful effects of smoking,

In ORD, national studies revealed significant gZ decrease ln cigarette

ln that information,ls critical to current prevention efforts, we are

faced with the challenge of educating, training, and involving large numbers

of teachers, counselors, and administrators as welk, as parents, and repre-

sentatives of varloua community agencill Chrrently providing services to

vouch. We know that ln order to help ptevent substance abuse among our young

people, adults must have credibility, In order to gain credibility, adults

must demonstrate an maarenese of the drug scone. It Is very difficult to pre-

vent something that we know little about, In order to accomplish this goal,

we must crest. e networle of informed Individuals throughout the schools, school

system and community who are capable of both providing accurate information

regarding,substance abuse and involving concerned individuals ln the planning,

implementation, and evaluation of prevention programs designed ro meet the

needs of the local ochool and community. t.

Our efforts are, currently focused in three aaaaa , staff (teacher, counselor,

administrator) training, parent involvement, and coordination with community

alp:outs. currently providing services for youth,

A. qur programa for staff Include the following;

Sobetarue Abu.. Resource ?argon. - Each intermediate)* and high school '

ha. designated one administrator to act as resource person to staff,

perents, and students ic regard to substance abuse prevention education,

Intervention, and referral. Monthly meetings have taken place since

'.,,ptember. These individuals are the feundatlon-of our efforts to

provide information and aesletanco to staff, parents, and students,



Fifteen-desk Course - A three-hout. non -college credit course etlitled

"Alcohol and Drugs: Working with Young People" is being offered for

approximately one bundred teachers. cousedlors. and administrators.

3. Drug Education Course - A throm-hou'li, graduate credit course I. be/ng

offered through George Mason University. This course le Intended to

assist elementary teachers in impinrIntleg the new elementary curriculum.

4. Smoking ffeventioh - Arrengementswere made with the American Long

AssociatiOn,of Northern Virginia end thn Virginia Lung Association to

train selected elementary teachers to conduct turnaround trajning in

'their.schoolein relatiOn to *looking prevention.ediication. 'Eackele -

wintery school will be represented by et leaseone fourth, fifth, or

sixth grade teacher.

S. A rwo-pert series of slides and O'verhead transparencies raletiag'fo clot.
.

identification of controlled aubetance and'otages of chemical dependency

has been made available to school-based persomnel to conduct turnaround

tratning.

S. Our efforts to involve parents include:

,

1. Parent Substance Abuse Prevention Groups - Each school pyramid

(high school end it's intermediate and elementary leder schools) have

parent group whose focus is the prevention,of substance abUss. These

4
groups work with the schools to.plan parent educarion prbgrama, to pro-

vide support to parents experiencing substance abuse related protases

with their children, and to plan and develop other cooperative prevention

prostass appropriate to the need. of their school.

2. A directory containing descriptions of available community service. has,

been produced and mad, available to parents and parent group leaders.

Parents Who Care - In an effort to xoordinats the resourcea of the
.

schools and community in reducing the incidents of drug and alcohol

.(



abuse. the Substance aimed Prevention Section hes obtained the

cooperation of some of aim prominent 'parent leaders to volunteer to

cc/ordinate prevention effort.. This.group is called Tajrfax County

Parents 'Who Care. aMd will set as an infornation and referral source

providing newsletter and telepkone hotline.

4., Toughlove - Toughiovs'is Parent self-help group designed to assist

parents in dealing ffectively with imeopropriate behaVior. The

Substance, Abu.. Prevention Section offered tVg411411411.00 Teughlove

.

workshop for parent group leaders in,pelamv. Sloes August. this pro-

gram has grown fron one snail group'of five Parente to. tearlve groups

with-an evegage attendanie of rwente -five.

S. Course for Parents - A pilot . eight-session cOurse on subsume. abuse

for prenta and their children is being offered on.Monday evenings.

There are thir6, parents and nineteen ehildren p ly enrolled.

C. Copperative eflorta wi%b community agencies ineluda the following:

1.
Smoking Prevention - Arrangssiente yore made vith the American Lung

Aseociation of dortturn Virginia and the Virginia Gung.Amsociation to

train selected elementary teachers to conduct turnaround training in

their schools 'in relation to endking prevention educAtion. Each ele-

mentary school will be represented.

2. Drug Cducation Course - A throw-hour, graduate credit course I. being

offered through 'George Maeofi Uniwaselsty, Thim course is intended to

assist elementary teachers in inplamenting the new elementary curriculum.

). Pilot Court Program' - Pour high schools are participating in s pilot

court program designed to obtain lierly.intervention. in taiga of sub-

stance abuse and related negative behavior% by improving access to the

court armors and by training school Pereonnil in effective, uee of the

(OUrr,
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4. Treatment Asencles - School personnel have improved access to local treat-

ment programs for students and parents in need of assistance. Is...moire

programa have provided school-based porsonnal with opportunities toV

interact with truculent prof...stomas to share information and mutual

concerns.

S. NOVAC - Ths Northern Virginia Action Coalition (NOVAC) is a.aroup of
1

cltisOns concerood sbout the problem of substance sbuie,among the youth

of Northern Virginia. which includes Alexandria. Arlington, Fiala Church.

/atria. CitY. faints. County. and Loudon County. These individuals r. -

preaenting education, business, overnment, public health, low enforces*,

and vOlunteer asncles, heve collaborated in developing a.sertes of

legislative propoaala that.reflect the needs and desires of the citizens

of Northern Virsints.

6.. Peer..Loaders - Th. schools are workidg with 'tin, American Red Cross

to train peer leaders who will develop peer, self-help groups in
.

each intermediate and high school. The self-help sroups would be

[reined in liatening skills, group pron 000000 . and proper referral

procedures.

l, The School Team Cluster Apptoach ro Preventing Drug and Alcohol Abuse -
,

Two high school, and tub Intermediate schools are participating In

progra-eponeored by tha U.S. Department of Edecation's Alcohol

acul Drug Abuse Education Program. Focus of,'the School Team Cluster

Approach is the development of five-member team consiating of one

administrator, an counselor% twv teschois, end one community representive

representative. This team serves to coordinate ths resource of the achool

ao0 community to reduce thm incident.e of inappropriate behavior Includins

drug end alcohol abuse among the atudont 'ovulation. Specifically, the

echool.teem facilitates an Ion-going organisational develo'paent.Projs(t
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in which available human resources are
enlisted to conduct needs laments,

and plan, implement, and evaluate piograms designed to improve the quality of

school life by reducing the detrimental effects of such negative behaviors as

absenteeism, vandalism, and sUbetance abuse.

The program begins with'an initial orientation of key administrative per-

sonnel followed by ten days of intensive training of the school team. The

training consists of team building activities, substance *buss prevention

techniques, and the development of action plans.based upon the ads

of sach school.

Following the training period, the tiAAS return to their respective

schools and immediately began to actively enlist the support and involvement

of additional staff member with the intent Of eitablishing an expanded

version of the original "core team." For example, one school utilized group

dtclsion-eaking techniques, learned during the training period, to involve

all staff members in the' planning of i revised attendance procedure. The

expanded teams have beiun to meet regularly to cOntinue to develop plani and

programs to redu inappropriate behavior.

Another ool's plans currently include the development of a school21
community task force to reduce; absenteeism, and an enriched in-scipool

suspension program which includes specialized counsaling, tutoring, and

.
individualized contracting. Flans also call for expanded student services

for "high risk" students includins early identification and nt as

well as group counseling and a unique peer self-help group. The team's com-

munity representative has been instrusental in helping to initiate parent

self-help groups in the area as well as throughout Fairfax County.

In addition, another team has included the faculty-advisory council as

part of the team effort and has planned a.series of inservice programs

relating to substance abuse prevention and to the improvement of instruction

9
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through the appropriate matching of teaching and learning styles. A school

beautification project, designed to discourage vandalism, has been begun,

as have speCial counseling programa for "high risk" evident*, a structured

in-school suspension program.and leadership retreat for students. The

teem's community representative is the head Of a parent group aalled SUPPORT,

which has been active in raising community awareness and in obtaining support

for the school's prevention efforts.

Other'schools may currently have in existence programa of similar design

or intent. The unioue characteristic of this prograa is ths existence of an

established coordinating team composed of e cross-section of the school and

community. The key is the coordination of resourcos. Fragmented or shotgun

approaches which rely upon specially funded positions may dissipate when monies

4P
disappear. This program is predicated upon the belief that the resources

needed td reduce inappropriate behavior and to improve the quality of student

life are currently present in the school and community; and by broadening

participation in the planning of prevention programs both the comiunity's

ownership of the problem and sense of commitment to 'possible remedies will

increase. In the future the four participating team will train other teams

in other schools, making this very cost effective program with the potential

of reaching hundreds of students.

10
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,

Senator HAWKINS. Thank you, Dr. Riddile. Your testimey*has
addressed all my, questions. Do you have any Senator Humphrey?

Senator HUMPHRICY. No, not at this time. Thank rou.
Senator HAWKINS, We appreciate your contribution and look for-

ward to working with you in the future.
Mrs. Rusche, is that correct?
Mrs. Rusmix.` Yes, it is; thank you.
Senator HAWKINS. I appreciate your pa ience. You are the an-

chorman here. Please tell us a little bit libout your Families in
Action prograth.

Mrs. Rusenz. Well, thank you very much. First 4 all, I would
like to congratulate you for having these hearings, an I think that
all of your. witnesses have been excellent, but I think especially to
hear the kids tell it like.it is has been most effective and helpful.
You deserve a lot of thanks as well as congratulations.

Families in Action is one of several parent groups that has
evolved in the Nation over the past 4 years, and we were one of the

"'first; we started in 1977. The reason that we organized is threefold.
We were really responding to three things that had occurred in our
community.

We are- a middle-class; primarily white community around
°Emory University in suburban Atlanta, an academic and profeb-
sional community, primarily. And a group of children aged 12 and
13 in etr comMunity were diStovered at a birthday party to be
using marihuana and to be drinking alcohol. The parents were ab-
solutely stunned that their children would be involved in this and
that kids this young would even have access to drugs, let alone
think it was OK to use them.

, What those parents did to turn that around, as they look back on
and now define it, was to form a parent peer group where the
ents got together; first of all, recognized and admitted that this

_ad happened to their kids, and"second of all, by' working together,
exerted peer pressure back on the kids to interrupt the peer pres-
sure that said drugs were OK. The parent peer pressure was quite
clear that drugs were not OK and that that was not acceptable be-
havior in the family.

Now, just as these parents were getting their kids out of the drug
culture about 1 year later, the second thing that happened was
that an Emory student flew down to Miami, Fla., and was mur-
dered by the two friends who picked him up at the airport. It
turned out that he had $47,000 cash with him aml had gone to buy
cocaine and was, in fact, a drug dealer on the campus and in the
community as well.

He was from a very wealthy family. His father, who had died,
was the owner of a major sports team in New York, and his stepfa-
ther was the owner of a major sports team in Atlanta. So, he clear-
ly was not motivated by need to become a drug dealer, nor by edu-
cation, nor by upbringing, nor by any other thing. All of the tradi-
tional indices that say people who enter into these activities do so
because of "A, B, C" did not work either for the 12- or 13-year-old
children nor for the Emory student.

The third thing that happened was that on the heels of the stu-
dents' death, six shops in our community in the village that sur-
rounds the university, introduced lines of drug paraphernalia, and
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this was like the local record store, the drugstore where kids go for
ice cream cones and school supplies, et cetera.

High Times magazine was suddenly for sale in our community in
the stores that kids dropped in, and toys and gadgets that glorify
and glamorize drug tisenot just marihuana, but cocaine and
other drugssuddenly started being sold. We felt that enough was
enough. Something had to be done, so we organized Families in
Action.

. Our purpose thep and now was to try to link parents with other
responsible adults who come in to daily contact with.kide, such as
school principals, tedchers, police, people in the helping profes-
sions, treatment fo , medital folk,"et cetera, trying to get every-
body working toget r.

But what we soon realized was that we all tended to scapegoat
and blame somebody else. We were very unwilling to take responsi-
bility ourselves; it was much easier to blame someone else. And we
felt that it was terribly important to get everybody together look-
ing at the problem and trying to identify specific problems and get-
ting folks working together to solve them.

Soon after we started, groups began mushrooming all over the
countryin Florida, in your own State; in California, in Maryland,
in New Yorkall over. And very quickly, these groups began to
make themselves known, and we linked up all the groups together
in the National Federation of Parents [NFP] for drug-free youth,
which was formed in the spring of 1980.

NFP now has offices in the Washington area and there are an
estimated 2,000 parent groups in all 50 States, and beginning to
occur in other countries, such as Canada and the Scandinavian
countries, New Zealand, and Chile.

I think that kind of gives you an overview of who we pre and
what the parents' movement is, and I would be happy to answer
some questions at this point..

Senator HAWKINS. Has the school system in Atlanta acknowl-
edged the extent of the drug and alcohol use among its students, in
your opinion?

Mrs. RUSCHE. The answer to that has to be some yes and some
no. In our county, when we first began we found a great deal of
resistance and denial on the part of school officials. There were
some good reasons for that. Any one particular school that is will-
ing to say: "We have a problem in our school," and is willing to say
that publicly, gets skewered in the press. And what happens is that
all the other schools and communities say, "Boy, do they have a
problem at Smith School."

The real estate agents get nervous because word gets out that
the school has a bad reputation, et cetera, when, in fact, in reality,
everybody has the problem and all the schools have the problem;
all the communities have the problem.

A second thing that tends to retard that is that people react very
differently. I can understand why the schools are nervous about
saying up front, "Yea, we have a problem in our school," because
they do get speared in the press, and that gets misinterpreted.

But by the same token, some parents react rather strangely. An
example occurred in our school system. We did not have a disci-
pline code in our schools until about 1974 or 1975. The reason that
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a discipline code was drafted was that a hitgh school student came
to school with a loaded gun one day and the teacher took him to
the principal's office, and the principal took the gun away and un-
loaded it and called the student's parents and said: "Come and get
your son. I have suspended him from school for a small period of
time."

The parents responded to that by suing the school because they
thought the principal had treated their son unjustly. They all went
down to courtthe school and the parents and the principal. And
the judge said to the school superintendent: "Dr. Flinson, do you
have a discipline code that says you may not bring a loaded gun to
school?" And Dr. Hinson said: "No. We thought commonsense
would take care of that." And the judge said: "Case dismissed," and
found for the parents.

So, the school folk went back and drafted a very good discipline
code. At the time that we came along in 1977, there was drug and
alcohol language in the code, but not much enforcement of the lan-
guage; And when our group began, we made it clear that we were
not going to solve problems through litigation and lawsuits, but
rather through an attempt to develop communication.

Consequently, that first year that we started, the schools set up
an evidentiary hearing committee to hear cases of students charged
with alcohol, drug and other violations. That year, over 500 stu-
dents went before the committee, and 63 percent of those students
had been charged with alcohol or drug violations.

The worst thing that can happen to you under our code is that
you are expelled from school. That is usually a second or a third
offense, or it means that you have been dealing. And while we all
understood that the code was very good because it set limits, it was
also very harmful to those kids who needed the help most because
the kids who were expelled were thrown out on the street and not
given any help to encourage them to change their behavior.

So, the school system the following year developed an alternative
school, which is a place for expelled students to go to be able to

0 keep up with their education while they are earning their way
back into their home school. They receive intensive counseling;
they receive a great deal of emphasis on building good self con-
cepts, on communication skills, and I think most importantly on
challenging the "use drugs" messages that perhaps led them into
this activity in the first place.

The kids study principles of logical thinking and then they are
exposed to High Times magazine and drug paraphernalia and the
presence in society of products such as "Opium Perfume." There is
now a new product on the marketanother perfume called "Sinsi-
mila," There is a new skin care product that has been introduded
in Texas, called "Cocaine," and there is a new beer being sold in
California called "High Brew," whicFP contains, it says, marijuana.
How many laws that is breaking, t do not know.

But if we continue to see this kind of thing in society, at least we
can tell children and help them see that these messages are aimed
at their adolescent spending power at the expense of adolescent
health, and I think we need to keep looking at this with kids, as
the Hamilton School is doing.

I o
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I would like to say one other thing. The schools that are ac-
knowledging that their students are involved with drugs aria are
working with parents to try to change that are succeeding in doing
so.

In De Kalb County where we have worked at setting up chapters
around the nucleus of a high school and the elementary schools
that feed into it, our school superintendent told us that those
schools which had Families in Action chapters were seeing a reduc-. tion in use and a reduction in reported drug and alcohol cases.
Those that did not have chapters were not.

In Northside High School in Atlanta, where another parent
group called Unified Parents has been working extremely hard, the
turnaround there has been terribly exciting. Not only is drug use
down, but also there are more students enrolled in academic and
college preparatory programs than in the history of the school
before. And students SAT scores are going up at Northside, which
I think is terribly exciting.

So, once again, we find that if the school is not willing to ac-
knowledge that there is a problem among its own students, what it
usually takes is the creation of a parents' group that begins nudg-
ing and trying different ways to communicate with the school ad-
ministrators, and to really build that trust, and it takes 6 months
to 1 year to do that, but to build that trust between parents and
administrators and then get down to the problem.

I should say one other thing. In spite of all this good news, just
last week our State department of human resources released the
first statewide survey of drug and alcohol in Georgia, and we still
have quite a problem. For instance, the study showed 1 in 10
eighth-graders in Georgia has tried quaaludes; 1 in 4 eighth-graders
in Georgia has tried marijuana; and 3 in 4 eighth-graders in Geor-
gia have tried alcohol.

The figures for high school students, lith and 12th graders, show
that 26 percent have tried quaaludes, 51 percent marijuana, 84 per-
cent alcohol. Those are dry, old statistics, but when we look at
what is happening to kids in Georgia and we see that there has
been a 31-percent increase in teenage deaths in 1 year due to auto-
mobile accidents, drug-related, and drug-related homicides and sui-
cides, we begin to get a picture of how serious the problem is.

DUI arrests for 15- to 18-year-olds in Georgia rose from 4,200 in
1977 to 5,000 in 1979. Nationwide, all age groups are increasing
their life span, except teenagers. The life span of kids aged 15 to 24
is going down, and the reason for that is drug- and alcohol-related
accidents, homicides and suicides.

[The prepared statement of Mrs. Rusche follows:]
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MRS. SUE RUSCHE

EXECUTIVT DIRECTOR OF FAMILIES IN ACTION, INC.

Madame Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

I would like to begin by thanking you for the

opportunity to be able to appear here today. my

name is Sue Rusche. I am co-founder and Executive

Director of Families in Action, Inc. I am also

Vice-President of the National Federation of Parents

for Drug Free Youth, which is based here in Washington.

Families in Action, Inc. is the nations first community

based parent organization fotmed to prevent dtug abuse

among children and teenagers.
0.

We organized in 1977 in response to three events

that took place in our community in Atlanta,Georgia.

First, a group of twelve and thirteen year old children

in our neighborhood were discovered by their horrified

parents to be regularly using marijuana and alcohol.

Second, soon thereafter a student attending the

university where my husband teaches, flew to Miami

Florida and was murdered by the two friends who picked

him up at the airport. Investigation into his murder

disclosed that he had taken $47,000 in cash to Miami

with him in order to purchase cocaine and that he had

been a drug dealer on the campus and in the community

where the twelve and thirteen year old drug users lived.

Just after his death six shops in the village surrounding

the university introduced lines of drug paraphernalia -

toys and gadgets which glorified the use of marijuana,

cocaine and other illicit drugs. It seemed to us that

1 3
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nough was enough and that someone had to do something.

We founded Families in Action to link unsuspecting

parents with other concerned adults in the community who

have a impact on childrens' daily lives. Our purpose

was and remains to educate adults about the physiological

and psycological consequences of illicit drug use,

the extent and use among children in adolescence,

and the social and commercial pressures that encourage

children to enter the drug culture.

We felt that the problem of drug abuse among youngsters

was bigger than any single segment in the community

and that the only way drug abuse could be prevented

was for families to quit blaming schools, schools to

quit blaming police, police to quit blaming kids,

all of us to quit blaming each other and start working

together to get at the problem.

One effect of Families in Action's early work was the

passage of the nations first state-wide laws prohibiting

the sale of drug paraphernalia. Since then, some thirty-one

states have passed similar laws. We are called upon by

parents from all over the nation to share information about

how we had organized and about the over-all problem of

drug abuse among kids. This led to our publishing an

organization manual in 2979 called, "How to Form a

Families in Action Group in Your Community." To date,

3,500 manuals have been sold to parents and schools in

all SO states, Puerto Rico, Canada, England, Chile and

1 o
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New Zealand. A good portion of the stimated 2,000 parent

groups that are presently organized in the United States

began with the help of our manual.

Since our founding in 1977, we have clipped some

250 daily newspapers, popular magazines, academic and

medical Journals, and other publications and have

categorized and filed this infermation for easy retrieval.

Our drug information center currently contains some

70,000 documents and is now listed by the Library of Congress

as a national referral center for drug abuse information.

Eventually, we hope to raise funding to computorize

our collection and create drug information center

data bank to keep parents and others concerned about

drug abuse among children, abreast of events that

influence and contribute to the problem. We publish a

quarterly newsletter which draws upon information

coming into the center.

In the spring of 1980, leaders from several parent

groups throughout the nation convened in Atlanta and

founded the National Federation of Parents for Drug

Free Youth. (NFP) NFP's goal is to stablish network

of existing parent groups, and to assist parents in

organizing new groups. In November of 1981, Mrs. Nancy

Reagan invited NFP's board members to the White House

to share with her the work we are doideCo prevent drug

abuse among kids.

At this time I would be happy to answer any questions

you may have.
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Senator HAWKINS. Thank you so much, Mrs. Rusche.
I think we have put together in this hearing all the elements

vital to a solution to this problem. The fight will not be easy and it
will not be won here today, but we are starting.

Jim, do you have a comment?
Mr. HLNDRICKS. Yes. I just wanted to close with a statement that

I would like to congratulate yod for having this hearing and for
your interest in drugs in the American school system'. -

I am sorry Judge Femia is not here where I could relate a tot
more, but I am iFoing to relate upon it anway.'Anybody. who
denies that there is an increasing drug problem indicates they are
part of a lag.

In communicating with kids who are coming off the streets ad-
dicted to drugs, abusing PCP with permanent damage, they were in
schooi last month and when I asked them: "Well, where do you get
the drugs from?" "In school." "Well, how many people are doing it
in school?" "It seems like everybody."

What is important is that this is a problem that, geographically
acroes the country, differs. In your larger cities, you are going td
have the abuse or epidemic of heroin. In some of your suburbs, you
are going to have the polydrug abuse, the PCP syndrome.

And I just want to put a little emphasis on what Judge Tracey
was mentioning, that this is the most dangerous drug. As a matter
of fact, it has the same, symptoms of irreversible behavior, on a
scale of 1 to 10, of a 2 with marijuana and about a 10 with PCP.
What makes it so dangerous is it stays in the system for so long
that the after-effect has an effect on a lot of kids.

But the age is going down and the problem is g brig larger.
There are 30,000 treatment slots across the country tha are filled;
they have waiting lists and funfls are being cut. I knovt, over the
years, we have talked about the long, hot summer. We a e going to
look for one this year in terms of the increase of drug ab se and all
the other things that are happening in the country.

Thank you.
Senator HAWKINS. Thank you, Jim. I hope that we will FJe able to

work together to alleviate the problems that you are ant cipating
in the upcoming summer. I think that we are probably foolish to
not spend more money addressing this issue before it gets to be a
larger epidemic than it is.

I also agree with you that the problem is getting worse. Every
statistic we could find during the investigation, which has been on-
going for several months, demonstrated increases in use and young-
er people involved. Those of you who deal 'With it on a daily basis
understand that.

We discovered that drug and alcohol abuse is crippling our next
generation. It absolutely impacts on the quality of life in the home
the school and eventually the workplace.

We have heard from the children today that drugs troy the
quality of education because it renders young people unable to
learn. Eventually it invades the workplace. I was thinking as they
were testifying, you know, where are they going to work and what
is our next generation going to do. There is currently a great
demand for scientists. Where are we going to get that resource?

1'0 G
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However, while the testimony has been alarming it also is en-
couraging bkause we have had young people step forward from all
walks of life, and demonstrate that the problem can be overcome.

Their younger brothers and sisters will face the same tempta-
tions if the issue is not addressed. That is why we have had this
hearing today, and that is why we formed the Drug Abuse Caucus.

I think that what we have learned is it does require all elements
holding hands tightly. The family, besides providing love and sup-
port, must also learn aboUt drugs and drug-related behavior. It is
not a condition to be ashamed of and hide; it is one that must be
faced tind healed.

I noticed as I left yesterday, in my small community there was a
big billboard out in front of the elementary school stating that that
evening they were having a discussion on drugs for parents. It
alarms most of us. We do not want to talk about grades one
through six having a drug problem, it is a problem.

In addition to parental awareness, the schools must confront the
problem. They must provide comprehensive preventive education
beginning in the first grade.

I think that we must have a rigid dode of conduct to deter those
for whom the education is too late. The witnesses here today were
begging for stricter rules and for consistent punishment. It holds us
all up to ridicule when the kids say it is a joke to go into a court. I
am sure they do not say that if they go into Judge Femia's court.
Unfortunately, he is unusual.

I think that what I have learned is that all' professionals must be
tough, and parents have to be tough and the courts have to be
tough. By being soft as parents or educators we have done 'young
people an injustice.

Also, I think that county and State juvenile courts should estab-
lish, publicize and evenhandedly enforce a strict set of rules like
those that Judge Femia was talking about. I think it can be done
easily. I think that the sentences should stress treatrnent and coun-
seling. All ols you in your testimony here today have reinforced
that belief.

I have learned that young people need to be helped; they do not
need to be locked up. They are cryingfor help, and if they cannot
get it at home or in the schools, we are going to have to look else-
where for it. It is essential that all of these elements work together
if, indeed, we are going to turn around the drug and alcohol tide.

Neither the parents nor the schools can do it alone. The judges
are overworked and overburdened and in a dilemma. They really
do not know what to do. In order to successfully overcome the drug
problem aninng the young of this country, all elements .must work
together.

We really do appreciate your staying to the end and helping us
begin to build a record for the Drug Abuse Caucus. I think you will
hear a lot from it in the future.

At this point I order printed all statement's of those who could
not attend and other pertinent material submitted for the record.

[The material referrAl to follows:]
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February 22, 1982

lay Howell, Chief Counsel
Senate Committee on Labor and
Human Resources
Subcommittee on Investigations
and Oversight
4230 Dirkaen Building
Washington, D C 20510

Dear Mr Howell!

As you ire aware, the heareng on "Drug Abuse in the
American School System" has generated aubstantial
amount of attention and interest. I have previously
forwarded information on the media coverage.

I now enclose additional information in the form of
program information on The Village South as well as
commenta from other local drug rehabilitation programs
and parent!) on participants in programs I submit these
documents for inclusion in the record of the hearing
and would appreciate your bringing them to ths attention
of Senator Hawkins. Wo sincerely hope that the hearings
and the followup response will have some effect on the
overall rehabilitative efforts in this country

We again offer our assistence in any way deemed advisable
in tho future

V lege Sout Inc

,

Matthew Gismen, J D , President

.MG/hg
encls
cc Senator Edward M Kennedy

Senator Cordon J Humphrey
um AU AYNE IKAJLIVMD/MJAMI. R(MA )311//TILIOHUNI 1101 17, 336
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dade
county's

largest
family

Where have you most experienced the feeling of
protection and safety? Where did you first know

the feeling of belonging? Where did you first
realize that you were thought worthy of affection?

Where did you first experience respect and
esteemi For most of us, the answer to these

.questionS is the family.

The relevance of the "family" idea is even more
forcefully demonstrated with the task of helping

those who have trouble coping with the stresses
of life. Instead of asking why the addict is addicted,
why the youngster became a delinquent, why the

alcoholic craves the bottle or why the runaway
slipped out the back door, first ask why the

overwhelming majority of us do not become
addicted, do not become delinquent, do not abuse

alcohol, and do not run away. It would be
agreeably flattering if we could simply claim

stronger moral fiber. But a more objective analysis
- would indicate that most of us learn attitudes,

behavior and skills for coping with life in that most
important setting: the home. This is where we

learn to relate to other people, to share, to feel and
to act responsibly. This is where we should observe

the "role models'' of both sexes, and where we
first learn the Satisfactions of status and approval

as rewards for achievement.

These are just a few of the reasons why most of
THE VILLAGE programs are built around

residency and the concept of an "extended family".
Within this framework, the programs and

therapeutic methods of THE VILLAGE have been
successful in effectuating desired behavioral,

attitudinal an0 emotional changlit residents,
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THE VILLAGE clinical staff has employed
therapeutic methods that have been proven
successful providing that the approach is positive
and as long as it can be administered in a
"family" framework.

We are a large family to be sure, with residents
who have already achieved success by
completing segments of the program
serving as role models for the newer members of
the family. It is through this process of growing and
giving that enables THE VILLAGE residents to
mature and soon move back into society as
responsible citizens with new ouTlooks and hope
for the future.

THE VILLAGE has truly become an "open-end"
family undoubtedly the largest family in
Dade County.

THE VILLAGE has received funding through
contracts and grants from various governMental
and private sources to sustain its multimodality
rehabilitation programs. Among the activities and
treatment methods which are incorporated in
THE VILLAGE Treatment Programs are:

IndividUal Counseling
Behavior Therapy
Legal Counseling
Vocational Training
Group Therapy
Marital/Couples Counseling
Job Referral and Placement
Medical/Dental Services
Treatment Planning
Conferences

Psychiatric/Psychological
Services

Casework Services
Vocational Counseling
Family Counseling
Educational Counseling
Recreational Therapy
Educational Classes
Creative Activities
Milieu Therapy
Life Skills Training
Formal Diagnostic
Services

All activities at THE VILLAGE are supervised by
a staff of qualified multi-disciplined personnel.
In-service training is provided for altleff members--
on a cdntinuingbasis. THE VILLAGE has served

as a field training agency for students from the
University of Miami, Barry College, Florida
International Univertity, Florida State University,
Miami Dade Community College and others.

1 1
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to: the community
What is the name of a drug rehabilitation
program that is no longer only a drug
rehabilitation program1The answer to this
question is The Village which is a
comprehensive rehabilitation agency meeting
the diverse mental health needs of the Dade
County Community ^
The initial funding for The Village was received
from The National Institute vf Drug Abuse for
the implementation of a residential drug
rehabilitation program. Today, The Village
operates one of the largest and most respected
sesidential treatment ptograms in the
United States.
Since its inception, The Village, his been
aware of various community mental health
problems for which little if ani services were
available. In response to these needs The
Village expanded its available funding .
resources through grants and contracts in
order to provide treatment services in addition
to its drug rehabilitation program.
Theenclosed slip sheets briefly describe some
of the multi-modality treatment services that
are presently being offered by The Village.
The Village has evolved into a significant part
of the health delivery system in Dade County
and through the'continued commitment of the
Board of Directors, Officers and Staff of The
Villagee same high degree of quality care
afforded fb The Village residents will be
maintained in the future.
Please acCept this as an open invitation
to visit with us at our facilities and to see first
hand what the concern, understanding and
support of a community can do for a
rehabilitation program. We sincerely hope that
this support will continue in the years to come.

Sincerely,
THE VILLAGE SOUTH, INC.
Matthew Gissen, President

112
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the
village

south
Inca

(commonly known as THE VILLAGE) is a
non-profit, tax exempt Florida corporation

litensed by the State of Florida, Department of
Health and Rehabilitative Services.

THE VILLAGE serves as a referral source for
many private social service agencies and

mental health practitioners and has established
lines of commtMications with such public

agencies as:
State of Florida:

Bureau of Drug Abuse Prevention
Division of Corrections-

Division of Family Services
Division of Health

Division of Mental Health
Division of Retardation

Division of,Vocational Rehabilitation
Division of Youth Services

Parole and Probation Commission
United States:

Bureau of Prisons
Department of Health. Education and Welfare

Department of Justice
Probation Office

U.S. Marshall's Office
'Veterans AdministratiOn Hospitals

Dade County:
Addiction Treatment Division

Board of Public Instruction
Circuit, Criminal and Juvenile Courts

Comprehensive Alcohol Program
Comprehensive Drug Abuse Program

Corrections and Rehabilitation Department
Department of Youth Services

Jackson Memorial Hospital11 3
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the village

Comprehensive Rehabilitation Programs

Administrative Offices
5810 Biscayne Boulevard
Miami, Florida 33137
Telephone (305) 751-3856

Matthew Gissen, J.D., President
David M. Gersh, M.S., Program Director
Salvatore Feola, Diractor
*Pert R.J.Scanlon, M.S., Psychological Consultant
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Colonial Press of Miami, Inc.
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VILLAGE SOUTH

ORIENTATION PACKET

POLICIES AND IROCEDUAES

. The Village South is comprehensive, residential, rehabilitation program divided

into four distinct plums Inductions (l weeks), Intensive Residential Treatment (1

months), Rs-entry (6 months) and Outpatient (9 to 12 months). Inductions and Intensive

Treatment Phase are live-In/work-in twenty four hour cloy residential therapeutic

situation, Re-entry is a live-in/work-o4; educational, vocationml and aociel thera-

peutic mIttnation, We welcome the opportunity to assist you and your family and hope

that our relationship will be mutually rewarding.

During tho Intensive Treatment Phase resident. are required to work in sone In-

house capacity. It may be at our treatment facility, re-entry facility or one of our

"Cottage" Industrie., but everyone pitches in and helps. At first there Is little com-

munication with the "outside world." All privileges are earned including the first

latter end firet phone call home, Tide "quarantine" phase-occurs primarily in the In7

ductIon Phase of the program in order to remove all distractions and concentrate on

pliant assemment testing end program reeding's..

We hove occassional open house. and parent meeting* every other Thur.day at 8 pm.

You will be notified in advance, giving you sufficient. UAW to make.necO **** y arrange-

ments. It is important to the clients that their familise participate and we encourage

you to do so if you poesibly can.

Throughout the 1reatment process, re.idents participate in group therapy, individual

counmelIng, recreational activities, educational ci vocational counseling and

moment, psychological and psychiatric appraisal, rap melons, job functions and .

receive Individually negotiated treatment plans. Family members are an integral part

of client treatment and can greatly enhance resident success by participating in twice

monthly counisnling sessions, open houses and parent meeting., Theme sessions are Under

the supervielon of staff and are designed to help' the client- re-Integrate with their

family "support systems,"

incident movement in our Treatment, Re-entry or Outpatient Mese depends on the

client'. progress. Our philosophy is, "In order to feel adequate we must do adequate

115
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things." Advancement from phase lo phase depends upon completion of "behavioral as-

signments" negotiated in the client's treatment plan and further determined by the cur-

rent stags af treatment and the attendant criteria. Me are attempting to help Individuals

become adequate, prodactivo human beings by recommending various behavioral, emotional

and attitudinal alternatives they have previously ignored. It is therefore Imperative

that ai the ease time they aro re-establishing relationships with their parents. spouses

and siblings in order to more rapidly reorganise priorities.

, Throughout the treatment process, the staff of the Village South has certain ex-

pectations of family ileisbers. They are,

1. if a resident leaves the facility without permission we ask

the family to refuse him admission intil the home and not give him/har any money. /11..

steed, we ask you to encourage himiher to return to the program. Adjustment to re-

sidential treatment situation is quite demanding. Clients do often feel like running

away and sometimes will. If your son left TS asnitorium against medical advice because

he didn't like the curtains in his room or was feeling better. would you encourage him

to coeplote the proscribed course of treatimont? We die dealing with a problem equally

as lethal an TS.

2. Residents ere not llowed to receive any money from parents, oPounes.

friends, relatives, etc. Any monies delegated to the client by family members can be

sent to our intake Office where they will be receipted into his/her accounts by the In-

take Otaff member, Our Dusineee Office is the only place you limy leave thingn for a

resident. Do not bring caliph. We are open 9,00 - 5,00 Monday through friday or yom may

drop thinge off when you come to family meeting..

3. Communicaticn with the client depends upon stage placement and indiscrim-

inate phone calls are not allowed. When placed in Stags One client., with otaff permission,

oan call family members each day betveen 4,00 and 7100 pa. Family members seeking to

contact Gtage Ono clienta by phone during the amok may do so during the same hours, ex-

cept in case of an emergency whtiln calls can be made at any time. In order to dnvelop

proper communicaticn between yourselves and tho resident's staff member, you may want to

speak to the counselor at least once.weekly. itecoemended days are Mondays and Vodnsedays
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every day

4. Renidents are encouraged not to buy very much clothing while ln tho first

stoue of treatment. The amount of clothing each individual hew will depend on their

treatment level and needo. Additional clothing may be roguentod from home as the need a-

5. We will expect the family members to contact the mtaff if problem de-

velops when the resident le home and to provide us with feedback on hls/her behavior.

Attitude, etc. Again, using the Tuberculer patient example, if you saw your son pouring

his medication in the sink or coughing up blood, would you tell the hospital?

A. Clients are not allowed consumption of an1 alcoholic beverage or drug re-

gardless of the Circumstance or situation.

7. Dills on service, that are not covered- by our present grant, will be for-

warded directly home for payment unless of course you establish different rrangements

with our Intake Nupervisor.

O. Peelden, complaints as to improper treatment can be further investigated

by simply csilicl Treatment Project Director, Louisa Honig, et 576-6040. Client ob-

jectivity in them, circumatancue ahould Alwaya be conaidered,

A program such as oura cannot achieve its goal unless it recei:es the full coopera-

tion of the cllent'a iamily unit. We are here to help individuals. and in doing so de-

pend on your oupport end compliance to program policies, rules and regulation,. Your

involvement in the treatment prottoss ia suential and with that Your knowledge of our

diverge, and msy I
odd, rather succoaaful program is of further net...atty. We will al-

waye need your *motional, charitable and financial support.

Ir you have any further queotiona do not hesitate to call. Me can be rosined at

576-6040 day or night.

Att you read through thin brochure we hope you get a picture of the project ws have

developed In ardor to provide our Clients with treatment experience that will nable

them to lend productive and fulfilling lives.
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The Village Douth woo born in March of 1972 with group of approximately ight staff

members and fifty rasidenta bent on stablishing
rehabilitation program free of both

philloophical and political conflict.

After depar:ting in Hertz rental truck from o rohabilitation cantor they had boon

located at, they arrivad at church in Korth Miami without any id., of how to provide

for the needle of some fifty ex-addlctn. .&ontroversy was rampant due to the dramatic de-

partura from 'am program they had "iplit" from, with the media adding liollywood-lika

atmomphere to lt all. At that time tho Village South was without naya or facility

and had no idea of how or where to locate lta population. Out they did have identity

through their daterminatine, permimtence, endurance and unity.

After bel-ng evicted from Om church in North Miami, realdento were herded lnto homes

and apartments of ntaff meetere. Ae our president, Matt Glemen triad desperately to ...-

cur. the.fundo noceasary to purchase a facility. Prom the home. of the staff, their no-

madic wendoringn continued. They wore now locatod in a inumaar carp facility in homestead,

Florida finding, at lant, place in which to begin organising. And organize they did.

In order t, oorvive (nod wad necogsary. A tdram of renidentn, hooded by our current Pro-

gram Director, Onvid Levine, acquieltloned name. In order to buy Grp, toothpante, etc.,

resldants wont to local three volunteoring to pick perim, plant sends and harvent corn for

mall sum. Thorapoutic group. and pop rallios were held, criteria wan implomentod and

a hors wag prtuarltod, Village South. 15n never before romlehentn and staff memborn neva*.

dependent on one another, funed togothor 4y all that this program wen foundwd on, love,

security and support. nobody nplit and nobody complained for thoy were doing it to-

gather. They ware doing 'something lapossible - they were beginning when those, about

them prodlood only an ond.

finally, in -holy of 1172, we moved Into our "new" facility at 5020 Mr Miami Avenue.

Although thn forlIltlwa war, not in tho best of shags', although the grounds were over-

run with woad* And litter, although the ronidents had been used to better accomodations

ven as addict,' on the atroat, rho.. first clients and staff felt they had truly found

boa. Appnaranto was not Important. Rerun. was finally found.

us
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The following privileges are svallableto residanta who have demonstrated 'coOple-

elan of various tanks. They are not nen ..... ily in order and may be olested st random

from tho list providedi

a. Phenol toll to 'parents, vifeihusband,yrlfriend/bOyfriend,
children.

b. Regyeet to give areiner.

a. Chopping trip (throe .houre in length, moat not
interfere with mandated haus; activity.

must be taken with resident from Stage Pour and above).

d. V,A.W. - Masimum $7,00,

e. Weekend T.V.

F.
Weeknight, weekend study time, alone time (must not interfere with andated house ac-

tivity).

I, Job ,hange

h. Attendance at one ke-vntry function (must not
interfere with mandated house activity).

1, I.( with ',tett member other than stage staff member.

j, Time in the eun (munt not interfere with mandated (ouse activity).

k. colt.. at laam'a with the director.

1. Otero tripe (unlimited - must have stage staff
mbar'. parsimalon at all elms.),

m. Park trip (three hour, must not interfere with mandated hove. activity and must be

taken with A resident free, Otago Pour and abov*J.
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RZSIDENT PRIVILEGES

STAGS TWO

Ths following privileges are available to residents who have demonstrated completion

of various tasks. Those requests are in order and must be selected in that fashion from

the list provided. All request. from Stage One. although immediately earned upon place-

went into Stage Two, must be written on UAL request lips along with tho

a. week ons - privileges of 85.00 weekly.

b. Week two - 4 hour pee. with designated etrength.

0. Week three - 8 hour pass with designated strength.

primary requamt.

STAGE THREE

The following privileges are available to residents who have demonstrated completion

of various tasks. These requests are in order and must be plected in that fashion from

the Het provided, All request. from Stage. One and Two aro immediately arned upon en-

tants Into Stage Three, nonethelese muoehe written on the request sheets along with the

primary request.

a. week one - 12 hour pass with designated/selected strength.

b. week,tro - 16 hour pose with Acclimated/selected strength.

week throe . 24 hour Pits without resident strength.o.

4. e.A.M. privileges of 110.00 weekly.

5TAG!_r99.!,

The following privileges re ovilable to reident rho have dosonIrated completion

of various tasks. Those requests are In order and must be oe1octed in that fashion from

tha list provided.

a. Week on. - 14 hour pas. without rooid..nt strength.

b. Week two - 10 hour pass without resident etrength.

o. week throe - 10 hour pose with 6 hour. spent with at least one member of peer.

d. w.A,M - Stags "'our ran request 420.00 weekly.

120
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(c. he Village South, Inc.
Program Description and History

Village Staff Philosophy

The greatest force for making people bigger and better than

they are now is the belief in your hetreand mind that they

have infinite potential for growth. Even when-they fail um,

we are to continue to carry and express the mental image of

what/who they may become.

To have someone believe in you, to have sOneone to believe

in, oven when you tail, ia the meat blessed and creative

forco in the univorao.

Village Treatment, Re-Entry Philosophy

In order to feel adequate we must do adequate things. We

act goals that may aeem unattainable but we gchieve through

completion of objectivoa. Through achievement we claim euc-

C060, through succone wo feel adequate. We ask ,only for

support fox we are afraid, confrontation for we avoid,

fergiveneao,for we have failed, comfort for we hurt, in-

truction for we must learn, companionshipjor we aro alone,

gifts for we must give, love for we need each other, The

Village, Our Hope.

1 `2
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Village South

Program Description

The Village South is, comprehensi , residential, reha-
bilitation program divided.into _our distinct phases; as

Aasessmenta (2 weeks), Iniensi Residential Treatment
(4 months), Rs-entry (6 month ), and Outpatient (9 to 12
months). A 0000000 nts and thq Intensive Treatment Phalle
ars live-in/work-in, twent -four hour a day, residential
therapeutic situation. Re-entry is a live-in/woik-out ed-
ucational, vocational, and social therapeutic situation.
We welcome the opportunity to assist you and hope that Our
relationship will be mutually ding.

During the Intenstive Treatment Phase resident* ars re-
quired to work in one of our faoilities, whether it he at
our Treatment facility, Re-entry facility, or ono of our
"Cottage" InMustries. At firet there is little communica-
tion hose. This "quarrantine" period occurs primarily an
the Aessatment Phase of tho program oder to remoWe all
distractions and concentrate on client testing and program
reaainene. We have occasional open boustes and rogualr,
twice monthly, parent meetings which Afford the opportunity
for visits at the facility.

Throughout the Treatment process ach resident participates
in group therapy, individual counseling, recreational
activities', educational cl , vocational counseling and
annenament psychological and psychiatric apprain$I, rap
aussions, open houses and parent meetings. These mostainne
are undor the supervison of staff end, as their goal, do-
nire integration of the client back into their "nupport
nyntemn" or community based family units.

Ronidenf movement in our Treatment, Re-entry, or Outpatient
*hone depends on adherehce fo our philosophy of, "In order
to feel adequate we must do adequate thingn". Advancement
from phaao tO phans depends upon cOmplotion of "behavioral
annignmentn " negotiated ln the client's treatment plan and
further defined by the stage criteria applicable to each
client. Thin method of "earning" your way through eur pro-
gram by behavioral assignment completion is an effort to
apnoea tho effectiveness of reinforcement techniques
in the treatment of drug abusers. Our application of this
behavior modification technique at Village South determines
client promotion and privileges throughout the meek.' A
resident earns "points" on a scale of one to ten in proper-
tieh to ths amount and quality of his participation in group
therapy and program acitivities, as well as the quality of
hie behavior. This system permits the resident himself

1 22
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pesponsthility for determining whether or not he gets a-
privilege request or stage promotion. It provides for a
more positive experience which puts emphasis on present
achievements and successes and requires him to make his
own choices in deferment to, or preferment of, gratifi-

cation. Thus our credit system is intended to encourage
resident behaviors dependent not on subjective, external,
alien authority figures byt rather, dependent on an intern-

al control system; the client. Residents can earn from one
to ten (with ten being the highest) points. in the areas of

daily behavior and attitude, resolAion and stage groups.
Single points can be earned in the areas of weekly treat-
ment plan goal completions, "boxl.,scores and group ratings.

At the same time incident points, (points accumulated for

irresponsible behavior) will be subtracted from the points
earned. Inevitably, our clients perceive their "points"
earned as their weekly "paycheck" and prefer avoidance of
"withholding taxes" or incident points subtracted from their
gross earnings.

We are attempting to help individuals become adequate, proL
ductive human beings by recommending various behavioral,
emotional, and attitudinal alternatives which they have pre-
viously ignored. The unique aspects of our programinclude
the shortened Treatment Phase (4 months) and extended
Re-entry/Out-patient Phase (18 months). Where clients were
learning proper behaviors and coping mechanisms for thera-
peutic community living, they were not learning proper be-

haviors and coping mechanisms for communfty living. By

shortening,the Treatment Phase of the program and intensi-
fying the therapeutic encounter with the client, we were
more rapidly transferring clients into the Re-en.try Phase

of the program without creating a negative dependency on the

Treatment environment.

Prior to the transition of clients into Re-edtry, an acutely
pertinent Transitional Phase has been developed where vo-
cational and educational specialists assess And Place clients
in situations'appraised as relevant to their career and scho-

lastic goals. Once successfully promoted into Re-entry,
the client is prepared to begin work and enroll in school

without the "cultural shock" of unassisted re-adjustment.
"Cultural shock" can best be defined as emotional reactions
to the loss of visible reinforceMents such as the intimate
setting of the Treatment facility to the new social sureound-
ings a client is depqsited in upon transfer from Treatment to

Re-entry. It can trigger feelings of helplessness, loneliness,

resentment, and fears of being forgotten and disregarded. The

tasks associated with such a transition include establishing

a new peer group, dealing with the loss of status held at the
Treatment facility, self regulation of behavior and unknown

expectations held by Re-entry staff and Re-entry criteria.

1 23
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To prevent cultural shock, we have the new Re-entry client
residing at the Treatment facility for the first thirty days
of his re-entry where he can retain the .intimacy of familiar
staff, friends and setting. Alcohol absitnance is mandatory
to eliminate potential alcohol dependence during a transiton
period filled with possibilities of setbacks educationally,
vocationally, emotionally and socially.

After the thirty day period as a Re-entry resident living at
the Treatment center, the individual moves into the Re-entry
facility. Clients are usually eager to make both the geograph.s
ical and emotional transltion. The Re.,entry .facility is a
microcosm of the Treatment center with fewer residents (from
aPproximately seventy-five residents at Treatment to approxi-
mately thirty residents living in the Re-entry facility) less
stress and an environment which allows more opportunity for
relaxation and recreation. By slowly indoctrinating clients
into the Re-entry process am months prior to actual transfer
to the Re-entry dwellinge gradual adjustment is made and,

.

finally, harmony with the environment achieved.

Upon completion of.the Six month Re-entry phase of, our pro-
gram, clients are promoted into Outpatient if they have sue.
cessfully achieved.in the ,areas of full time employment, re.
conciliation financially (debts paid, etc.I a savings account
of some $400.00, at least one 3 dredit course educationally,
high school diploma, Florida driver's license, six months of
drug abstinence at a formal club weekly, a social support
system, behavioral and attitude ratinC of (7) and above (on
a scale of one to ten) for the eight weeks iirior to transfer
into the live-out/work-out phase of our program..

With movement into Outpatient, clients were more or less dis-
missed from responsibility to any specific criteria. Suddenly
clients who had been limited by program rules and regulations
and had developed their own behavioral perimeters found them-
selves without obligation to any procedures'mandating positive
performance. Their value systems dissipated upon a deluging
of freedoms enticing negative compromise. The Village confront-
ed this situation by constructing a twelve month Out-patient
Phase calling for weekly individual and group counseling see-,
sions, presentations to Treatment and Re-entry residents on
their accomplishments as well as their setbacks, random
urinalysis, employer contact, home visitations and a network
of community based agencies communicating cllent stability
or instability. Groups are held in the homes of outpatient
clients generating a relaxed atmosphere within which to dis-
cuss emotional and behavioral problems. Family and couples
counseling sessions are supervised by Outpatient staff tO
continue the process of social support interpersonally. Each
month clients report, individually, to their peer as well as
the Re-entry residents about their progress vocationally,

124
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educationally, socially and f.inancially; standing. before

'their brothers and sisters reinforcing their success
through validation_ empirically. Upon completion of the

twelve month Outpatient Phaie, clients are graduated from

the program.

Graduation from Village So.uth is a once yearly event and

includes celebraties and Ilignitaries from the community
professionally, politically, and regiously, parents,

relatives, spouses, staff and residents. Some three hundred

"friends of the Village" are a part of the consummation
therapeutically of some twenty-two months of self exploration

and change resulting in the completion of a program that never

ends; Village South.

Along with graduation of the adult from Village South is the

journey that the adolescent travels through in order to com-

plete the program. Thus the Village South saw the need for

an Adolescent Component which addresses the special problems

of indivlduals between the age of twelVe and twenty-one.
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History of the Village South

The Village South was born in 'March of 1972 with g'roup
of approximately eight staff members and fifty residents
bent on stablishing a rehabilitation program ramovd of
both philosophical and political conflict.

After departing in a rented truck from a rehabilitation
center they had been located at, they arrived at a church
in North Miami without any idea of how to care physically
or environmentally for the need* of some fifty ex-drug
addicts. Controversy was rampant due to the storybook

. like exit from the drug rehabilitation program they hod
"split" from, with the media adding a Hollywood like"atmos-
phere to the saga. At the time, the Village South was
without a name, a facility and also had no idea of how or
where to locate its population. But they did have an identity
through their determination, persistence, "durance and
unity.

After being evicted from the church in North Miami, residents
were herded into the homes and apartments of staff members
as our president, Matthew Giessen, tried to secure the fund*
necessary to"purchase a facility. From the home of the staff
their nomadic wanderings continued as they were now located
in a summer camp facility in Homestead. Florida end then fina-
lly finding en environment in which to begin organizing.
In order to survive, food was necessary and a team of resi-
dent*, headed by our Program Director, David Lervine, acguisi-

# tioned adibles. For hygeine items, the residents in the pro .
gram went to locak farms in groups and volunteered to pick
Pesz, plant seeds and harvest corn for a email sum.

Therapeutically,..groups and pp rallies were held, criteria
was implemented, and a name was presented- village South.
As never before, residents and staff members became dependent
on one anothsr, fused together by all that this program was
founded on- love, security, and support. Nobtldy "split",
nobody complained for they were it together, they were
doing something impossibly, they we a beginning when those
about them predicted only an end.

In July of 1972, the Village South moved into a new facility
at 5828 N.E. Miami Avenue. Although the facilitiea were
not in the best of shape, although the grounds were overrun
with Atem.ds_And-1.4.-t.to--a-1-th-sttgh- the residents had been used
to bettr accomodations in the past, those first client* and
staff felt they had"truly found a home. Appearance was hot
imPortailt_for_rafizse was finally available.

From that incredible beginning, Village South has further
evolved into a comprehensive rehabilitation agency wieh a
foundation unlike any therapeutic organization in this
country. From its inceptidn as a rigid, inflexible drug *
rehabilitation,program it is now a pliant, adaptable, com-
prehensive rehabilitation program incorporating into its
therapeutic repertoire the philosophies and concepts that
only ight years of change can elicit.

This program is prsently writing its own story but has
as its author a beginning and that beginning gave birth to
me. . . hopefully to you as well.

12 6
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Mug Prerwalen, Rehebrniatlen A Moraden

February 23, 1982

The Honorable Paula Hawkins
U.S. Senate
Boom 1327
Dirkeon pffice Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Hawkins,

Wa are sure that you are well aware of the epidemic
proporfions which drug abuse has reached in south Florida.

The Dade county area, whiCh we immediately terve; is
receiving international media coverage as a place where all

kinds of illicit drugs are readily available to juveniles on

the street.

At a time when,Drug-rehabilitation centers are critically

in need ok additional funding, we would respectfullysolicit
your support in behalf of our youth. In 1981, Adkinistrative
cuts in funding allocations took more than one third of the

over-all budget* allocated for drug rehabilitative,lunding.

The services Which we provide could not be duplicated or

replaced for twice-the cost involved were the State'or Federal

agencies to attempt to shoulder this burden.

We know that 'YOU share our concern for those many thousands
in need of drug rehabilitative treatment, and we respectfully

request that you bolster our efforts to reach drug abusers with

a service which has the minimal financial impact on the American

taxpayer.

Won't you plase help us in our fight to redeem the lives

of our youth for a meaningful drug free purpose?

JK/rmb

SIncrely,

127

JOHN BROSS
Program Director
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The Honorable Paula Hawkins
United States Senate
Rocen 1327, Dirksen Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Hawkins::

425 Northeast 43rd Streit
Boca Retro, Florida 33431

February 19, 19112

Please include my letter for the record on your hearing entitled" Drugs in the
Mnerican School System" which was held on January 27, 1942.

I am writing to you on behalf of countless parents and children, who like my
self and my son have future to look forward to because of the helpwe are receiving
from a fine drug program in Miami, the Village South, which will have to cut back
on its services unless you and your colleagues join in opposition to massiVe cuts in
federal aid fax this cause.

Florida's young people have become prime target for drug pushers and more
-not fewer programs-ars needed here - not only in the high school, but especially in
middle schools, and even elementary schools where children need to become aware
of the dangers and learn how to cope with their problems without becoming victims
of drugs.

We need more treatment centers which provide hope and return these youth
to productive lives. Surely that is lees expensive than Jails which harden them and
return thorn to the streets to take up lives of crime in the need to feed their evil
habit.

Village South is one such treatment program. My son, Greg, now a controlled
drug addict, has been living there for one yearend through therapy, counseling and
support, is now on the way to becoming a responsible citizen again.

Through the Parents Group at the Village South, family members learn to
adjust and cope with the problem. Not only does the client learn to become whole
person again, but his loved ones learn of their past mistakes in dealing with problems.

We need your support, because only through irreatment centers such as the
Village South will it be possible for children and adults to come out of the world of
darkness into the light of hope and encouraged to become self-sustaining men and
women who can enter into society again.

Do not let tax cuts rob us of this opportunity.

cc: Senator Gordon J. Humphrey
Senator Edward M. Kennedy

Sincerely,

/Cc_,4,
Barbara M, Rich

1 28
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Mrs. Ronald Reagan
The Whote Rouse
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mrs. Reagan:

425 Northeast 43rd Street
Boca Raton, Florida 33431

February 19, 1982

Those of us who have had drug problems in our families are very hopeful
when we wee that a woman in your position is taking an interest in this problem.

I have a son, Greg, who has been at the Village South, a drug treatment
center in Miami, for almost year. When he entered the Village he was a

very sick, worthless, and addicted person. With the love, compassion and

understanding that he has received from the staff at the Village he is becoming

. a responsible citizen again. Thio has not been an easy year for Greg or any of

the client. at the Village. They are learning a completely new life style.

This is also true of the parents. We are learning through the Parents Group
of the mistakes we made with Our children. W. are also learning "tough love"

which has probably saved many lives and will save many mare.

The epidemic of drug abuse in our country is vary frightening. We need
to acquaint our young children with the hazards of drugs and help them cope
with their problems without becoming victims of the drug pushers who abound

in our area.

Without continued help from federal funds, many young lives will be lost.

It is far mare expensive to deal with crime than it is to deal with the
rehabilitation of young people. Criminals return to the streets to spread
more violence. The money spent to treat or prevent drug addiction in our youth

returns to us many fold in the taxes paid by successful men and women.

Please help us by encouraging federal support for those programs.

Sincerely,

/30.-si
Barbaro M. Rich

1 2J
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INFORMATION SHEET

SECOND GENZSIE, INC., private, nonprofit,
residential treatment program, specializes in
providing rehabilitation treatment services to
drug abusers, offenders, end others who have
e stabliehed noncoping, irresponsible lifestyles.
TOcnded im 196S, Second Genesis operates four
residential therapeutic communities serving
Washington, D.C.,.NAryland, and Virginia.
Treatment in a therapeutic community condlsts
of highly structured, thoroughly supervised,twenty,-four -hour-lwer-day, cheMical-free
residential program.

The Second Genesis program has often been
described is chool which ducates people
who have never learned how to live and feel
worthy without hnrting themselves and others.
S econd Genesis helps people who have tried again
and again to get what they wanted from life and
have continually defeated themselves. The
principal combines the basic and universal human
values of knowledge, love, honesty, arid work with
the dynamic instrument of intense group pressure
in order to recognise and help correct the
personality defects which prevent people from
living by these values. The results are
rehabilitation so that the individual may
reenter his or her community as an independent
and productive person.

The program i taffed by multidisciplinary
professional team directed by Sidney Shankman,
4i.o., psychiatrist, and Alan M. Rochlin, Ph.D.,

clinical psychologist, and includes master's
degree mental health and vocational rehabilitation
counselors, learning disabilities specialists,
family therapists, addiction pecialist* and
research. analyst. The facilities are staffed by
individuals, many of whom have completed treatment
communities like Second Ganeeis and have gone on
for further training AS mental health professionals.
This diversity of specialized skills permits the

,selective application of group therapy and
individual counseling, educational and vocational
service's.

1 '3 .1
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Generally *applicants accepted are 14 through 45 years old, male
and female, without regard for race, ethnic group, or socioeconomic
status all striving for the common goal of self-reliance at the
same time discovering love and self-respect in a family-like

etting.

Second Genesis is funded primarily through contractual arrangements
with state and local governments. Each funding ource has its
unique eligibility criteria. Supplementary funding is received
in the form of cash and in-kind contributions from community based

organizations, churches, and individuals.
1,

Second Genesis cost effectiveness might best be judged by the
following current comparisons:

Pmychiatric hompitalization average per diem cost -- $200.00

Incarceration average per diem cost -- $40.00

Second Genesis per diem cost -- $21.00

At the present time, drug ddiction has hit pidemic proportions
particularly in the northeastern corridor of our nation. Funding
sources have not been abl to supplement tbe number of treatment
beds funded to meet this emergency. Second Genesis is providing
treatment currently for seventeen individuals even though funding

is not provided rather than have them on a waiting list.

It is stimated that Second Genesis will need to raise from
community contributions 6325,000.00 in order to compensate for
underpayment of client treatment costs and to provide for payments
of clients in treatment who are not funded by contract sources.

Contributions maY be sent or additional information may be obtained

by contacting Second Genesis, Inc., c/o Ms. Ruth Cavanagh, Community
Relations Coordinator, 1204 Prince Street, Alexandria, Virginia,.
22314, phone number - (703) 683-4610.

Second Genesis means a newibeginning, econd chance, often the
last chance for many olo,Ate referred by the courts, agencies,
professionals, schools, or who contact Second Genesis directly.
Anyone can make referrals by contacting the Intake Counselors

located at the following addresses: Second Genesis, Inc., 4720
Montgomery Lane, Bethesda, Maryland, 20814, (201) 656-1545,
Monday-Friday, 9-51 or Second Genesis, Inc., 1204 Prince Street,
Alexandria, Virginia, 22314, (703) 682-4610, Monday-Friday, 9-5.
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A Deadly Drug's
Bizarre Aftermath

By Helen Cordes
heroal Staff Writer

The three young men would
have blended perfectly with a
crmsd of their peers at a high
school or shopping mall.

Rob, ulth a steady gaze and a
quick grin, seemed the type who
would be everybody's friend.
Brad, a gamin-faced blond with
a ready answer for everything,
might have been the class cut-
up. And the handsome, broad-
shouldered Eric looked the jock,
lucky with the woMen.

Today, though, Eric shakes
uncontrollably as he talks of his
past two years of heavy PCP
use. In the past two months,
Brad has had two seizures. His
counselors A the Second Genesis
drug rehabilitation center near
Upper Marlboro blame them on
five years of PCP use, Rob, after
almost a year at Second Genesis,
is still trying to shake the stran-

Telehold of PCI', the drug that left

1122111111Efirtra""="1=11
J
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Last In a series

him so depressed he couldn't
leave his house for weeks at a
time.

PCP is now the Washington
metro area's most popular drug.
Developed for use as an animal
tranquilizer, the powerful drug
commonly causes bizarre, often
violent behavior in Its users.

Moreover, users inherit a dan-
gerous legacy. Since PCP re-
mains stored in the fatty tissues
of the body and the brain, flash-
backs, sparked by emotional
upsets, can occur many years
after the drug is taken.

See PCP, Page A7
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"l'uu know the scary thing " /noses
Jimmy liondth Jo, an energetic. es-heroin

t Aim connlinaies U., hie na.rro area
..,econd Genesis ,cme7s, "a v. hat I oonder if
these kids will aerial rid a( die drug.-

Ile sighs as he reflects on thq three Gene-
se. residents w ho hate he.t told their stories
tia a sou. a.ked robin at the k poet. \la Hoorn
Genesis Center are the kids," he
said quietly. -These an the samekids in our
schools and in our street,-

Yet only a fraction of tl a hundreds of coun-
ty youth,. Head in, Tot' aaa te nai0 serioirt
problems liii PCP can be :witted at a
denaal center, a tu loll iii ok..ed a. most
effective. Rob, Bratl, and Erik fool reni.
names) are among I,. mold, nR at the ono.

's vile r.eid. itrug :tintment ,t me:
It's a y s,,. e d was

he like 440 11 ,nt.frilwr 'I he amiable
old retail, his early y-ars at a l'rince
Georg..'s high sato pl in .1.1 even lone flat need
won a Mary t.n-1 al cent

' u.ed to b.. r:111: mu I ..14; and Mvolved
lb lot of salO whose wavy
brow a bate the t oil:, of his plaid
flannel shirt

At the time. [Job's lid, sister was let
dilk rent d. too, arid h d to lry.PCI'.

was enriou," w aided to he Lite
the older kilo."

Soon, he saa,ked PCP prinkied on a mari-
juana juint abroad twee a week It
war, he said often

-The tee,... got W a s kind of Ike no.
where II mad: a au numb, what. yoy timid

out reality, and be In your ow it little
ut rid,' Rob

While gob entostd school, hi, home life
sometimes 111,Ii:O escape attr,rti..e. Irom
the time I was little to the time I Mo
was in and out a foster homes," he rc mem
hers.

Calnr reserve wavering, Ital trot n,. "I've
never heen too dose to ii, pareat, I think
sum e problem, started when my mother
divorced my real father. She'd tell me not to
go dot. and I would an, wa ," he said.

After a/wit two 11.. rs Of use,
co.:pled with other drges. Rob "iot Into a big
depression. I really didn't care about thilgs.
1 ust 'ranted to stay around the house and
nYt go out.-

HAL, up,p bt n.onth: of his life
at Second Coriolis.

Stwd was II when he fltsCstarted regular
use of PCP. II wds in plentitul supply at his
Baltimore junior high schnol, and school
of.icals, Brad believed, dkin't have a hards
line attitude toward :he drug.

"When 1 gut busted at school, they Nat
made me go to on oatpa tient clink for a little
*line," he said. went for two keekends,
and pr,tended ii was dam,: PA! _a itil agouti,

u ay; they Mopped making me go,"
. Ile continujd heavy.use if pt.:I....Every-
time, I just wanted to do more and mare,"
Brad recalled. The strength of the drug,
though, would frighten

"One title, I gm rear.). high. I Cattle home.
and all or a sudden, I started swinging at my
grandmother," he said.

Ills grandparents. who have raised Bead,
were cooftly-d and anguished. And Brad
trien to quit PCP. a nd the other drugs he
used, including pot, acid, and cocaine. But
*hen he gave them up, he found, he'd start
thinking of his problems, and give in again to
the escape.

**ken Brad come tu Second Gen.wis last
November, he had higgcd five year+ of l'CP
use. filtlea cninlag, hit has hhd two piteptir-
type scioures.

Sometimes af.er Eric had dont lot of
KW, he would tr,.. to tear dot n buy allt1 try
to cl.a1) up there, he fecal', get so
nuiph from I be PCP, I ft It I bad to twice
around real fast and make contipi with my
body with somelIgng," he explained_

Eric, whn just turned 20, has an easy smile
and expressive brow ti eyes, A kkhootth t he
room Is warm and sunny, the right side of his.
body shakes Markedly.

Ills sentences are rushed and jagged as he
remenihrrs passing out for les mai hours Ill
th e woods near his school nfthr smoking
PCP..*Most of my friends just telt roe IT
cause I wouldn't wake up. The nest day, tlwy
told me, 'hey man, you just about died yes.
terday."

.1Ie would want to stop, hot ci oldal re,ist
the thrill of the drog. "I wattfrd ;'.1 lo the
limit all the time," Erii lee:lied, sweat
standing out yn hls

A Ian. starter V.Ith drugs Timone h. peers,
Erie said he didn't use drugs Via, a
high school t Crtiw hg uo a (-0111Olit
able Ptinr" Gearpe's heighinithood, he said
he was "spoiled real had."
When he started taking Pt' P a nil other

drum, which flowed frvt ix 71 h... school. Eric
started stealing to boy it: .4, "I start
ell tg Irea/3 front loy he
said. "I got real si,aky."

"Ws strange," he said, shal:ing his head
and forcing the words out. "Nly parents hat e
always been behind'me. The:: really lose

Erlc's counsclurs at Genesis s, he has
passed out twice In his first month al the
centqr.

Some !ormer PCP users weto ars tc, toicak the hato:1 at
Cacond
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E4:4 ,raroin Addict: PCP
U3'Ou CYL? Control'

By Helen Cordes
Journal Matt %triter

Even dt the height Of her addiction to heroin,
Mary Vino said slw was always aware of her
actions. But w ith the kids on PCP she sees as
director of the Second Gthesis drug treatment
center near Upper Marlboro,-Finn Senses that
they are often "totally out of eunirol."

"I knew a girl with PCP problems who used to
tlify she saw people coining at her in hoods. One
day she walked off a roof." Finn said, "Was this

'kid in control? I don't think so."
Similarly. Jiin my Hendricks, who oversees the

five area Second Genesis centers, remembers "a
guy who was going to cut up his Mother with a
bottlebecauSehe thought she was the devil:"

PCP, a powerful street drug that is currently
'the most popular drug in the county. often causes
"a complete break with reality explained
Hendricks. The phenomenon makes treatment
for PCP users a confusing, frustrating, and tedi-
ous task.

Hendricks, a stubby, enthusiastic man who has
won national recognition for his work in PCP

.treatment, behest's that treatment at residential
centers may provide the only effective help.
"The 'outpatient clinics are mai real disadvan.
tage," he said, "There's just not near enough
contact with the patient"
.',Hendricks sadly points out that the Upper
Marlboro facility is the only residential center
for both Prince George's and Montgomery comp
ties. Its 08 re.iincots, he said:represent only a
small number of area youngsters who abuse
PCP.

"It's too bad, because we're still cheaper than
-jail, or placement in a restitution program, for
drug offenders,." he said or Second Genesis,
which is supported by federal, Slate, and county
funds.

PCP treatment af Second Genesis combines
counselim, and poor encounters a ith exercise
and a ii,.ulate dielthit adds ascorbic acid
'supplements and eranberly juice and retritts
catrein.ded drinks.

- All Sell sld 6encsis resi,i,vs cooperate In tak-
ing respoosibil t s or imch a the center's da ytiv
day alit-king,. int the cooking, de a ning,
and some Adito,,,tcdticm. (Win% a regulat-

ed schedule, and discipliriary measures are "de-
signed not Just to punish, but to learn from
mistakes," said counselor Ian MacAgy.

Hendricks said his treatment formula has
resulted in success in the county, and in clinics in
other states. But he also added that a lack of
research has "left a lot of unknowns" about PCP
treatment.

Although the.drug has been growing in popular-
ity since 1975, the drug is still considered
relatively ngw. The drug is too new, for example,
to have proBbced ex.addiets who return as drug
counselors, as have Hendricks, MacAgy, and
Finn. Ex-addicts, Finn said, often inspire a cru-
cial trust in drug users.

The same lack of knowledge trips up users, and
the parents and teaehers who are in daily nbser-
vation,

"Kids still don't tealize howjlangerous it is,"
said MacAgy. Users are often attracted by a
sense of power and control that PCP creates.

But the odd, rebellious, and violent behavior
that is a byproduct of the drug is typically misdi,
agnosed as "general acting out." Finn said. Adds
Hendricks, -when a kid exhibits that behavior,
it's usually marked down as 'disruptive hehav.
bor."

Firm cited some of the deceptive earmarks of a
PCP user. "The user tends to be very hostile,
very rebellious; cursing at mother, not answer-
ing, that kind of thing. They Might respond with a
blank stare. They Oon't give a damn, and they
say it openly," she said. .

Second Genesis counselors respond to these
systems with an individualized program of coun-
seling and group encounter. While the treatment
is long and difficult, it's usually met with suc-
cess, -

Second Genesis provides GED high school
equivalent y training, and other socatlonal train-

- ing. Hendricks said, adding that several Second
Genegis-residents are lttendine college.

lZel..tis !if Second C'enesis re ,idents ha ve
also foemed a support group called -Friends of
Second Genesis,' Finn said, a n4 gene r to dis.
cuss tito cliects of PCPs and other drug on their
children family. She said eencerned parents
could learn more l.). calling 508.1022, or calling
the Seemid Genesis speaker's bureau at GS:I-MO.
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Bip Profits Lure
Pulakers of Drug

By Stephen Deane
Minn kria miter

The Illegal drug PCP Is easily
produced and tremendously
profitable. There, always the
danger of arrest, but that's a
risk many unscrupulous en.
trepreneurs In the area appal,
ently are willing to tike.

lii 11171, the federal Drug En.
forcemeat Administration
labeled the Washington metro-
politan area the PCP capital of
ihe country. Today, said DEA
spokesman David Hoover, the
Washington area still ranks
among the top three cities in
production of the mood-altering
drug, along with Detroit and Los

"Al the Washington area,
Prince George's County heads
the Ilst of places where PCP is
made and consumed.

"Prince George's seems to
have more green (PCP) than
other Jurisdictions" such as
Montgomer) County and loca-
tions in northern Virginia, sc .
cording to Li Anthony A. Leo,
heed of the County Police vice
squad

PCI' is Mg business, Involving

11E2=1=-'--^"-^1,
-

Second in a series

"tremendous, tremendous profit
iturgiAS," Lao said a recent
interview. A chemist, ler In-
stance, can convert ISIMWOilh of
raw materials into 30 pounds of
the finished PCP product, with a
street value of $1311,000.

PCP, moreover, is eaay to
make. All it takes, say Leo and
other law enforcement officials,
h a high schogi knowledge of
chemistry and "a few bottles
and a few buckets." The simple
formula has been published In
several alternative newspaper's,
Hoover said.

The chemicals needed I. pro-
duce PCP, such an ether, a re
falrty cheap. And they are
plentiful In the Washington area,
since a large number of legiti-
mate chemical companies a re
located here. In fact, said Haw-

See PCP, rags Al

'

PCP: Simple Formila
From Page Al

er, ample supplies may account
for the prevalence of PCP in the
area.

Piperldine, the immediate
precursor of the drug, is the
most expensive Ingredient, sell-
ing on the black market for
$1,500 a pint. The same ingredi-
ent Is sold by legitimate pha rms.
coutical companies for only MA a
pint.

But PCP manufacturers
prefer to pay the black market
price because a rem ot law re-
stricts legitimate sales of piperi-
dine and requires companies lo
supply the DEA with lists of cus-
tomers
The lucrative business of

making PCP has Its dangers
dangers which can wive fatal
Drug ripoffs and fights a Mono
dealers over turf make tiolenve
an ever-present risk And the
manufacture of the drug al
though within the reach of a high
school chemist can lead to
explosion and death.

Thal Is what happened last
July' 2, when two brothers dled In
an explosion at their mother's
Cheverly,home. The mother was
oul of town when her two sons
Ronnie D. Sprouse, 24, of Rive
and Ray W. Sprouse Jr , 35, of
Kentland were "cooking," or
preparing l'CP. As they added
ether to the mixture, the volatile
chemical ignited, causing an
explosion that killed the brothers
instantly and did $10,000 damage
to the dwelling.

PCP producers also face the
danger of getting caught. Last
year County Police raided seven
PCP labs throughout the county,
arresting 42 persons and miring
amounts of PCP with en estimat-
ed street value of OS1.000. All 42
suswets are still awaiting trial.

The Phantom motorcycle
gang, most of whose members
live In the county, were a major
target of the County Ponce vice
squad. A four-month investiga-
tion Invoking the Us.' of a wire.
tap culminated ICIAI Aug. 27 at 7

p.m. when police raided 10 ad-
dresses, Including the Phantom
clubhouse at 1113 Clovis Ave In
Bradbury Heights. Raw ingredl-
entrused tu make PCP, along
with the finished product, other
illegal drugs and a large number
of rifles, shotguns and handguns
were seised in the raids. Twenty
persons were taken into custody,
and later arrests that year
brought 1 hr.-total of arrested
Phantoms to 30.

Last year's biggest lab rald
took place Nov. 10 al a residence
at 5707 Tuckerman St. In River-
dale. Police seised large
amounts of PCP, from its Initial
stages of production tot he fin-
ished product, worth a street
value of $175,000. Quantities of
cocaine and more than $1,500 In
cash were also confishated. Five
persons were arrested.

Police and drug counselors
say it is impossible tu estimate
the total number of PCI' produc-
era or users

Thursday. The Liners

tit r itS i.
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County IE Council
Information,. Don Upset nen.: 5f47,1

FOR IHREDiATE RELEASE: January la, 1982

The use of PCP is on the rise in Prince George's

County.

That it the belief of Thomas M. 2rovne, Jr., eheirma7.

of the County's Addictions Advisory Council and computer

scientist for Planning Research CorporaCion, and James B.

Hendricks, vice chairman of the Advikory Council and regional

director of Second Genesis, Inc.

Browne notes that there has been a recent increase in

the number of arrests of persons charged with manufacturing

the drug in the county.

PCP laboratories have been found in Laurel, Temple Hills

and District Heights, he says-.

"From this increased manufacturing of P6, one can assume

that there is now more PCP on the streots,"accIrding to Browne.

Information from a local outpatient counseling program

in the county shows that almost 20 percent of the clients are

now primary PCP users, h. emphasizes. Statistics from a

',large, residential program in the County indicates 29 percent

of the clients are also primary pcP users.

grown, gays this increased use of PCP comes after

several Years of what appeared to be a tapering off of use

of the drug in the County.

He notes that in 19-6 the Federal Drug Enforcemen:

idministration called the Washington area "rho PCP capitol

dr tho country." Ili 19-9, it had dropped to third place.

Troune believe, :hero Mal he an unswing in the use Or

P jur, the ...:Jrr,..nt revssiion because "it if one of the

:iciest- irtlig to m4nufacture and bui. It al4o is relative:,

1 e -2

c un-e^ , ' ,14 frightenin; is Irowne and

.40 .^ '%nr, nu% C

- Jf -rt.,. J.C q
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Page 2
News Release
PCP
January 11, 1912

"Evidence indicates that this substance is chemically, pharma-

cologically and behaviorally distinct from other cl

psychoactive compounds and is infinitely worse than LSO," grown.

says.

With chronic use of PCP three or more times a week for a

minimum of six months it has been reported that it may require

several weeks to several years until the person again feels

'normal' after discontinuing use of the drug," Browne says.

During this period the person may exhibit speech problems,

memory loss, thinking disorders, personality changes, anxiety,

severe depression, suicidal and homicidal tendencies and periods

of amnesia, according to Hendricks.

H. says PCP primarily affects the "higher" or "integration!'

centers in the brain and has been demonstrated to inctbase

sensitivity to sensations such as light and sound. It also

affects the centeti that control motional expression, aggression,

vision, hearing and motor movement.

Brown and Hendricks found that the average abuser in choir

population study used PCP almost daily for five or six years. It

is an accepted fact that a typical "street dose" is estimated at

S miligrams, according to Hendricks.

H. says that "we are already familiar with the immediate

effects of PCP caused by such dosage.

"It is a proven fact that eve's. 'Several months Of chronic PCP

use, the user's intake increases to 200 mg or more per day. The

after effects associated with this type of consumption is mind-

boggling," according to Hendricks and Browne.

Hendricks says "perhaps one of the most remarkable differences

between those who have used PCP and those who have ne'ver used it is

the greater involvement of PCP users in polydrug abuse."

This is because PCP users may be ingesting other drugs in an

effort to reduce the psychic and emotional distress which they arr

experiencing. In some studies it was found PCP users were taking

heroin as a method of reducing the withdrawal symptoms of PCP abuse.

The long term affects of PCP are frightening, says Hendricks.

(more)
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Page 5
News Release
PCP
January 11, 19$2

PCP remains in the user's system considerable longer than

any other known drug, he says, adding, no medication has totally

reversed the effects of,PCP.

Another fearful aspect of PCP is its ability to produce a

schitophreniform psychosis following use which can reast from

four to six weeks or longer.

"This psychosis is characterized by the appearance of the cardinal

signs of schizophrenia and unpredictable aggressive or withdrawal

behavior.

"PCP. has no equal in its ability to produce brief psychosis nearly

indistinguishable from schizophrenia according to noted PCP authorities,

brown. says.

To date the treatment of PCP clients in drug programa "has

received limited attention," Hendricks notes.

Browne and Hendricks have found that "PCP users display

depression, agitation, hostility and belligerence and are'unable to

cope with the demands and expectations of structered, intensive

therapy regimen."

This results in PCP patients noc being able to take part in

standard rehabilitation programs.

lut Hendricks and grown, have found that such Patients "can

participate in therapy if special training is conducted for

staff and other clients to make them aware of the special needs of

.PCP clients. Recreation and a special diet to metabolize PCP out

of the client's system were found to be a beneficial therapeutic

tool." It is emphasized that a program of support and reinforcement

most be provided within the treatment setting.

Second Genesis found05 treating PCP patients that as the

ffects of the drug wore off, patients became more aware of the

treatment program and the demands on ihem to participate.

They found that during treatment clients often become impatient

for results an, ,pset when they did not
respond even though off the

Jrug

(moreJ
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Page 4
News Release
PCP
Januarr IS, 1912

4fendricks oaphsiizes-that it is therapeutic to help a client

understand that any existIng.memory loss or speech problem is

most likely i PCP related event and will usually itself

over time.

"loved ones of a patiant either find It hard to accept or are.

un aaaaa of the [Act that oven though a patient is off PCP the

after-effects can and do last from sss 1 months 1 years

following discontinuid use of this substance." they note.

The two list eight steps that Can be taken to aid PCP patients:

1. All programs should have a referral file; a range of services

*fait or can be developed within the community which can provide

assistance to service workers having problems with PCP abusers.

2, There is need for establishing sn exclusive program for the

treatment of PCP abusers to mor adequaiely address their unique

needs.

3. There should bi cooperation and coordinatipn between community

agencies and private citizens so that everyone may learn about the

problems of PCP abuse.

4. All mental health, drug abuse treatment, criminal justice,

psychiatric, medical and educational agencies should bit provided

training in the latest PCP techniques concerning treatment, detection,'"

detoxification, etc.

5 All branches of the media should be provided with up.to.date

information on PCP snd'related services. An informed public is our

best weapon towards warding off an epidemic.

0. if a prevention effort is to work before the onset of a problem

with PCP, families, community agencies, and schools must be educated

on the problems of PCP Abuse.

Basic medical, PhVchological, and treatment information about PCP

should be included during any inseryice training for treatment

personnel,

S. The Addictions Advisory Council of Prince Georges County should

establish a Special Task Force to disseminate tho latest PCP

iniormstion to all concerned.

9.1-.141 0 - 02 - 11
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2eni1sb -Vales ASenats
abassurm 05 LANIIMM APO'

sOIN.Y4 IMMOWIC110
5w/5llowirreM. S.C. MO

" January 29, 1982

The Honorable Paula Hawkins
Chairman
Subcommittee on Investigations
and General Oversight

Room 4230, Dirkaan Senate Office Bldg.

Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Madame Chairman:

Thank you for including my statement in the record of the

Subcommittee's hearing on "Drug Abuse In The American School

-System" conducted on January 27, 1982.

In addition to my statement, I would very much appreciate

the inclusio% of three additional document. in the hearing

record. They ire: (1) a repoyt by the National Institute on

Drug Abuse on the December 1981 Community Correspondents Group

Conference held in Atlanta, Ga,: (2) recent report, prepared

by the Detroit, Michigan, Bureau
of Substance Abuse: and (3) a-

report to Subcommittee Minority staff from the Division of
Substance Abuse Services of the New York State Office of Alco-

holism and Substance Abuse.

Thank you for your assistance in this matter.

With best regards,

Enclosures three

147

el!ief

117,

Edward M. Kenn
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A Report Prow The National Institute On Drug Abuse

This amniary hlgtdipda the major pohds reported during the Deoember 11111
Comnumity Corempondents Group Conference held in Atlanta, Georgia.

Heroin oonthams to be the major drug abuse problem reported by New
Ta "My and Washington, D,C.

V. and Muss abuse continues in Chimp: St.. Louis, Buffalo, New
New, sad 1Philad2hia. Indleators In Detroit, Minneapolis, and
Dallas point to Ts Blom sham emerging In their, cities.

Miami =dictate. report IncressIng problems with moans'.

Lookalik, (tugs are sawing problems In Chloago, St. Louis,
Phoenix, and Seattle, pardouhrly among youth.

Rumors of LSD tranpfers ereated public omen In Ghlosgo, Seattle,
Phomix, Denver, and Mlaml when perents cdrantated letters warning
that cartoon tattoos on the street contained USD. These rumors
turned out to be without Mhstanos, however.

Amphetamine dams appears to be fishy in Phoenix, San Diego, San
Tronchem, end

Data Gonad/on problems ere Increasing due to the change from direct
%dere support to programs to block pants.
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1. HEROIN ABUSE CONTINUEILTO BE A MAJOR PROBLEM Of NEW YORK
CUT AND WMIHNOTOlf, D.

Five indicators (heroin related overdose deaths, heroin eminency room mentions,
treatment admissions for primiry heroin abuse, heroin price and purity data, and
treatment population profiles) reflected the level of heroin abuse In several of the
CCO eine., with New Ycek City and Washinalcm, D.C. reporting dramatic changes
in each category.

(1) Heroin Overdose Deaths Increased In Six Cities

New York City experienced 13 peroent themes in overdose deaths due to
Intravenous nerecties between 19$0 and 1N1, while heroin overdose deaths
climbed from 12 in all of 1180 to $t as of September 1981 in W
D.C. Buffalo reported Urea heroin overdose deaths. Boston reported fOur

deathe in 1110 and two during the first-MT:soothe of 1981.
Los Angeles saw 14 percent incresee in Ws maggoty during the last two
ix month periods. San Dims reported Might (nakedly increase axing
len and the first half of litil (173 and 10 respectively) after a decline in
1e79 to 143 deaths. BL Louis, New Origins, Miami, arid 94stei reported
only one heroin related death in 11101 in each city, while the Dallas rata
remained stable at two or tires. saw deoresseWrwroin
related deaths aesompasied by an Wefts. to Opiate related mortality.

(2) Heroin IMIIMMay loom Mentions Pthetisited From City To City

D.C. lad the DAWN system in adergesioy room mentions for
harathinkiWfwt1149 eases reported (18 percent of an emergency room cases In
the city), repiesendrg ea 83 pageant Maness over 19110 figures. New York
çjy reported 90 permit Increase in hercth mentions between 1979 and
TM, with en 18 percent increase between 111410 and 1981. San DIngo heroin
mentions degreased through the first half of 19119, but nave slightly
hammed &ring the imoond half of that year and cantinas to Increase into
the first six months of 1991. Las Angelo reported 17 percent increase
during the last two half year pinto& with an average patient age of TS

r11Boston heroin emergenoy room mentions inorsesed sharply from 200
171479-G-rriroleeted NO for 1981, with 114 percent ingress* at Boston

City Hospitel (the pbile facility) over 1110 fIgtres. Buffalo reported a rise
In emergency room heroin mentions during 1980 and the first quarter of
1991, but mentions have decreased *ring the asoond quarter of 1981. Con-.
varsity, Philadelphia, Ban Francisco and Phoenix reported declines during
early ism

(3) Treatment Admons For Primary Heroin Abuse Are Impacted By
Budget Cuts

New York City reported that 97 percent of the city's treatment slots ere
utilized and suburban treatment facilities ere at 100 percent capacity. The/ 28,000 methadone maintenance slots are filled and currently there are 1,000
people on the waiting list. The prison detoxification population for primary
heroin hes decreased to 32 percent in 1991 from 34 percent in 1980.

I 4
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Whkton, D.C. kntituted a waiting Ilat for the first thee in Awisst of
1941. Dtrir the summer the polio. department conducted majcr raids la
the soppily areas in an effort to disrupt the heroin trade. This mar/keys
contributed to the increased percentage of self referrals to treatment, which
now total 79 peroent of the treatment admon&

Barton treatment programs opened their doors for admissions after a 20
'fi" moratorium on new admissions. As of November 17, 20 now *limits
had entered treatment for primary heroin abuse, sad there are U people ccthe waiting Int. Boston operas to see a dean* in avallsble treatment
facilities dee to ilmensisusetts 'Prop:ninon 3 ur Legiellatice and Federal
hewing rollbados. As of July, treatment funds had deareased by 2$ peroent,
arid another WI preset to 25 perosat duress. is anticipated.

The 1011 first mortar treatment pct2mIon demise le New Jost, was
oonfounded by the systemos being f13il to *amity, stirring longer In
treatment, and the closing of the private Rate fasSity in Trenton. The pri-
mary heroin treatment pophistloa hot demand from N parsed in 1944 to
U menet la 11141. Of these &teats, 14 penmen reported no secondary drug
WAIN, 39 permed mooted swains noonday, and 1.2 mama reported
methadone or other epo as seeondory.

Other eines reported deellaes in treatment admionoas for penury heroin.

(4) Heroin Fries AM Purity Loves Vete

Washingtonj D.C. reported im inereme in heroin rarity (from 3.9 pereint in
11154 to 4.1 permit is MI) with a eirreeponding duress* in Moo per milli-
gram (from $3.04 in 1971 to between $1.47 and $1.$7 In 1911). New York
Cft. purity levels varied from 3 penult ptre in Reim to as high .514 per-

pure on the Lower East Ms. The It. Losis Medan brown purity level
rose from La wawa to IS pereent &ring the past yuar. Other cities
reported heroin purity Wen between 2 meant and 4 perosnt with pekes
ragging from $1.93 to $5.29 per porn militgram.

(1) 'n'estmelt P00419100 bottle Refloat Itigla Changes

In Wanikigtont D.C., g_r _no 12f,oston and New York City-bleak males
predominated In the frSatm.nt Their averege.age was in
the isle 208 or early 30.. Waeh D.C. mid New Irork City ere admit-
ting more females to treatment. Other sift. sew more white males in
treatment for heroin dime aging from mid 205 to mid 30s. PhIladelfilde I.
admftting heroin clients who are raver and have shorter use histories than
In previous years. Ban Francisco clients ere inorusingly middle income level
and choose srsorting7g aTdes on route compared to New Jersey clients, 911
percent of Mhom Inject hoMn up to three times daily.

1 50
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2. TS AND BLUES PROBLEMS CONTINUED IN THE CENTRAL UNITED

STATES

New Orleans Chicago, and St. Louis continued to report that Ts and Blues present
major problems in their cities.. During this reporting period, Minneapolis, Detroit,
and Dallas mentioned the emergence of the drug combination for the first time.
Ts and Blues were also reported as abuse problems in Buffalo, New Jersey, and
Philadelphia.

(1) Compcsition Of The Combination Varies Prom Region To Region

Vs and Blues ere comprised of pentazocine (Talwin) and pyribenzamine
(tripelennamine) in Chicto, St. Louis, New Orleans, and Dallas. The "Blues"
(pyribenzamine) in St. Louis are 50 mifilgram 'tablets, although purple tablets
containing 100 milligrams are also available. St. Louie also reports thai 3ce

containing the pre-mixed being sold on the streets
fsYorrlirro $12.

In Minnespolis, the Talwin is being mixed with seconal, stelazine, Preludin or
amytel. Buffalo, New Jersey, and Philadelphia users prefer to mix their
Talwin with benadryl. Some Philadelphia users prefer Talwin combined with
benadryl and methylphenidate (Ritalin), or use a combination of Ritalin and
pentazocine, called "Rita and Ts."

(2) Two Cities Reported 'Ps And Blues Related Deaths

Deaths in St. Louis in which the presence of Ts and Blues was detected have
been increuing steadily since 1977 from four to six in 1976 to 18 in 1979 to
22 in 1980. During the first six months of 1981, 14 deaths have occurred, six
of which involved injections of Ts and Blues. The remainder were homi-
cides. Of the 64 death* reported during the five year period, Talwin alone
was reported as being responsible for five deaths, (however, it has been mg-
geated that this may be because pyribenzamine.is very difficult to detect),
tripeleanamine alone was responsible for one death, and the two drigs in
combination were found in the rest of the cases. Eight of the toxicology
reports also contained Valium and 29 reported ethanolpresent. Only one of
the 64 deaths was reported in St. Louis County. All of the others were from
the inner city.

Detroit reported three Ts and Blues deaths in 1981, and 17 overdoses, and
nine with Ts and Blues present during 1980. Two of the 1980
deaths were due to Talwin alone.

(3) Ts And Blues Appear To Be Licitly Manufactured And Stolen From
Pharmacies

Louisiana has recently rescheduled Talwin from Schedule IV to Schedule II
over manufacturer objections. "Sets" (one of each tablet) are sold in New
Orleans for between $10 and $20.
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The DEA reported that St. Louis may be a major distribution center for P.
and Blues in the midwestt 1980, 400,460 Talwin and 453,000 pyribenz-
amine tablets were missing from pharmacies. Detroit pharrnacy audits
revealed that 100,545 Talwin teblets were unaccounbx-17Z-w.

(4) St. Louis And Chicaao Treatment Populations Are Predominantly
Black

An Illinois treatment policy change now allow T's and Blues abusers to enter
methadone treatment. The population is evenly divided among males and
females, 87 percent black, younger end lass well educated than heroin
abusers, and primarily Medicaid reimbursed.

The St. Louis treatment population is comprised of inner city blacks with en
average age of 28 years.

3. COCAINE LI EMERGING AS A MAJOR DRUG ABUSE PROBLEM

Miami and Seattle reported that cocaine is the major drug pfeblem in their
aelic SeveM-cTher cities reported increases in cocaine related deaths, emer-
gency room mention, treatment admissions, and price end purity data.

(1) five Cities Reported Increased CocaineRelated Deaths

Cocaine related overdose deaths rose from one in 1980 to three during the
first six months of 1981 in Minneapolis. Seattle noted an increase from two
deaths due to cocaine in 1 80 to me first ten months of 1981.
Pour of the five were from injections and two also contained methadone in
the toxinlogy reports. In Miami, cocaine was present in 78 percent of
homicide victims, and the cocaine related death rate for 1981 Is fdur times ,

higher than the previous live year average: Eight cocaine overdose deaths
were reported in Aspen, Colorado in 1680. New York City medical examiner
reports for oocaine In 1980 climbed by 197 percent over 1979 firms (from
34 to 101 deaths). This statistic is mpported by a 55 percent increase in
cocaine arrests in New York City.

(2) Emergency Room Mention Are Increasing

Detroit reported a significant rise in emergency room mentions and San
el51-0 mentions continued a row year steady upward trend. Although the

numbers are small, Buffalo emergency room mentions have doubled between
1980 and 1981. PhoenIx room mentions climbed from 13 during
the second half of 1980 to 33 during the first half of 1981. Seattle's cocaine
mentions averaged 20 per quarter, nearly double the heroin reports. Wash-
ington, D.C. cocain mentions increased by 24 percent between 1980 and
1981. Bceton reported increases from 41 mentions in the first half of 1980
to 81 in the second half of thin year to 84 during the first half of 1981.

(3) Cocaine Is Increasingly Listed As The Reason For Entering Treatment

Minneapolis and Dallas reported steady increases in proportions of clients
entering treatment. During the lest six months, one of five clients entering
treatment in Colorado listed cocaine es their primary drug of abuse, end
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cocaine Is responsible for 10 percent of the total treatment population. Sim-
ilarly, cocaine was responsible for nearly 20 percent of all treatment admis-
sion In San Diego, where the proportion of cocaine clients In treatment
dodged between 1979 and 1980. Los Angeles reported that 45 percent of
treatment adminions for "other drugs" were for cocaine. In San Francisco,
the proportion of cocaina abusers In the treatment population has dotbled
from 5.5 percent In 1980 to 12 percent in 1981. Seattle cocaine treatment
admission rose to 91 during the first 10 months UT917 from 90 for all of
1990. Half of the clients entering treatment In Washbarton D.C. report
cocaine use.

(4) Cocain Price And Piety Levels VarY

Retail cocaine prime range from $100 to $150 per gram across the country,
but purity levels vary from 12 percent to 40 percent. Confiscation have
been made of 75 percent to 88.8 percent pure cocaine in Buffalo and
MliuiecooIIs respectively. The most common diluents are--)Wmins,

, and amphetamines.

4. OTHER DRUGS OF ABUSE WERE REPORTED

Although heroin, Ts and Blues, and cocaine dominated the reports, several,other
drugs ware highlighted.

(1) Look Alike Drugs Are Attrecthig More Attention

These &up, which contain mostly Caffeine ephedrine and phenylpro-
panolarnime, ars widely available throughout the country either over the
oounter or vla mall order. They beeome dangerous when they an sold m
"speed" on the strode. The Illinois legislature is conducting hearings on look
alike.. Use in St. Louis is irliWrous. In Minneapolis look alike seizures by
law onforesmeni-STM outnumbered amphetamines by a margin of two to
one. In Phoenix, three non openly sal only look alike drugs. In Seattle,
police are flndlng look &likes are being sold an amphetamines.

(2) Four Cities Reported Indications Of Increased Amphetamine Use

Emergency room mentions and Veatment admissions rose In Phoenix- San
Dlego reported a 50 percent increase In treatment admissions; San Francgro
reported an Increase from 5 percent of the total treatment population in
1980 to 7.5 percent of the same category In 1981; and Philadelphia reported
that 25 percent of all treatment admissions were for amphetamines with a
large Mcreass in the 17 to 21 age group.

(3) Dflaudid Continues To Be A Popular Heroin Substitute

Dilaudid the narcotic of choice in St. Louis County. Tablets sell for $40 to
$50 eajth. New Orleans reports that Dilaudid Is often mixed with heroin and
the p ce is $40 to $45 per tablet. Atlanta ranks fourth in DAWN mentions
for LYiIaudld. Newark addicts pay $10 7iiTa 4 milligram tablet, and treat-
ment agenciesrugstreet people report the appearance .of 8 milligram
tablets manufactured overseas. DMus:lift use an a heroin substitute in

os
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Washington, D.C. is &alining, but 1981 emergency room mentions increased
by 7 percent over 19110. Detroit also saw Increasing Dilaudid emergency
room mention.

(4) Mani:anion Mentions Continue In Cal Cities

St. Louis reported that Illicit methaqualon is mie of the most readily avail-
s-ipopular &cgs In the metropolitan area. Meting= ton is the fourth
most often confiseated ckug by law enfornalent agonies in New Orleans.
Miami reported 19 automobile accident deaths due to the drug. Atlanta
rasics "..asoond nationally In DAWN Methaquaione emergency room mrciTons,
and ION Wasbingtont D.C. emergency room mentions fbr "ludas" increased
by 30 parent over 15.0 Wale.

(5) PCP Abase APPan To B. Diminishing

Most ale reported Indicators for PCP are damning or leveling off.
Wallington, D.C., however had a 15 percent increase in emergency room
mentions during Mil.

(8) Several Cities Reported A "/AD Transfer" Scare

CP11112°11rolas Were tars aiiiaBlng cartoon transfer tattoos, Seattle, Denver and Miami all reported that In October

whieh allegedly contained LSD. Investigation by several of the city pro-
grams did not dinner LSD Is any of the samples. Apparently, the parents
ware confusing the transfer tattoos with cartoon acid which was popular In
the 1,2ors.

(7) Several Unusual Ocarrences Merit Attention

During the dimension, isolated incidents with prescription clup or unusual
use patterns were mentioned by several CCO members.

_ _

New Origami reported that since TalwIn was rescheduled, phy-
stains are increasingly receiving late night and weekend
requests for prescription refills of Preludin.

Denver and New Orleans reported increased use of Tussionex
(hydrocodon and phenyl-toloxamine resin).

Cartoon acid is available In Phoenix, although it is not as
potent a the 1850's version.

A report from TERROS crisis intervention in Phoenix involved
YOHIMBINE, a derivative of the bark of an African tree said
to cnre impotence.

In San Preneiscce, some amyl and butyl nitrite users ere dipping
the filter ends of cigarettes into the bottles, and then smoking
theough the soaked filters.
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In Bil Un(hain, Washington, police discovered a room full of
plastic bags packed with hallucinogenic mushrooms ready for
sale.

Buffalo and PhRadelphia emergency rooms both reported use of
TOW& non narcotic analgesic with addiction properties simi-
lar to Talwin.

Dilantin emergency room mentions in Detreit showed a signifi-'
cant increase.

(8)- Two Cities Reported On School And Street Us* Surma

In Hew Orleens 155 studenti were referred to VASAU Nohn(eirs Against
Smoking and AlOohol Use) during the first hat of the 1981 sbhool, year. Of
theme referrals, 44 were for marijuana, 37 for 'alcohol, 32 for cigarette
smoking, and 2 for disruptive behavior.

New York City conducted street surveys on Wall Street, in the Garment Dis-
trict, and in 35 school& The findings included: .

Heroin was being sold in eight of the 15 buildings selected in
the Wall Street area.

Heroin was being sold on. six of thi 18 blocks selected in the
Garment District.

Heroin and needles were available for aale' in 11 of the 36
schools mwveyed during the Fall term oompared to dine of 35
schools armed in the Spring. This Was the first report of
needles being sold in the schools.

Street word Is that pinleor beige') cocaine is of 'higher quality
than white.

Cocaine "basing galleries" are being reported for the first
tithe.

Cocaine dealers are perceived on the street as being higher in
status than heroin dealers because they keep regular hours and
take special orders which are often delivered to clients' homes.

A household telephone survey revealed that:

Households with incomes of $50,000 or over reported the
highest recreational drug use.

16 percent of those surveyed reported that they had used drugs
nonmedically at least once in the six months preceding the sur-
vey.

78 percent of the household drug users used marijuana in com-
bination with alcohoL

63 percent of the household drug users used cocaine In combi-
nation with marijuana.

,

55 percent of the household drug users used cocaine In combi-
nation with alcohoL
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PROGRAMATIC TMPLICATIWS OF RECINT SUBSTANCE
. MUSE BUDGET CUTS ON SERVICE TO CLIENTS

IN DETROIT

, (Prepared by the Bureau of Substance Abuse, Detroit, Mich.)

Between fiscal 1979-1980 and the end of fiscal 1980-1981 there were budget
cuts from the State Office of Substance Abuse Services and from the City
of Detroit to substance abuse programs in the Detroit area totalling three
million dollars. (see Appendix A).

CI the three million dollar service reduction approximately 24 million comes
from the State and another half million from the City of Detroit.

Substance abuse programs in Detroit experienced an average minimun loss of
18.51 in their fiscal allocations. Since the bulk of the decreases occurred
during the past six months, the rate of reductions, from the State and the
City, when annualized, is approximately six million dollars per year.

As a direct result of these budget contractions, (14) fourteen treatment '

programs have been or are being closed. They are: .

Alexandrthe House
Alexandrine House - West
RobesoniTubman-Douglass-Truth
League of Goodwill
End-Dependence
NSO Alcohol Highway Safety
Wayne County Jail

Lafayette Clinic (plus the elimination
of a $350,000 research grant)
Allied Health Drug Abuse
Allied Health Operation Cope
Cenrunity AlcOholism - Area II
Comunity Alcoholism - Area IV
S.H.A.R. - Huron Valley
Project: Headline - Townsend House
Residential (Alcohol)

The closing down of these programs thus Car have:y

Wiped out 95 resiClential drug free treatment slots.

Blocked 1,000 young people, per month, from prevention and educational
efforts.

Eliminated 675 outpatient methadone slots from being available to
that portion of the substance abuser population that needs this type
of treatment.

Prevented 600 problem drivers, each month, from attending alcohol
highway safety classes.

Removed 90 daycare/drug-free treatment opportunities, and

Erased 20 badly needed alcoholism residential beds and 10 detox units.

6,
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Page 2

Clients were not the only ones to suffer from the reductions in funding.
Approximately 10S trained and experienced substance abuse staff persons
lost their jobs.

The loss of funding came not only from the State and Federal agencies but,
also, from allied departments as well, including but not Halted to the
Department of Social Services, Department of Mental Health and Mmpower's
C.E.T.A. employees project. Loss of trainees or staff and of these auxi-
liary funds have hurt and disrupted those programs still functioning.

Overall, these programmatic budget cuts resulted in approximately 2,600
fewer clients per month 'receiving substance abuse care and treatrent than
did a year ago.

At a reflection of the current situation, methadone programs are averaging
109% of matrix on May 1, 1981; residential programs 94%. At various times,

methadone programs arc accumulating a sizeable waiting list (although any
program having over 100% matrix, technically, should have a waiting list).

The closing of Towmsend House was a particularly bitter blow because their
Client population was, primarily, indigent alcoholics who need residential

care and this kind of.quality facility.is very much needed in Detroit.

In summary, the cutback in funding is beginning to be reflected in service

reductions and program closings. However, the full hmpact on services has

yet not materialized because budget and serviCe reductions' have not been

ccmpleted. The most recent budget reductions have not been implemented
fully, and several programs scheduled to close are in process of phasing-

out by September 30, 1981.

Finally, additional cuts in Federal, State, and/Or City' funding can be

anticipated depending upon such factors as the 25% decrease planned when

formula and categorical grant funds are converted into block grants, by an.

additional reduction in State budget appropriations, or by fiscal reductions

from the City, if new general revenue sources are not found.

cl
6/10/81
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APPENDIX A

The" following programs are under a ditect contract for funds from
the Office of Substance Abuse Services until October 1, 1981:

Final
Fiscal Fiscal Fiscal

E.E2BEAM 1979-80 1980-81 1980-81

Acute Alcoholism $ 37,195 $ 34,219 $ 34,219
Alexandrine House 278,448 117,018 0

Catholic Social Services 34,986 34.986 30,417
Catholic Youth Organization 38,266 47,885 41,631
Elmhurst Home 66,590 74,600 70,497
End Dependence 53.933 53.933 0

Highland Park 156,160 167,707 161,837
Hutzel Hospital ' 260,803 261,393 247,016
LaCasa 138,238 156,070 142,383
League Goodwill 1 112,274 112,274 0

Mariners' Inn 9,841 9,841 9,841

Metro East 632,463 558,240 509,073
Metropolitan Hospital (alcoholism) 64,349 64,349 55.945
Nardin Park 274,495 275,083 239.160
Neighborhood Service'

Organization 302,429 302,429 224,068
Project: Headline 444,838 432,996 493,181

Recorders Court 133.908 133,908 116,420

Rubicon/Odyssey 628,274 628,274 546,221

Sacred Heart Rehabilitation
Center 643,613 552,613 480,441

Salvation Army 543,072 287,098 237,533
SHAR 512,154 512,154 436,135

Sobriety House 103,300 102,180 95,036

WOMAN Center 248,456 248,456 197,200

MAPP 142,836 200,000 184,000

MCA - Babes 0 21,000 19,320
Sacred Heart Women 96,589 188,094 188,094

SOC 19.975 19.975 18,622

Wayne County Administration 535.515 o o
..-'

0.513.000 $5.596.775 $4.688.290

Totals:
1979-80 $6,513,000
1980-81 4,688,290

Decrease In OSAS funding
through FY 198041

$1,824,710

The following programb administered by the Detroit Health
Department have been reduced by OSAS during FY 1980-81:

Statewide Services Alcoholism Demonstration Project
Detroit City Coordinating Agency
Detroit Drug Abuse Treatment Program
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Robeson/Turman Drug Program
Deighborhood Servicea Department Drug Program
Legislative Intent Funds for various programs

Total OSAS reductions - FY 1980-81: $681,075

Totala:

OSAS Direct Contracts 81.824,710
Detroit Administered Contracts 681,075

Total OSAS fund reductions FY 1979-80 and FY 1980-81 82,505,785

in Detroit

Finally, the City of Detroit has been forced to reduce
appropriations to substance abuse by $410,000 during

FY 1980-81
410 000

Total reduction of public substance abuse funds-FY 198041 $2.915,785
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VATS OP NEW YORK
DiVISION OF SUSIBTANCI MAME 11611VIGES

Office ot Akoholiwn and Substance Abuse
ntkOIVS A11.

444.0 maw Cse OM)

January 25. 1982

Mr. Wolter Sheridan
Minority,Staff
Committee on Labor Human Resources
Room 4222
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington. DC 20510

Dear Mr. Sheridan:

As requested by Mr. James Michie, I NO writing to provide you with
informatioo on the impact of Federal drug treatment and prevention bud-
get cuts in New York State in preparation for Senator Kennedy's remarks
before the Committee on Wednesday. January 27.

While New York State's support for drug treatment and prevention
services has always been xtensive. the Federal commitment to combat the
drug problem has been inadequate. In fact. Federal support for drug treat-
ment has declined since FFY 1919. with the most devastating budget cuts
occurring during the current fiscal year.

Under the Omoibus Reconciliatioo Act of 1981's formula for allocating
Alcohol. Drug Abuse and Mental Health (ADM) illock Grant funds to the states.
it Is estimated that New York State will receive 8.5041 of the total FFY 1982
ADM Appropriation. The Reagan Administretion hem proposed. and the current
Continuing Resolution includes. a total ADM appropriation of only $432 mil-
lion.

Although several Issues must still be resolved at both the Federal
and State levels. Mew York States total ADM award will probably be about $36
million in FY 1982. Of this amount. approximately $19.1 million will be al-
located for the State's drug treatment and prevention services, representing
a decrease of $9.2 million, or over 321. from Federal funds received In FY 1901,

New York State has requested and received ADM Olock Grant funding an
of October 1. 1981. My opting for early implementation of the block grant.
NOW York 011 be able to utilize FY 1981 categorical funding which remains in

1 6 0
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place through March, 1982, as well as new block grant funds, and grad-
ually phase-in reductions in treatment services over a one to two year
period. However, the net result of Federal budget cuts will be the loss
of well over 3,000 community treatment slots statewide, as well as the
serious curtailment of state drug prevention, training and other special
emphasis activities currently conducted by the Oivision of Substance Abuse
Services.

The impact of these budget cutbacks is felt even more severely in
states such as New York which have been experiencing an increasing drug
problem over the past several years. Recent studies by the OiviSion in-

dicate that:

the,number of heroin-related emergency room episodes reported for the
first half of 1981 in the New York City area (1,811) is 19 percent
higher than the comparable period in 1980 (1,523) and 138 percent

higher than in 1979 (762);

deaths attributed to narcotic drugs in New York City increased
from 246 in 1978 to 534 in 1980 - an increase of 117 percent;

since 1971, the use of marijuana, cocaine and the non-medical use
of tranquilizers have at least doubled among New York State's
secondary school students;

more than two million New York .State household residents have used
at least one illicit drug and/or prescription drug nonmedically
in the six months prior to a spring, 1981 survey.

Furthermore, the proffered justification for such cuts - that of re-
turning responsibility for services programs to the states - is grossly

misleading in the drug treatment area, since states have been assuming most
of the burden for these services for many years.

For example, for services and programs in the drug abuse prevention

area, espoused as an Administration priority, New York State will spend over

$16 million from state revenues this year. In FFY 1981. the Federal govern-

ment made available only about $16 million for the entire country, with

New York receiving slightly more than $500,000 of this amount.

It is clear that the Federal government has not fully accepted its

share of responsibility for dealing with the nation's drug problem, and the

Reagan Administration proposes to further minimize the Federal role. Maxi-

mum appropriations for drug treatment and prevention, and for drug enforcement

programs, are needed if we are to maintain even existing service levels.

I will be glad to provide you with any additional information you
may require concerning the impact of cuts on drug treatment services in

New York Please feel free to contact me or Joan Waite of my staff at

(518) 457-7629.

Sincerely.

?okr 5 el
John S. Gustafson
'Aasistant Oirector

JSClimm
cc: Julio Martinez

Jamts-Michie

1
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WOMAN INISOUNG111
wAlageilliele. S.C. /NM

March 23, 1982

The Honorable Paula Hawkins
Chairman
Senate Subcommittee on Investigations
and General Oversight

Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Madam Chairman,

I am writing to request your assistance regarding the
record of the Subcommittee's recent hearing on "Drug Abuse
In Tle American School System."

In recent weeks, hundreds of young residents and admin-
istrators of drug abuse tratment programs have written to
me expressing their lappreciation for the Subcommittee's
recognition of the growing substance abuse problem and their
concerns over cuts in Federal funding of their programs.

As many of these individuals have requested that their
letters be made a part of the hearing record, I have chosen
a representative sampling of these letters and would very
much appreciate your including them in the published hearing
record.

Thank you for your cooperation in this matter.

with best regards,

EMX:jme

Enclosurea

12-241 n 312 - 10

Acerely,

ward M. Kennedy
Ranking Minority

162
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082 M4R -4 pu 26, 1982'

Miss Ruth O. Jones
804 Tanner St.
Rockford, IL 61103

The Honorable Edward K. Kennedy
U.S. Senate
109 Russell Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, DC 20510

My Dear Senator Kennedy

Please include this letter for'the record on'your hearing entitled
nrugs In The American School System", whieh was held on January 27th.

As a parent, concerned neighbor andliedicated counselor, I work
cloeely with youth and adults who have alcohol and drug problems. I also

work with ran-a-ways and young prostitutes. I've learned about drug abuse

treatment because 1Drugs hit home". I have a 14 year old Cod Sister who

started getting high with friendsjrom school. She became addicted to
speed and other harmfel drugs.- She was informed by the guy she brooght
herdrugs from that IA order to keep up her expensive habit, she would
have to work at this house. She ran away from home with a pimp and a

drug habit and went through hell for lf years. My sieter knew she had a

drug habit so she came to me and asked if I could help her get into a,

drug center. I enrolled her In Gateway House, 512 Cedar Crest Lane, Like

Villa, IL 60046. As a big sister, 4 concerned neighbor and counselor, I
have through the 'agency I work for (Martin House), referred many clients
to the Cateway House Drug Free Program.

My plea with you, Senator, is to please vote against the President's
additional budget cutback in the Drug Abuse Treatment Program. Also nay

I inform you that I an's proud dedicated Black voter and I believe that
if some of tho things like drugs, alcbbol abuse, or crime "Hit home",

you would be more concerned about people.

My main interest and concern Is to continue working with adults and youth

with drug and alcohol problems. This way I would be able to help someone

when they cry for help to Get away from the pain of drugs.

Will the Drug treatment Centers beopen? Will there be enough money

to continue to run the Drug Treatment Programs? Will, the dream of Dr.

Martin Luther King and other AmeriCans who have paesed on, "Be just a

Dream"?

Very truly yours

Ruth O. Jones
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February 11, 1982

The Honorable Edward H. Kennedy
United States Senate
109 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C., 20510..

Dear Senator Kennedy,

I was very pleased that Senator Hawkins held hearing on drugs
in the American school system on January 27th of this year. 1
share her grave concern about this very serious problem and
also agree with her that legal remedies and treatment alternativesshould be ffected. This problem is more serious than ever and
certainly can be seen in the schools in Salt Lake City. This
problem has grave implications upon the futur.

Unfortunately, while everyone eems to acknowledge this problem,
Congress last year isessed an enormous cut- in legal and treatment
options for our schbol population substance abusers. In Utah,
substance abuse treatment slots ate full end waiting list exist.
The prediction is tor a reduction of services, despite the
inc. in the problem. I encourage your support to help u
fight this problem and help thos who have been affected.

Sincerely,

Glen R. Lambert, H.S.W., C.S.W., L.C.S.W.
State Director, Utah Odyssey House
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Senator HAWKINS. That concludes this hearing. I would like to
invite those members of the panel that have stayed and those from
Second Genesis to be my guests for lunch. I know you have waited
a long time. [Applause.]

[Whereupon, at 2:17 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
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